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INTRODUGT[@N

"rf architecture ís to have any ext,ernal validity, it is essential
that design goals stem from the needs, desires and values of those
who are affected by Èhe buildings rather than simply from the
values of those r,¡ho believe that they knorv what is good for the
rest. The archltectfs role Ís to ensure that alternatives are
considered....t'1

Martin Pawley "...(contends that) since the subjective value of
objects (including dvrellings) rresides in their significance as
exËensíons of Èhe personality of their ou.nert, the {esígner'stask is to inËensify this man/object relationship."z

vli "

footnotes for this chapter p xt



INTRODUCTION

This thesis confronts the problem of the ever-increasing anonym-

ity and non-involvement of the user in the housing process. Rapidly

lncreasing land values and the unstable economics of the building in-

dustry eombine to effectively dissociate the majority of the North

Amerícan urban dwellers from involvement in the developmenË of housing.

Most users must choose from an existing housing stock, hoping Ëo find

a home that is both r¿ithín their financial means and that reflects

their housing needs. Understandably, as the financial security of the

user decreases, so does the range of choices available to hirn. At the

botËom of this scale is the low income family, the family which because

of physical, mental, or educational disabilities is economically inse-

cure. Many of these are trwards of the Staterr and are dependent upon

the GovernmenË for subsÍdization. They must rely upon some form of

Public Housing to satisfy theír dwelling requirements.

viti.

It is with this group of

this form of housinC, leqily

concerned" It is felt that by examining the particular nature of the

two within the specífÍc context of l^Iinnipeg, Manitoba, insight might

be gained into the consequences of creating housing for the anonymous

user.

The Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation (herein referred to

as the MHRC or the Corporation) is a Crorm corporation of the Govern-

ment of Manitoba. It is responsible for the delivery of Public Housing

fn Manltoba and Winnipeg" The Corporationfs housing program is examined

urban dwellers, the Low Income and r'¡íth

Public Town Housing, that this thesis is



fn Chapter I in

system utilized

accomplished bY

the Architect '
of the MHRC in

1x.

anattemptÈounderstandthecomplexityofthedelivery

ín the development of Public Tornm Housing' This is

analysíng the roles and relationships between the MIIRC'

and the User as they have evolved since the formation

L967 and as theY exist todaY.

In Chapter II an undersLanding of the particular nature of the

l,linnÍpeg Public Housing t,enanL is gained from a user Feedback survey

conducted upon Public, Limíted Dividend, and prívate to\"m housing ten-

ants in l^linnipeg. A comparison of the data from the three user groups

gíves a clearer understanding of the nature of Èhe Publíc Town Housing user'

Also in ChaPter II

ing Public Tov¡n Housing

cover the evolution of

Following this, ín ChaPter III the

standards are analysed in an attempt to

the buÍlt housing environment.

an investigatíon of a specific group of exist-

developments is conducted in an attemPt to un-

this form of housing in l^linniPeg'

The role of the housing environment in fulfilling the physical

and psychological needs of Man, the socíal animal is considered in

Chapter IV. Insight into the man-built envíronment relationship rvas

provided through readings in environmental socio-psychology' An anal-

ysis of the user feedback survey within the group of built Public Torun

Housing environments investigated is also conducted. This is done in

an attempt to establish the success of the projects in satisfying user

needs and to realize some subjective reactions to the built invironmenË'

Thís four-part analysís is Ehen synthesised in Part lI through the

t

I
I
!

g

t

i
I

I

i
l

building codes and design

understand how these influence



establishment of a "Patt.ern Language for Public Town Housíng in l,linni-

pegtt. The Pattern Language

design prescription created by Christopher Alexander and the Center

for EnvÍronmental Structure in Berkeley" It is of particular interest

to Ëhis thesis because it can be used to methodícally relate user needs

to physical eomponents and their organisaËion in the built environmenË.

The establishment of a typical series of relationships is accomplished

in four steps:

is a system of environmental analysis and

1.

2"

An exËensíve analysis of the user and his needs.

An analysis of the ínherent relationship between the user's

needs and the spatíal organisation of the built environment.

The Èranslation of user-sensitive physícal components within

the built envíronment into prescribed design directives.

A cataloguing of these desígn directives and the related

problems they resolve, for use by the designer of the built
environment.

3.

4.
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pub[ne town housung
rn wmnrpcgl:
G@ntextual -background

t'Because housing is a sophisticated act before it ís an architectural
oner archi.tects and planners remain po1ítically impotent; they have
become willing cogs ín a machine that drastically oversimplifies the
act of livíng in housing in the name of expediency and assumed
efficiency. The tíghter the constraints on housing in terms of
standards and cost yardsticks, the more remoËe from the act of living
becomes the architect]s contribution, reduced to a jigsaw-puzzLe of
style and standards."1

footnotes for this chapter p" 26



HISTORICAL BACKGROI]ND

Mr.. Ron Basford, former federal minister of urban Affairs, once

clairned that canada enjoys Èhe distinction of being the best housed

natíon in the world. Studies indicate that, percentage-wise, more

canadÍan families are housed in single-family detached housing, and

that more canadians own their home than is the case ín any other

natÍon. consequently, the need for government financed housing pro-

grams has only reeently become a conceïn in many urban areas in Canada.

rn mosÈ urban situati-ons, the avaílability of suitable land, and

the cost of land,and construction have been such that Ëhe majority of

CanadÍans were able to ov¡n and even to build their own homes. In this

wây, the user has been able to live in housing closely suited to his

or,tm particular needs. With the ever-increasing Ërend Èowards urban-

ization and the corresponding decrease in rural living, the availability
and cost of residential land in the major cities has become crítical.
Thus, eoupled wiËh the often disparate extremes in income levels of the

urban dweller, the problem of adequately housing the nationrs poor has

assumed j.ncreased importance.

In tr'Iinnipeg, Manitoba, the provísion of governmentally subsidized

housing for the Low Income first became a recognized concern in 1969

when the New Democratic Party was elected provincially. Prior Eo that

the Federal Government offered loans and subsidies as an incenÈive for

lor¿ cosL housing, however this form of housing lvas not geared to 1ow

fncome citizens. As a result, the rents for the self sufficient Lolv

rncome gradually became too greaÈ and the a1lowable rent under the



socíal welfare systems became inadequate" The only housing available

to many of them became that located in the slum areas of üüinnipeg, the

roomfng and boarding houses and the ramshackle walk-ups in Ehe deter-

lorating areas of the city. Due to misuse, a lack of maintenance, and

antiquated facilities, the quality of these forms of housing was far

below the expected level ín the modern urban situation. Because of

their economic plight, the Low Income e¡ere unable to seek housing of a

better standard. Antiquated landlord-tenant lals created difficulties

in obtaining proper maintenance of the exísting facilities. The Low

rncome were gradually divorced from the housing process and enjoyed

few opportunities of recourse. rn the natÍon with the highesÈ stan-

dards of housing where single-family druellings Ì,/ere an accepted norm

for family life, the Low rncome were required. to accept living in

overcrowded environments ínsensitive to their needs and particular

values.

The fore-mentioned circumsÈances combined to create an urgent

need for a form of low rental housing geared torvards the needs of the

low income family in winnipeg. The Nerv Democratic party recognized

this need and took advantage of the Federally devised public Housing

programs. rt created a program to i-ncrease the qualíty of housing in

Manitoba. rt recognÍzed the urgency that existed in the necessary re-

location of low íncome families housed in the substandard slum areas

of I^linnipeg to beËter housing in the less congested areas of the city.

rt also recognized the necessity in creating a policy of subsidizing

rents that would allow the low income family, previously excluded from

adequate subsidies, to build up financial capital. They could then

gain a greater degree of economic mobility. ft was felt EhaË Ehis in-



crease \.¡ould a1low

as conÈinuing onets

which are normally

the Low Income Ëo enjoy such aspecÈs

education and pursuing recreational

beyond Èheir means.

of city life

int eres Es



lHE MANITOBA HOUSTNG AND RENEI^IAL CORPORATION:
EARLY STAGES

-THE DEVELOPER PROPOSAL PROCESS-

By an Order in Council, The Manitoba Housing and Rener¿al Corpora-

tj.on was created on June 21, 7967. Although the purposes and objec-

tives of the Act were, by definition, to "improve standards of living

accommodation in the province and to assist residents of the province

Eo obtain living accor¡rnodation of reasonable standardr"r2 the pro-

gressive conservative government in porver at the time did liËtle in

this regard. A real and concreLe program of public Housing h'as not

implemented until the New Democratic party took office.

The Public Housing program of the MHRC serves essentially to

create housing acco¡nrnodations

"for leasing to persons or families of low income in need of
decent, safe, and sanitary housíng...having regard to E.he
shortager"ovêrcrorvdÍ-ng or congestion of housing accommoda-
tÍons. . . ttJ

The basis of the provincial endeavour is the program devised by the

Federal Government. A loan amounting Eo 907 of the capital costs and

a subsidization in the amount of. 501l of the interim financing and

operatÍng costs is made available to provincial housing corporations

to create Public Housing. The applications for loans under this pro-

gram are made to the central Mortgage and Housing corporation.

From the outset, a large number of eligible 1ow income families

that qualified for public housing resided in l,/innípeg. The urgency of

the situation dictated Èhat expedient means be adopted in the creation



of public housing projecÈs. since the corporation did not have land

available for development, and because it lacked adequate staff, Ehe

housing process that most realistically and efficiently could create

a large number of public housing projects was the Developer proposal

process.

The Developer Proposal process allowed the Corporation to quickly

assemble and develop a large number of housing projects. under this

process, a request for developer-proposed housing schemes would be

announced by the Corporation. These schemes $/ere to include properly

zoned land and a preliminary design created by architects under con-

tract to the developer. The proposal \,ras to adhere to developrnental

specifications delíneated by the I'ÍHRC.

I,Iherever possible, single family and semi-detached homes ç.ithin

suburban tracË developments v/ere also purchased by the }ÍHRC in an

attemPt to disperse its publíc housing into established residentía1

areas. Horvever, the urgenÈ need for a large number of units dictated

that higher densiEy developments also be creaÈed. The majoritl' of

public housing was tov¡n housing at an approximate densíty of thirteen

units to the acre. Town housing was a conveníent vehicle which allowed

ground floor access to a front and a rear yard for each living unit

r¿iÈhout consuming large areas of 1and. Having a yard is expected in

family housíng in trIinnípeg--typical of most North American urban

suburbs. The density of the developments rvas limited such that rheir

absorption inÈo the exj.sting urban fabric was easier and because the

availability of adequate parcels of land vnas not a serious problem.

The basis of selectíon of proposed projects was not, as may be



suspected' one based solely on economic determínants. Since the urgent

demand for public housing exísted throughout l^iinnipeg" the foremost

determinant in the proposal selection process was the relationship of

the proposed project to its immediate surroundings. The densiÈy and

character of the immediate environment, the neighborÍng land uses, and

Èhe proximity of the project to schools, bus routes, and. supportive

retail and commercial amenities r^rere the major determinants. The

particular desígn of the proposal vras not consid.ered to be of prime

importance. It was assumed that each proposal would necessarily under-

go a design refinement stage once it had been deemed acceptable in
principle.

The unit designs and the site prans of the approved projects

would then enter this period of redesign under the direction of the

Corporation architects. Since this type of higher density residential

development vras foreígn to the I^iinnipeg housing market and the I,linnipeg

architects, the Corporation archítects vrere first to realíze a refined
understanding of it. This was because of their immediate and, contin-
uous exposure to tov¡n housing design and Ëhe tenantst reactions to it.
The process of redesign was ofËen severely limited by the proposed

costs which obtained concurrent approval from the Board of Directors

of the Corporation. Design changes deemed necessary to Íncrease the

acceptability of the ínitial proposals became more involved as exper-

ience rvith Publíc Totm Housing increased. rncreases in costs based on

these changes became increasingly difficult to justify. Eventually

the point was reached where mediocre compromÍ-ses to the initial pro-

posal were initiated for the sake of economics and expediency. This

problem with the Process became only one of several inirerent examples



of insuffÍcient control available to the Corporation as Owner. These

deficiences began Ëo undermine the long-term interests of the Corpor-

ation and the responsibility of the MHRC to the future tenants suffered.

OÈher dífficulties stemmíng from an inappropriate emphasis on controls

and responsibílities on the parts of the Developer, the MIRC, and Ehe

Architect evolved to a point that they necessitated that a more realis-

tic developmental tool be adopted.

The role of the Architect under the Developer proposal process

also proved to be a problem. The Architect r,ras typically hired by the

Developer, on a minímum-service basis, to design a project acceptable

to The Manitoba Housing and Rener¿al corporation. To the Developer,

the Architectrs role was nothing more than that of a drafting service.

The lines of responsibilÍty and the fee schedules rvere accordingly

established. Legally and financially the Architect was responsíble

directly to the Developer. His responsibility to the owner and the

prospective user was limited, since he could not conduct a proper in-

vestigation of the publíc housíng tenant and the implications of hís

needs on the design of the housÍng environment. There exÍsted liÈtle

chance of any realistic contact by the Architect with the CorporatÍon

prior to the proposal submission since the committed financial invest-

menÈ of the Developer dictated the initial physieal constraints upon

the project. This strait-jacketing of the Archítectts responsíbilities

jeopardized the system, and only with a great deal of flexÍbiliry on

behalf of Èhe Developer and the WIRC could acceptable agreements be

realized.

The greatest advantage that this developmenEal process dÍd possess

r¿as the fore-mentioned abilíty to quickly and relatively efficienÈ1y
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13

produce a large number of urgently needed housing unÍ-ts. Since the

Developer was able Èo propose developments that were based upon his

partÍcular expertise in the building profession, and his purchase of

lands was often not subject to the type of cost escalation that govern-

ments experience when purchasing land, inherent cost savings could be

initially realized. However, Ëhese initial savings often proved to be

superfÍeíal when extra costs were incurred as a result of design

changes and deficiencies in certain materials or methods proposed by

the Developer. For reasons of expediency, the Developer Proposal pro-

cess vras maintained as the prime developmental procedure utilized by

the MIIRC untíl 1973" During Lhis period, in excess of 4500 units of

public family housing were realized in hlinnipeg, significantly alle-

viating the most urgent demands for lov¡ income housing.

In an attempt to bring a greater degree of control over project

development into the hands of the Corporation, tivo additional methods,

the design tender and

will be referred to in this thesis, have since been adopted. They

recognize more realistically the need for control by the Ovmer. Through

these, control is available to the MHRC in both the initiatíon and the

subsequent development of any given project. Unlike the Developer Pro-

posal system in vùich the Archítect is hired by the Developer for mini-

mal architectural services, these systems require that the Architect be

hired by the Corporation for fu11 architectural services. The Archítect

is therefore responsible both legally and financi-ally to the Owner, and

as Project Architect, he is charged with Ehe coordinatÍon of the design

development and the subsequent supervision of construction. In thís

manner, the interesËs of Èhe MHRC are more realistícally proÈ.ected.

the working drawing tendet processes, as they



The initial phases of project development are símilar for boEh of

these revísed methods. upon t,he establíshment of a need for public

housÍng f.or a specifÍc area, the Board of Directors of the MHRC ap-

Proves the search for and acquisit.ion of adequate lands. The purchase

of such lands is done by the Land Acquisition Branch of the Provincial

Government. Following this the Development Division of the Corporati-on

recommends, Ëo the Board of Directors, an initial development program.

At the same time a recommendati-on for the retenËion of services of a

specific Architect is also made. subsequent to Board approval, this

Project Architect, under the direction of the Corporationrs architects,

investígates and. finalizes the design program. rn t,his manner, the

professional expertise of the ProjecÈ ArchiEect is utilized, as í.s the

expertise and first hand experience of the Corporationts architects.

Professional consultants, as required, are reLained by the project

Architect. Follor,ring the resolution of all desígn consideraËions,

necessary approvals are Èhereupon requested from the Board of the

Corporation. Subsequently, approvals from the 1ocal community commit-

tees' the city of l^linnipeg, and the central Mortgage and Housing corp-

oration are requested. At the juncture whereupon Ëhese have been

granted, the differences between Ëhe two systems can be recognized.

I4

Design Tender Process

Under the Design Tender process, once approvals of the preliminary

desÍgn have been received, tenders are called based upon this prelim-

inary design. At Ëhis stage only the general character of the projecÈ

Ís fÍxed, ie. project size, uniÈ breakdown, a generic site plan, and

unit designs and configurations. Performance specifications, created



by the Architect, define the performance criÈeria of the building

systems, namely, structural, mechanical, and electrical. By specify-

ing the performance rather than the exact nature of these systems, a

maximum degree of competition between the bidders is established, a1lo¡v-

ing for accommodations of Ehe particular expertise of the individual

bidder. The acceptance of a tender is based upon the recommendations

of the. Architect. Once acceptance is rendered by the Board, the Archi-

tect produces the working drawings and specifications in consultation

with the IÍHRC and the contractor. upon receipt of final approval of

the design froro the cl'fHC and the municipality, construction may

conmence

Working Drar.¡ing Tender Process

under the iüorking Draruing Tender process, when approvals of the

preliminary design have been received, the Architect proceeds to final-

ize the design and to produce complete working drarvings and consÈruciion

specifications. Structural, mechanical, and electrical systems are

designed and specified wíth the advice of the necessary professional

consulEants. upon the completÍ-on of these, tenders .are called. The

contractors therefore bid according to a predetermined and precisely

specified building design. In many cases, the particular expertise of

any one contractor may have Lo be abandoned Ín favor of those systems

specified, and consequently a potential efficiency or economic saving

may be lost. Follorving acceptance and approval of a tender, a contract

ís awarded and construction may commence.

l5
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Advantages and Disadvantages

Experience has Proven that each of the systems maintains its own

parÈicular advantages in cosÈs and controls. The most important obser-

vatl-on is that as the drawings and specifications become more restric-
tive, the bÍdders increase Èhe costs correspondingly to counteract the

loss of potential efficiency. Several examples exist rahereby this can

be illustrated. The following chart describes four of them. rn each

Ëhe Corporation has realized substantial savÍ-ngs through retendering.

LOCATTON

BRANDON

MACGREGOR

WINNIPEG
MINNEDOSA

No.
I]N]TS

I^TORKING DRAI^IING TENDER

73
L2

101
56

rn all cases, the projects were origínally tendered under the

working Drawing process. hfhen proposed costs were too hígh, they were

retendered under the Design Tender process. In retendering, the intent
of the oríginal designs was maintained, whíle allowing for mínor detail
and dimensional changes. under the original tender, the building sys-

tems themselves were designed and specified, in the second inst.ance,

only their intended performance criteria were given. rt is important

to note that in all cases but one, the 1ow bidders in the first Ínstance

were also low after retendering; and although the basic intents of Èhe

designs did not change, savings in capital costs as high as 28% were

realized. These examples show the obvious importance of involving each

of the interests, Èhat are party to the housing process, in a meaningful

and significant manner.

TOTAL COST

881, 650. 00
140,130.00

L,r4r, 969. 00
627 

"000.00

1_8

COST/UN]T

L2,077 .39
l-l-,677.50
Lt,306.62
LL,196.43

DESIGN TENDER

TOTAL COST

630,000.00
124,683. 00

1, 03 6 ,909 . 00
553,416.00

COST/I]NIT

B,630. 53
10 ,390 . 25
L0,265,44

9 ,892.42

SAVINGS

COST/UNTT

3446.86
L287.25
1041.18
1314.01



THE MHRC: THE ARCHITECT AND THE USER
-PRESENT ROLES AND RELATIONSHIPS-

In addition to the adoption of the previously-mentioned tendering

processes, other procedures r¡/ere altered in an attempt to give control

over the public housing program to the corporation. A land banking

program was inítiated so that long-range programming, involvÍ.ng more

comprehensive development planning, could be undertaken. rn this way,

it would be possible to int,egrate public housing sensitively into the

overall development plans for t,he City of l^línnipeg. Since there is not

an efficient r,¡orkÍng relationshíp between the MHRC and the city of

trrlinnipeg, additional procedures and programs of implementation for

Public Housíng are presently being studied by the Government of Manitoba.

These respond directly to newly initiated programs from the Federal Gov-

ernment. Such schemes as the Assisted Homeorvnership Program and the

Neighborhood rmprovement Program are indicatíve of attempts to bring

the local levels of government into the housing process. The relation-

shíps between the Corporation, the Architect and the User as they exíst

Èoday are worËhy of examination in order to establish a basÍs of under-

standing for the rest of the thesis.

19

The MHRC and the Architect

The hiring of archiÈectural consultants for the developmental

planning and design of each of the projects is seen as the most effi-

cient manner for the Corporation to initiate and .maintain conËrol over

major project.s. Architectural services based upon the recognized Mani-

toba AssociaLion of Architects I fee schedule are normally required for



each project" Fulltíme coordination by the ArchiÈect is necessary to

gufde the project through its various stages" Tri-level governmental

consultatíons are essential to assure efficient rezoning and approval

requisitioning procedures, and it is the responsibility of the Archi-

tect to coordinate these.

The Archítect is responsible dírecÈly to the MHRC. The needs of

the potential user are represented in the form of design specifications,

created by the Corporation and given to the Architect at the begínning

of each project investigation. In order to ful1y understand the user

and his needs' an ongoing search for, and analysis of, feedback from

the user is required. rn this way the design specifications can be up

to date and truly representatíve. (This, however, ís not being done at

the present ti.me and the translation of feedback into a form usable by

the Architect remains haphazard and totally unstructured.)

under the existing system, the role of and services rendered by

the Architect do not reach their fullest potential. The Architect

functions best when he is exposed to and ar^rare of the user and his

needs. The fee schedules established by the Manitoba Association of

Architects do not encourage thís type of investigation by the Architect

so he must rely upon Ëhe Corporationts translations of the userts needs.

tr'Ihen the particular life style, cultural backgrounds, family makeups,

and housing needs are not understood by the Architect, the "fit" of

the resulÈíng environment can be too "tight".4 Architects unfortunatel-y

do not always understand or respect the fact that housing needs and ex-

pectations can change drastically from one socio-economic class to

another. Nicholas Taylor \¡Iarns of the dangers involved when insensítive

middle or uPper class archítects are called upon to create housíng en-

20
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vÍronmenLs for lower class users. tr{hen an appreciatíon of Èhe user

does not exist, the architecE often translates his personal cognizance

of housing directly for that of the anonymous user. rn hís invesÈiga-

tions of Public Housing in BríÈain, Taylor noted that;

"...the positive planning of the publically financed home had
been based not so much on any sociological analysis of what
actually went on in the home as on an imposed bourgeois way
of life..."5

He then proceeds to denounce the insensitívity that some architects

maintaín r,rhen designing Public Housing, by contending that

" (t)he architects seem to have been more
their whiÈe aggregaÈe t,han in gxpressing
indíviduality of the tenants."o

The Architect must be made avrare of the characteristics of the low

income family if he is to create housing that is sensitive to their

particular needs.

t'The consideratÍon of general farnily types in t.erms of population
charact.eristics and minimum room needs is not, enough. rt is
necessary to analyse the activiËies of many and varied patterns
of faurily life....hlhat are Éamilíest housing pref erences, not.
in terms of physical feaEures and gadgeEs, but in terms of the
relative importance assigned to activities compeEing for con-
sideration in residential design and construction? Here is a
broad fíe1d of j-nvestigation Ëhat has been completely neglected.
To come to grips with it a bre4kdov¡n of family life situations
and patternÀ i-à prerequisite."T

interested in exposing
the multi-colored

The Architect cannot establish a realistic

his particular needs. His only recourses

ationrs interpretations of the User, or to

sÈandings of housing into a Ëranslation of

User?s. This, unfortunately, is Ëhe weak

as 1t exÍsts today, and this thesis illusÈrates one of the many types

recognition of the User and

are to rely upon the Corpor-

transform his orv-n under-

Èhose of the anonymous

link in the housing process



of studies that are necessary to strengthen and

The MHRC and the User

The Housing and Renewal corporation Act defines a family of ror¿

income as;

tta farnily that rece'ves a total family income that, in theopínion of the corporati-on, is insufiicienË to permit it torent housing accommodation adequate for its needs aË the cur_
ï:T:":îä.al 

housing ruarkeÈ in rhe area in which the family

only ttiose famiries that qualify in the opinion of the corporation are
eli.gible to lÍve in a public housing uni.. Eligibility, as the defi_
nition suggests, is determíned by the financial insecurity of the family.
The total family income is that received by a1r members eighteen years
and older. The monthly rent, before deductions, equals 2jy" of this
Íncome' Deductíons for dependents at a rate of $2 monthly are assessed
and the monthly utilíty costs included. The maxi.mum monthly rent ever
assessed is $400. FamÍ.lies, regardless of size, with assets in excess
of $7000 are ineligible for housing assistance. rn this way, it is
hoped that the most needy are reached and given priority for pubr_íc

Housíng

Tenant selectÍon proced,ures also place a high value on the condition
of the home ín r¿hích the family lives v¡hile being interviewed for eligi_
bility' Experience has proven that the family's sense of responsibility
fs disclosed by the rnanner in which the house is kept. A very dirty and
lÍttered home, for instance, tends Èo depict a lack of responsibilÍty__
litt1e resPect for property and Ínadequate self-moEivation. A werl-kepE
home, on the other hand, tends Èo índicate that the family has a greaÈer

sensitize the sys tem.

22
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sense of responsibilÍty--that it tias more respect. for property and is

nolfvated towards self-betterment" This ís so strongly felt that the

MHRC insists that these interviews be conducÈed ín the home of the ap-

plicant.

The welfare-recipient population of any given project ís presently

límíted Eo 30"/". This policy has been implemented as an incentive for

families to become economically self-sufficient. By maintaining the

najority of Ehe project residents as \^rage earners, it is also hoped

that examples can be set for those residenËs on welfare who do have the

potential but noË the motivation to improve their situatj.on. The Public

Housing projects are not t'r,¡elfare slumst'and the stigma atLached by

society to these is thereby lessened in intensity.

Under the present system, the only means by whích an understanding

of the particular needs of the tenants as they relate to the housing

environment can be made perceptíble is through reactionary complaints.

Tenant organizations for each project and yearly "workshops" are the

only structured vehicles established to receive tenant complaints. As

can be expected, the information gained from either of Ehese tvro sources

is límited in scope and value. Since the grievances expressed tend to

be reactionary in nature, based upon dissatisfactions with particular

components wíthín the publie housÍng environment, the roots of the

problems cannot always be Ídentified. Reactions tend also to be nega-

tive in nature and when expressed by the user are done so defensively

and, all Èoo oftene narrorü-mindedly. Since no other efficient structure

exÍsÈs whereby these reactions can be expressed to the Tenant Relations

personnel, they are presently received out of context, and their trans-

latlon into an understanding of the man-environment relatíonship is



dfffÍcult "

These dÍssatisfactions also tend to be immediate or short-termed.

in nature. That is to say, they generally require only a rnakeshift,

patch-up type of attention for their apparent resolution. Little at-
tempÈ is made to search for the long-term incompatibilities or the more

deeply rooted basis of many of the recurring problems. All too ôften

tt...local housing authoritíes are too preoccupied with oper-
ational matters. As a result they give litEle leadership
in the directíon of solving the housing problems of the low-
income population generally. They become defensive of whaË
they are doíng rather than experimental and innovative."9

The tenant identífies most naturally with the immediate built-environ-

ment and his neighbors withÍn it, and when incompatibiliÈies occur, he

can only relate these to those components most readily identifiable.
The Ëenant himself is noÈ always able to perceive the basÍs of every

user-environment conflict that he may experience. It is this dichotomy

between the creatÍon of a particular housing environment for a particu-

lar user, and the fact that no workable vehicle exists whereby the user

hirnself can become involved in the creation of this environment, that

renders the public housing program of The ManÍtoba Housing and Renewal

corporation less effective than its potential would indicate.

24

At this juncture, it is important to become familiar with the par-

ti"cular nature of the low i.ncome, Public Torrn Housing tenant (or user)

and the physical reality of the Public Tom Housing environment as it

has been created, to date, in l^Iinnipeg. Through an understandíng of

the user and his needs, and by analysing the built-environment for its

effectj"veness in satisfying these needs, i.t is reasonable Eo assume that

the fnitíal step in Ëhe creation of a user-oriented perception of housing



r^rould be more easily attainable.

To accomplísh thls, an analysis has been performed upon data

gal-ned from a user-feedback survey conducted on l.rlinnipeg town housing

tenants by The Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation. This survey

was designed, in part, with this thesis in mínd, while the author was

ernployed by the MHRC. Consequently, the results \dere readily available

for this analysis. The survey was limiÈed to tovm housing projects

alonen since the rnajority of public housing for families in tr^Iinnipeg

is torrm housing. Private and Limited Dividend tov,¡n housing develop-

ments were also included in an attempt to isolate the uniqueness of

both the Low rncome and the publÍc Town Housing environment. This

analysis appears in the followÍng chapter.
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the uscr and
pubilne town housnng:
@peratnonail eontext

ttComparatively speakÍng, the average public housing development may
provide a better environmenË and more socía1 and community services
than the typícal slum neighborhood. However, from the viewpoint of
strengthening indívídual,and family 1ife, most public housing ís
tragically deficient..."1

"The task of providing suitable shelter and a constructive socíal
environment for large, multiproblem, loru-income families is much
more an institutional function than a housing managemenÈ function.
The críteria for measuring effectiveness must be formulated in
terms of meeting social needs, rather than economy, efficiency,
and rent collection."2
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THE USER FEEDBACK SURVEY

Tn I972/73, The Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation conductecl

a user feedback survey upon to\,rn housing tenants in l,,linnipeg, in order

to creaÈe an understanding of the relationship between the user and the

built housing environmenÈ. A random sample, representing approxÍ.mate1y

20% of. the tenants living in Public, Límited Dividend, and private tovrn

housíng was interviewed" All Public and Limíted Dividend projects

exísting at the time were represented, however, not all of the existing

private tenants agreed to being interviewed. The resulting sample was

fortunately large enough and represenËative enough to establish a basís

for examination and comparison. The survey v¡as designed in such a man-

ner as to realize tenant characteristics, managerial relatíonships, and

user reactions to the built environment. It was divided into four basic

sections as follows:

1. Family Data:

The Íntent of this section Tras Lo determine the family size,

structure, and economic situation.

28

2" Residential Data:

Thís section vras designed to determine Ëhe familyrs housing back-

ground, the relatíon of this background to the presenE housing

environmenË, and the appropriateness or comfort of the housing

setting.

Managerial Relations:

This was designed t.o determj.ne tenant-management relations as seen

3"
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by Èhe tenant, the tenantts reactions to rules and regulations im-

posed, Èhe efficiency of maintenance by the management, and the

function of. andfor need for a tenantsr organization.

4" Architectural:

This section was designed to establish the tenantrs reaction t,o

specífic components within the built housing environment Èogether

with an attempË Ëo ísolate specífic incongruiÈies or dissatisfac-

Èions. The architectural section alone accounted f.or 50% of the

survey as an attempt v¡as made to focus on the suitability of the

built Public Town Housíng to the user.

The survey eras conducÈed by a number of university students hired

specifically for this purpose. The interviewer r^¡hen conducting the

survey, posed the individual questions before each interviewee and re-

corded the resulÈs on separate questionnaire forms. Although the sur-

vey contained over two hundred indivídual questions, once a familiarity

t¡Íth the survey t.echníque had been gained, an interview v¡ould last only

40 ninutes.

The quesÈions were presented in a fashion that approxímated infor-

mal and familiar conversation. This achieved maximum clarity and mini-

mum confusion without resorting to more detailed explanations. Detailed

explanations, changes in the tone of voice, and prompting on the part of

the interviewer were kept to a minimum such that the interviewee could

not perceive a predicted answer and the responses received would be spon-

Èaneous.

In order to obtain consistent feedback responses from Ë.he house-

wlfe alone IÂ7ere sought. She !ùas generally at home when the interviews
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were conducted, and sínce she spent the most amounÈ of Èime at home

functioning within the housing environment, it was felt that her re-

sponses would. be the most realistic. rt may be argued that questions

pertaÍning to the chil-drents play area, for instance, should have been

asked of the children themselves, but since the survey \^ras general in

nature the response from the mother hras felt to be adequaÈe. This con-

sistency was not always possible to maintain" This accounts for cer-

tain írregularities and discrepancies in the survey data. They are

few in number and do not signifícantly affect the results.

Architectural Section

The architectural sectíon of the survey, whích is of particular

sígnificance to thís thesis, attempted to analyse the approprÍateness

of various comPonenËs wíthin the Public Tov.¡n Housing environments. The

attempÈ made v¡as to discern the userts feelings for the design of the

environment progressing from the general t.o the specÍfic. Quest.ions in

this section began with the general image held of the project as a

r+hole; (t'Do you like the physical appearance of your home?"). They

then proceeded to investigate the problem of identity in such a housing

project; ("Do your friends have any difficulty finding your home?").

Next a search for user reaction to the home itself, beginning with the

kitchen; ("rs there enough kÍtchen counter space?"), and proceeding to

the dining area, the 1ivíng room, bedrooms, bathroom(s), and the base-

ment.

Once the ínÈerviewee had been made to think specifically about the

suitability of the house itself, her thinking was broughr back Eo the

ouÈdoors and to the yards as an extension of the home; ("Do you use



the front yard area or Ehe back yard area mosÈ ofËen?" and "l{hat do

you use this area f.or?."). Follor¿ing this, the suiÈability of the de-

sígned transitional areas of the site plan were investigated. ("Can

you watch your younger chíldren from the house when they are playÍng

outside?"; "Is the play area adequately separated from street traffic?t';

"I^Iould you say people always make use of the sider,¡alks?"; and "Are

there any problems with garbage disposal?").

Due to the eventual length of the survey itself, several questions

probing more subtle user reactions to the built environment had to be

elirninated. In an attempt to overcome this, key questions \.¡ere care-

fully worded and located in an attempt to search for unconscious under-

ständings held by Èhe user. Many of these proved to be unsuccessful in

the end because of their wording and also because of the methods used

in correlating the responses. Consequently, some responses rvere voiced

out of context and did noÈ result in the expected feedback.

The correlation of the data r,¡as accomplished by transferring the

appropriate coded responses to computer cards. Each card contained the

response of one intervielee to one specifie questíon. In correlâting

the responses to such questions as, "trrlhat would you do to improve the

kitchen?", trends determined by the f requency of user responses \^reïe

noted and calibrated. Feedback representing user reactions r,ras main-.

tained realisÈica11y as possible and trends that may have been expected

by the designers of the survey rvere eliminated.

31

The percentage of responses to each question was then grouped,

project by project, by t.he computer. The total percentage of responses

for each town housing type v¡ere then isolated, as vras the total for the
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entire survey sample" rn this manner, each project could be compared

wiÈh each other for specific responses to specific questÍons; and each

project type could be similarly compared. rn the case of the archi-

tectural sect,ion, project by project response percentages $rere noted

for the Publíc Tovm Housing sample only, whereas percentage responses

of Límited Dividend and private tovm housing projects as a r¿ho1e were

calibrated. This was necessary because drawings of these tovrn housing

types were not always available for comparison and cross-relation. As

a result, the specific differences between Èhe desígned solutions for
Public Tovm Housing could unfortunately not be compared to indivídual

Límited Dividend or private tor,m housing solutions.

In all , a 20% interviet+ sarnple rvas ínvestigated. This íncluded:

13 Public Tov¿n Housing projects totalling in excess of 1100 units, 6

Limited Dividend projects totalling over 800 units, and 3 privately
onrned projects totalling approximately 200 units. rt is obvious that

at the time of the survey more than 502 of the tou¡n housing residents

in Ì^linnipeg l^zere Public Housing tenants. Since that date an additional

sÍx Public Tovu-n Housing projects have been completed bringing theír

total number to over 3000 uníÈs.

For the PurPose of this thesis, the data realized from ten of the

thirteen Publíc Town Housing projects investigated, has been selected

for analysis. These líere carefully chosen according Ëo the following

determinants:

1" SiÈe Planning Design Evolution.

The projects selected combine to form the mosE

group wherein the evoluLion of a site planning

representative

and unit design



phl.losophy can be readily recognized. As knowledge of tov¡n hous-

Íng design was acquired by the corporation architect.s, the under-

standing of the various components of the built tor¡n housing en-

vironment and the importance of their interrelationships became

increasingly sophisticated. The manner in which transitions be-

t\.reen such components as the unit, the front and back yard areas,

the play areas, the parking lots and driveways, the garbage col-

lection facilities \^rere created reached an increasingly refined

understanding. Because of the timing of their design and con-

struction these Een projects clearly exhibÍt this evolution.

Project Size.

I^Iith the hy'pothesis in mind that problems of identity formation

and anonyrnity can be related to project síze, the model group of

projects adequately represents the then existing range in projeet

sÍzes. The smallest Public Tov,¡n Housing project studied consists

of only 14 uníËs, whereas the largest one contains 92 units.

Project Location"

The group of projects chosen was as representati_ve as possible to

account for each area of the city wherein public Tov¡n Housing had

been constructed. This was done in order to accoÍunodate local

differences that may exist. various areas of I,Iinnipeg can be iden-

Ëified to a certain extent from an eËhnic and social status point

of vÍer,r. At the time of the survey, projects had not been con-

sÈructed in each and every area of the ciry; however, the sample

does characterize the variety of seEÈings exhibited at the time.

The survey daÈa most relevant Èo this thesis can be found in the

2.

3.
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Appendix. The data is presenÈed in graph form to facilitate visual

comparison" The data representing the average responses from Ehe three

town housing markets is presented for the first three sections of the

survey" For the architectural section, Ehe data from Èhe ten indivi-

dual Public Tov¡n Housing projects as well as the public Town Housing

average are gi.ven" For ease of reference throughout the rest of the

Ehesis, the Public Town Housing sanple will be called the study Broup

and the Limited Dividend and privaËely ovmed projects will be called

the control group.

THE I^IINNIPEG PUBLIC TOI{N HOUSING TENANT

Through an examination of the user-feedback data three trends

characteristic of the Public Totøn Housing family are found to represent

the particular nature of this 1or¡ j.ncome group. As can be expected the

Èypical Public Tornm Housing family exhibits one of these fundamental

characteristics and two or more are inÈrÍnsic to the majority. The

traÍts, their nature, and the resulting implications are as follows:

Low Income

All Publíc Housing famílies exhibit a dísproportionately 1ow total
family income relatÍve to íts size and. to the rest of society. This in-
come ís insufficient to obtaín adequate accommodation in the exisÈing

housing market. As indicated before, a maximum of 30"/" of. Ehe tenan¡s

are v¡elfare recipíents and these household heads can be expected to be

unemployed and receiving fu1l welfare assistance.

The survey results clearly indicate the financial level of the
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Public Tor¿n Housing family. The average total monÈhly income of the

low íncoure family is between $200-399 or 92400-4788 yearly. Thís com-

Pares to between $400-599 ($¿gOO-7188 yearly) for the Limired Dividend

sample, and more than $800 monthly or $9600 yearly for private d.evel-

opment residents. The average yearly income of the I,tinnipeg Èor.¡n hous-

íng resident falls, therefore, betveen $4800-9600.

The financÍal Ínsecurity of the Public Town Housing family is also

exenplified by the numbers of families owning or having full Eime use

of a car. only 49"/. of. the study group familÍes have cars as compared

to 95Z for the control group. only 847. of. the study group cars are

usable year round, while 97"/" of. the control group cars are used year

round. This latter factor may very well indicate that a disproportion-

ate number of the cars or.med by the lorv income families are in poor

condition and they cannot survive Lhe Winnípeg winter.

The data also indicates Ehat, as the level of income decreases,

there is a corresponding íncrease Ín income irregulariÈy. The employed

poor tend to have jobs that are lorv-paying, seasonal, short-Eermed, or

fíxed (non-advancement) in nature. Thirty-one percent of the employed

Public Tov¡n Housing household heads hold low-paying or seasonal jobs

such as clerical and labourer. An additÍorrai- 40% hold positions Èhat

range from semi-skilled to recognized trades, such as sa1es, service,

recreation, and craft.smen. Fifteen percent are students. only 5% of.

the low income household head work force is employed in secure manager-

ial or professional positions. Twenty-one percent of the LimÍted DivÍ-

dend interviewees and only 3% of. the private development household heads

have lotv-paying or seasonal jobs. The 1ow income trend towards income

irregularity is readily recognized.



ttAmong Èhe mosÈ signifícant characteristics of large numbers
of low-Íncome families is írregulariÈv of income. This may
not, be the case wirh families conÈÍ-nuously on public assis-
tance, but it does apply to those who depend primarily upon
seasonal or day labor. The housing agency, then, is con-
fronted not only with a tenant whose overall annual income
Ís very low, but one who goeq Èhrough frequenÈ periods when
he has no resources at al1 .ttJ

By analysing the data on the respective ages of the household

head(s), it becomes obvious that the heads of the study group tend to

be older than the control group. Indícations are that l¡ithin public

Tornm Housing there are more married household heads in the 35-44 years

age grouP and considerably fewer in the 25-34 years group than the rest

of socÍety. The percentages in the under 25 years and the over 45

years age groups apPear to be relatively equal for both the control- and

study groups. On the oÈher hand, relative to married household heads,

there is a greater Percentage of unmarríed household heads to be found

in the 35-44 years and the 45 years and older age groups in public Tor,¡n

HousÍng. The fact that there is a greater number of older families ín

Publíc Town Housing than in other forms of town housing may reflect the

difficulty that the Low Income have i.n establishing financial indepen-

dence or security over a long period of tíme.

Family Size

The Public Town Housing fanrily in l,IinnÍpeg tends to be larger in

size than farnílies lívíng in Limited Dividend or privaÈe tor^rn housíng.

The survey data reveals that more than 69% of the Public Tovm Housing

families have three or more chíldren, whereas only 352 of Limited Divi-

dend and j.B"Å of. the privaÈe town housíng families have Ehree or more

children. one rnight expect that the size of the units investigated

might have played a rore Ín creating such widely varying statistics.
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The survey data, however" rules this out:

/l of Bedroorns

two
three
fgur
five

STUDY GROUP

Public Toum Housing

Rather than limíting the size of Ëhe control group famílies, the size

of the conËro1 group uni.ts actually encourages larger families than

does the study group. This would reaffirm the r¿idely recognized ten-

dency for families requíring Publíc Tornm Housing assistance to be

larger ín size than societyis average

6%

68i4
22%

4Z

Problems of the Lor¿ Income

Limited Dividend

CONTROL GROUP

The difficulties experieneed by the 1ow income family, as a result

of a combination of two or more of the traits, deprive the family mem-

bers from Partícipating in many of the amenitíes offered ín i.{innipeg.

Emotional and behavioral problems also appear to be more prevalent in

the lovr income bracket than in the rest of society, however, this may

be mísleading. The upper socio-economic groups tend. not to expose

theír problems before others.4 Based upon discussíons r,¡ith Public Town

Housing t.enants and a report prepared for the consideration of Ëhe

Natíonal Commission on Urban Problems in the United States, the follow-

íng is a list of problems encountered by the typical low income family.

Although no hard research has been done by the author ín establishing

this list' it is reflective of many of the views expressed by chose 1ow

income persons with whom discussions were had.

-The familyes financíal resources are often too meagre to be invested

0
L2"/"

801l
8%

Private
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Ín consEructive recreational and culEural activities.

-single working mothers must often rely on day-nurseríes or baby

sitters to care for younger children while they are at v¡ork. some

children are often left at home alone at too young an age.

-Disorganized and sÍngle-parent famílies often beeome problems to

others as well as to themselves. single-parent mothers especially
are highly dependent on relatives, friends, and neighbors in times

of trouble.

-Broken fanilies, especially those without male heads, often suffer
from a lack of strong direction and success motivaËion. This is
especially sígnificant for teenage children entering adolescence.

-Due to a lack of money' or an inconsistent income, any problems

exhibiting financial implications can be magnifíed ouÈ of propor-

tion. Problems are encountered in keepíng up to the cost of day-

to-day lífe let alone setting aside money for fuËure emergencies.

38

-The inabíIiËy Ëo manage theír financial affairs
general lack of discipline and responsibílity.

exhíbiting this tendency often lack concern for
respect for the neighborts property and privacy,

the children.

-tt(often) poor people are conditioned to expect exploitation. rtmight be said that being exploited, or assuming that exploitationis the norm' is part of the culture of poverty. poor people Eendto believe that Èhey exercise 1ittle control t.rer their environ_ment--that. their lives and conditions around them are controlledfrom withou¡...."5

often reflects a

Those families

the rental unit,

and control over



Thís beíng

pJ-oltation,

esteem and

resul-t "

the case, when

voluntarí1y or

self-moÈivation

Mobílitv Potenrial

The combination of large families, less income, and single house_

hold heads seriously affects the mobility potential of Ëhe low income

faurÍlies" The term "mobility potential" in this context refers to up_

ward mobílity and the family's abí1íty or desíre to improve upon either
its íncome sítuatÍ.on, its style of life, or both. As suggested. i-n More

Than shelter, the low income class rnay be viewed as consisting of three

mobility sub-groups. These sub-groups and Ëheir characteristics are as

follows:

39

people are cont.inuously subject to ex-

involuntarily, a deterioration of self-

and a greater dependence on others can

1. The MobÍle:

Those people who have the desire and/or ability to live independent

of income or housíng subsídy are referred to as being mobile. How-

ever' due to short-termed illness, emotional problems, unemplo)rment,

or because Ëhey are students, they do require interim assisÈance.

The Potentíally Mobile:

This refers to those who are able to improve upon their siÈuation

but only through a concentrated desire, effort and some assístance.

Types of assistance that are required include; educational advance-

ment opportunities, Ëraining services, counselling, hearth and/or

r¡elfar.e servíces, and secure employment opportunities.

The Non-Mobile:

This category íncludes those families who for reasons of permanenÈ

2"

3.



heal-th or emotional problems, mental or

ageo and/or a lack of desire, cannot be

thelr financial siËuation or their style

Summation

Public Toqm Housing must cater to the needs of people who are all
dependenË, in varying degrees, upon financial assístance. By recog-

nizing Ëhese various rnobility potentials, it must. be realized that. cer-
tain percentages of the housing units will experience a variety in raËes

of turnover. This is reflected in the responses by the study group to

theír expect,ed term of resi.dence in public Town Housing. of t.hose in-
tervÍewed, 22"Å expected to require public Housing assistance for up to

Ëwo years , 8z f or two to f our years, 3"/" f.or four to six years " and 4g%

for six years or more. These figures reflect the feelings of depen-

dence and expectations for self-improvement held by the users. BuÈ when

viewed ín isolation, they do not account for either over-optimism or

over-pessimism. The MHRC records are unfortunately incomplete and do

not allow trends and rates in turnover to be established. The turnover

rates are worthy of investigation in order to determine the suítability
of the Public Tor,¡n Housing environment for the different rnobility groups.

This type of investÍgation is beyond the scope of this thesis. Herein

the irunediate reacÊions to Èhe built environment are emphasized.

. TEN PUBLIC TOI{N HOUSING PROJECTS INVESTIGATED 
ry,

The Public Town Housing projects chosen for investigation in thís
thesis belong to four separate groups. These groups or project rypes

evolve from separate sÍÈe planning design parameters. Each of Lhe four

types also represenÈs a dístinct stage in the evoluÈion of a si¡e plan-

physical dísabilities,

expected to improve upon

of lífe.
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ning phílosophy by The Manlt,oba Housing and Renewal Corporatj.on. They

wlll be ídentified in this thesis in terms of the basic unit orienta-

tÍon and clustering hierarchy. The four types of projecEs, an explana-

tion of.each, and a presentation of those projects investigated, fol-

l-ows" They are described in a sequence representative of the evolution

of the site planning phÍlosophy.

Loop Road

Thís project type, whích illustrates the initial attempts ín Pub-

lÍc Tov¡n Housing design in winnipeg, is dístinctive Ín ËhaL a loop road

passes through the project and services most, if not all, of the units

contained therein. This desígn is very car oriented and is typifíed

by individual parkíng spots adjacent Eo the unitst rear doors, or with-

in a close walking distance to the unit. The designed transition pro-

gressing from the street Eo the unit is: from the street to Èhe loop

road, to the parking spot, to a collector sidewalk, to the rear yard,

then to the unit. In fronË of the uniË is a front yard which overlooks

an internalízed outdoor greenspace. The younger childrents tot lot is

usually located within this greenspace.

Three loop road projects r,¡ere investigated. In the presentation

of the user-feedback data in the Appendix, these projects are identÍfied

as LR r, LR rr, and LR rrr. The individual names are Keenleyside,

Marlene & Beliveau, and Donwood respectively, and are desígnated by the

neighboring streets. A presenLation of each project follows together

vrith a description of the unique features of each.

1. Keenleyside:

Keenleyside was the first project Eo be conscructed by rhe IÍHRC.





$kound ffoo*'

rt was built by a large resident,íal construction company and de-

signed wiÈh the aid of rhe MHRC architecr. The projecr is located

adjacent Èo the cNR main line and at Ëhe time of the survey \,/as

the second largest Public Town Housíng project in existence in

!üinnipeg.

The uniqueness of Keenleyside is recognizabre from the followíng

observatíons:
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-A single-loaded loop road circumscribes the site along the property

1ínes.

-Parking for the uníts along the loop road is. provided in single-

loaded lots, for up to eight cars, Èhat flank the road. A larger
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double-loaded parking lot is located in an acute-angled corner of

the site and serves as parking for nearby units as well as for

vi-sÍtors. A large 1ot f.or 24 cars is located internally in the

development and serves the units fronting onto Keenleyside street

as well as those centrally located within the development. Access

to this lot ís directly off Keenleyside.

-A community and day center building is also located in the center

of the development for use by the Ëenants association and for com-

munity babysitting services. Adjacent to the day center is sit-
uated a tot lot area.

-unit clusters are oríented around centralized green spaces. Twen-

ty units are orÍented towards Keenleyside itself.

2" Marlene & Beliveau:

The 98 unit Marlene and Beliveau proj ect was created early ín the

MHRC program under the Developer-proposal process. rË was designed

by a I^Iinnipeg architectural firm hired by the contractor for mini-

mal design and drafting servíces. rt is located in a well-treed

suburban riversíde setting. rncorporated ¡,¡ithin Èhe project are

t$Io, tvro and one-half storey apartment buirdings, each with 16 two-

bedroom units. These apartment units were not included in this

Èor'¡n housing survey. Other unique features of thís development

are as follows:

45

-A double-loaded road flanked v¡ith

vides access to Èhe tovm housing

individualized parking spots pro-

units. The parking spots are



I-ocated irnmediately beside the rear door of each unit. parking

for the apartment blocks is in Èhe form of a large double-loaded

l-ot for the block along the river bank and in two single-loaded

lots whÍch serve the block fronting on Marlene sËreet.

-The town houses themselves are tv/o-storey, three and four bedroom

units. The kitchen area overlooks the parking spots and the loop

road. The living rooms of the internal units face onto a central-

ized green space, and those of the external uniLs overlook the

river and the neighboring properËies.

-Garbage enclosures for each town housing unit are located immedi-

ately beside the rear door, and are accessible Eo the collectors

Ëhrough Èhe parking spor.

-A tot lot and play area is located in the internalízed green space

formed by the apartment block and the town houses along the inter-
ior of the loop road.

-A bicycle path winding through the trees along the riverbank is
provided for use by the children of the d.evelopment.
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3. Donwood:

The 66 uniE Donwood development was designed and built early in the

UHRCts program IÈ is a medium sized project and contains a

mixture of E¡,ro, three, four, and five bedroom town houses. rt is

located in a hígher density suburban area, close to tr,¡o Limited

Dividend tovm housing projects. The surrounding area contains

three-storey walkup apartnents and a shopping center.

The project, conbines a síng1e and double-loaded loop road that

serves all of the units conÈained r¿ithin the developmenÈ. Parking

ís provided in sma1l lots of up to six cars each, directly off of

the 1oop. The kitchen areas of the units, excepting those front-
Íng onto Donr,¡ood Drive, have direct visual control over their re-

spective parking spoEs. Living rooms of the units on the inside

of the loop face onto a centralized green space, whí1e those on

the outside of the loop face neighboring properties. Two groups

totalling 12 units are orienÈed torvards Donr.¡ood Drive itself .

other distinctive features found in Èhis project include:

-A pedestrian collecior sider.-alk system, adequaÈely separated from

. vehicular traffic, connects groups of units to their respective

parking lots. IÈs location results in controlled pedestrian traf-
fic movement Ëhat does not int.rude upon individual rear yard terri-
tories.

-The larger units are scattered throughout the development so that

Èhere are no excessive ÈoncÈnErations of numbers of children in any

particular zone.

-The rear yards are oriented Èowards the loop road and are separated



from ft and the parking lots'by three-foot high fences. The depth

of the rear yards, Ehe separation fence, and the collecÈor walk

system create a degree of transiÈion and a sense of arrival to the

unft.

-The front yards are 25 feet deep, contain a small patio area, and

are located off of the living room area. They are defined by a

prÍvacy fence at the party wall. The first ten feet nearest the

unit is six feet and the last fifÈeen feet of it is four feeË high.

The ends of the yards are enclosed with a four-foot high fence

r¡íth a gate opening"

-411 units oriented tor¿ards the loop road have equal setbacks from

the road. No unit clusters are created.

-The veloeity of the vehícular Ëraffic is controlled by abrupt

turns' the parked cars, and the facË that the project itself is

small enough that a long and meandering road is noË necessary.

-Five garbage collection centers are provided. Each center has an

enclosure that screens the garbage container from outside views.

Space within the enclosure is provided for extra garbage and is

al-so visually screened from the out,side and protected from wind

disturbance.
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Street Oríented

The projecEs typified as being street oriented are distinctive Ín
that they are oriented towards the existing streeÈ system within the

surrounding community" The more traditional hierarchy found in the

typÍcal síngle-family, detached home is approximated by this design

philosophy. The transítion established is thus: from the street, to

the front yard, Èo the unit, and to the rear yard. parking is accom-

modaÈed in parking lots in the interior of the site" Tot lots for the

projects are located adjacent to the internalized parking 1ots. Be-

cause thís project tyPe recognizes and is related to the street sysÈem,

the projects tend to be smaller in size than the majorÍty of public

Tovm Housing. This type r¿as also developed very early in the public

Toum Housíng program of the MHRC.

Two street oriented developments r^/ere

They are; SO I, David and Fairlane and SO

1. DavÍd and Fairlane:

DavÍd is a fourteen, three-bedroom unÍt development, builÈ by a

surall house building company under the Developer-proposal process.

The desÍgn of the project \^/as accomplished in consultation with

the MHRC architect. It is located in a suburban residential area

that combines síngle-family detached unÍts with semi-detached

housing. The entire area l¡/as under development at Ëhe time of the

creaÈion of this project. rt remains, Èo date, the second smarrest

Public Tov¡n Housíng development in tr^iinnipeg. some aspects of the

partÍcular nature of this projecË are as foll_ows:

-The majority of the units fronÈ onÈo t\"¡o intersecting residenrial

54

investigated in the survey.

II, Lumsden-LakerÍdge Road.
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sÈreets, David Street and

Ehese units are oriented

from the property líne by

feet.
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-Rear yards for the units are oriented towards the center of the

síte and are defined by four-fooË high fences.

rnaü"e)(' bdrW

Fairlane Avenue. The living rooms of

Lowards these streets and are removed

a di.stance of approximately twenty-five

-Parking spoLs for ten of the units are contained within these rear

yard arease as are the individual garbage can enclosures. Vehicu-

1ar access to these rear yards is via t\,/o separate driveways from

David Street. Parking for the units fronting onto David Street

fs provlded j.n two, 2-car 1oËs flanking each driveu¡ay.



-A tot lot ís located in Èhe interior of the site and is defined

at Èhe rear property line by a six-foot high fence and by the

drlveways and the parking 1ots.

2. Lumsden-Lakeridge Road :

Lumsden is a 44 unit project of three and four bedroom tov¡n houses

located in a new suburban residential area containÍng single and

semi-detached housing. rt is surrounded on three sides by resi-
dential streets and is designed so that all but eight of the units

front onto these streets. Most of the units, Èherefore, have

identifiable street addresses.

Following are some of its characterístic features:

-Three separate parking lots located in the ínterior of the siËe

serve all of the units. The kitchen side of the units is orienÈed

tor¿ards these 1ots, providing for visual supervísion of the parked

car from within the unit.

st

-The rear yards of all units, except the eight at the l^Iest end of

the development, are defined by five-foot and three-foot high

fences. Small patios are contained within these yards. Five-

foot hígh fences separate the parking lots from the adjacent rear

yards and also act as screens for the car headlights.

-The rear yards for the four-bedroom uníts at the west end are un-

defined. The patios for Ehese units are located within the front

yards adjacent to the living rooms. These front yards are sepa-

rated from one another by six-fooÈ hígh privacy fences. Sliding

glass doors provide access from the living room to these patios.
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The front yards

flned by fencing

-The tot lot play area is in the center

the parking lots and the rear yards of

Parking Lot Cluster

of the unÍts flankíng the

and are accessible to the

The parking lot cluster type is a direcr outgrowth of the loop

road Èype. It features unit clusÈers oriented around internalízed

parking lots. These group parking lots are separated from one another,

thereby elimÍnating connecting loop roads and excessive through traffic.
The rear entrances to the unj-ts are oriented torvards the parking loËs.

The transition sequence is thus: from the street to the parking 1ot,

to collector sídewalks, to the rear yard, and to the unít itself. op-

posite the living room side of the units are located front yards that

overlook internalized green spaces. The unit clusters tend to be large

(20 or rnore) because of the size of the parkíng lots. secondary and

less recognizable clusteríngs of units result around i.nternal green

spaces.

Tot lots for these projects are located either adjacent to the

parking lots or within the centralized green spaces. The parking 1ot

cluster trend repïesents a stage somewhere near the mid-point of the

evoluËíon of a site planning philosophy for public Tor,rn Housing.

streets are left unde-

units by regular doors.

of the site, surrounded by

the street oriented units.
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Three developments with parking 1ot orientations

ín the survey. They are: PLC I, Ifaples Two; pLC II,
III, Gordon Avenue

were investigated

Raleigh; and PLC



1. Maples Two:

Maples Tr¿o is consj.dered to be a large project in winnipeg. rt con-

taÍns three and four bedroom units totalling 72 tov¡n houses. It 1s

located in a recently developed residentíal area of síngle and semi-

detached housing. A Publíc Housing project of four-plexes ís sit-

uated across the streeÈ. The project v/as developed ín r97L-r972

by a large inter-city housing development company, under the

Developer-Proposal process and with design consultation from the

MIIRC architect. some of the features are as follorvs:

-Parkíng is provided in three large parking lots in the cenÈer and

along the periphery of the site. Each has separate access to the

neighboring streets. centralized garbage enclosures are located.

on the periphery of these parking lots.

-The design of the units fronting onto Fife sEreet and }{ap1eg1en

Avenue responds uniquely to the street by locatíng the diníng area

at the rear of the unit. This provides an over-view of the street

from within the dining area. rn this case the kitchen proper ís

internalized within the unit. The units located centrally within

the site feature ínternalized dining areas. The kitchens are

located at the rear of the unit and have an over-vierv of the

parking 1ot.

-The clustering of the units is oriented around the parking lots.

Rear entrances face these lots while adjoining the livÍng rooms

are enclosed front yards. Together r,¡ith neighboring unit clust.ers

these define internalízed green spaces.

6T
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-Tot lots are located adjacent

day center is located adjacent
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-411 units feature

living room to the

2" Raleigh:

Raleigh is a 66 unit project located on the fringe of a recenEly-

developed suburban resiclential area. rt has a mixture of two,

three, four, and five bedroom to\*rn houses. The project \ías con-

structed in 1971-1972 under the Developer-proposal process. The

architects hired by the Developer had previous experience in the

design of Public Tor,¡n Housing for the IÍHRC. unique feaLures of

Lhe project are as follol¡s:

sliding-glass doors to provide access fro¡n the

front yard and the patio.

to Ëwo of the parking 1ots, and a

to the most centralízed tot 1ot.



-The site is long and narrow (running East to West), with

collector resident.ial streets flanking it on either end"

vide vehicular access into t,he site, a roadway within the

boundary of the properEy was provided.

-The l{estern-mosL section of the property is left undeveloped and

zoned for a future commercial occupancy.

-Îhe basic organization of units on the site is in the form of

three U-shaped clusEers. Living rooms are oríented torr¡ards inter-

nalized green spaces. The green spaces are flanked by toL 1oËs.

Dining area r"indoh's for the units along the base of the "u" are

oriented torvards the nerv roadrvay. For those uniLs along the arms

of the "U", the dining areas are focused. upon parking lots.

-rn plan the clustering of the units is oriented torvards the green

space and tot 1ot areas; in realiËy, however, the neighborhood

groups of Èenants are esËablished around Ëhe common parking lots.

-Although the tot loL areas and the pedestrian circulation systems

that cÍrcumscribe them are ve11 defined physical elements, children

on tricycles can be seen more frequently rvithin the parking loLs

than around the tot 1ots.

exis Eing

To pro-

SouEhern
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-The front yards are enclosed rvith six-foot high party rva11 fences

and three-foor high fences on the side opposite the living room

windows. These lor¿er fences provide an over-vierv of the green

space. Access to the front yard from rvithin the unit is via a

door that opens directly onÈo the living room.
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-Garbage enclosures are located within Èhe parking 1ots. They are

designed so thaË the containers are noL visible from the outside.

Access, for Èhe user, to the container itself is accornplished

withouÈ the use of gates

3. Gordon:

The 37 unit Gordon A.venue project was designed by an architectural
firm ernployed by a developmenË company on a basis of minimar de-

sign and drafting services. rt vras created in crose consurtati-on

with Èhe )ÍHRC architects. rt consists of trvo, three, four, and

five bedroo' to\r'n houses and is rocated in a predorninantly resi-
dential area. unsightly light industrial establishnents flank
railway spur lines rhat knife through the distrlct, cae of rvhich

is located i¡naediately East of Èhe site. As a result, the design

of the site plan responds to the problem of orientation tor,¿ards

neighboring properries.

Unique features of thÍs project are as follor,¡s:
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-Three parking lots serve a1l of the

property line being linked together

-The unit clusters are oriented to these parking ro's, and collec-
tor sidervalks join these lots t.o Ëhe rear yards of the units.
rdentifiable unit groups are established, and a sense of arrÍval_

to a unit group and to the individuar unit results from this
clustering. This transitional arrival is especiarly successful

for the tr¿o norÈhern clusters.

units, the trvo at fhe North

by an access road.
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-unit floor plans and the staggering of the units respond to the

problem of orientation of view imposed on Ëhe site by neighboring

land uses. Thís is accomplished by alternately locating living

room windows and doors to the patio on two different exterior

r¿alls. Also;

-The front yard areas are defined by the staggering of adjoining

units and by six-foot high fences. The end of the yard is en-

closed by a four-foot high fence with a gate opening. By care-

fully positioning thís lower fence, Lhe over-view fron Èhe living

room and view from within Èhe yard is controlled.
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-KiÈchen areas of the uníts relate to and provide visual conËrol

over the collecÈor walks and parking lots. Rear yards opposite

the kitchens are undefined except for the sidervalks and the

staggering of the uníts.

-The tot lot is located in the centralized green space formed by

the unit clusters and the front parking 1ot. collector walks join

the separate unit clusters and help E.o define the tot lot area.

-The larger uniÈs are scattered throughout the development thereby

eliminating concentrations of children.
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Playground Cluster

This siEe planning design is an ouEgrowth of the parking 1oE

cluster group. Rear entrances Eo the units are orienEed around play

areas for pre-school children. This type of clustering recognizes

the importance of supervising younger children from r.¡ithin the house

while they are playing outside. The kitchen side of the unit is

orienÈed towards Èhese play areas because Ëhe mother spends a signi-

ficant amount of her time in the kitchen. The pedestrian activity be-

t!¡een the unit and Ehe parking lot flanks the toË lots thereby aug-

menting the play activities of the pre-school children.

. To reinforce the relationship betr¿een pedestrian and vehicular

traffic and childfs p1ay, srnaller groups of units are orj.ented around

tot lot, play areas. A number of these are then oríented around a

common parking lot. The resulting series of transitions is Ëhus:

from the street to a parking lot, to a tot lot with collector sidervalks,

Èo the rear yard, and to Ëhe unit. once again, front patio yards over-

looking internalized green spaces are located at the front of the unit.
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This site plan type is the last to be devised by the IÍHRC to date,

and is the most sophisticated of the four" It recognizes and actempts

to resPect the sometimes subtle relationships between the various site

plan courponenÈs. rn so doing, it attempts to create adequate and dis-

tinguishable transitions from one element to another. The tot lots

serve, in ef f ect, as entr_\¡ courts Eo a clusÈer of units.

Two playground cluster projects were investigated in t.he user

Feedback survey. These projects were; pGC r, carriage Road and pGC rr,

Birds Hill Road.



1. Carriage Road:

The carriage Road deveropmenÈ, although created earry in the

housing program of the MHRC, represents a sensitive understanding

of the interrelaLing componenLs of toum housíng design. The de-

sign was accomplÍshed by an architecturar firm working in close

consulÈation with the MIIRC archítect. rt consists of three and

four bedroom tornm houses totarlíng seventy-five units, and is
adjacenË to a 100 unit Erderly persons Housing project at Èhe

south end of the site. This project was designed and developed

concurrenÈly wíth the town housing, and blends in architecturally
wíth the Èov,rn housing.

DistinguÍshable features of this project are as follorvs:

-The apparent size of the tor^¡n housing project is
percent through the manner in which two groups of

defined and separated. These group clusters have

addresses and vehicular access, and are separated

by a large, open, grassed playing field.
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-Each parkÍng 1ot is subdivided ínto

the apparent size of the 1ot. Four

located around and oriented, towards

-Each toË 1ot is hard-surfaced with concrete facÍ1ítatÍng a varÍety
of young chÍldrenrs play, the most important of which is tricycring.
Each tot lot also possesses two sand pits set into the concrete and

surrounded by a six-inch high curb. The sand pits are also defined

.on two sides by a three-foot high walr which prevents direct access

to the parking lots. The entire tot lot is separated from Èhe

reduced by fifty

unit clusters are

separate street

from one another

four sections which reduces

tot lot, entry courts are

these parkíng 1ots.



parkÍng area by a sÍx-inch high curb.

-Each tot lot serves as an enÈry courE to a cluster of from nine

to thirteen units. The conmon entry r¿hich is on Ehe kitchen side

of the unit ís oriented tor.¡ards these courts. As a result, the

project is subdivided into eight separate and easily identifiable
clusters of units. The crusters are also small enough for Ehe

user to maintain a strong identity with the individual units and.

the neighboring resídenÈs.

-Sma11 grassed rear yard

fined by the sider.¡alks

uniËs, the second floor

raaterial, from concrete

-visual overvíer,r and supervision of the parking lots is availabre
to most of the units from the kítchen.

-Living rooms of twenty-five of the units front directly onto

carriage Road. unlike oÈher public Tov¡n Housing projects investi-
gated, these units relate as strongly to the tot l-ot courts and

the parking lots as do the internalized units.

-Front yard areas are defined by the staggering of the unÍts and a

five-foot high solid fence" The twelve-foot long end section of

this fence is lor,rered to a height of Ëhree feet and has a gate.

This section is designed to be visually transparent. This Lrans-

Parent section is carefully located such that over-vierv from the

1ivÍng room and view from the patio area is controrr_ed. A view

from rvithÍn one front. yard across a green space to another fronË

areas, adjacenÈ to the kitchen, are de_

Eo the rear door, the sÈaggering of the

overhang, and the change in surface

court to grassed yard.
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yard is in this way eliminated and vísua1 privacy is maintained.

The control of the vier¿ also aids in reducing the apparent síze

of the project by limiting the number of uníts within sight at

any one moment.
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2" Birds Hill Road:

The Birds Hill Road project is an eighteen unit development of
three and four bedroom town houses. unlike the other public

Town Housing projecÈs investigated it was constructed on rand

or'¡ned by the r'fHRC. The architecturar firm hired by the corpor-

aÈion l^/as responsible directly to the MIIRC and full architectural
services including construction supervision vrere required. The

design was carried ouË ín close consultation with the MHRC archi-

1ecavrÁ &"n

þefuwrrtþ



tects. Thus the experience gained from previous projects was able

to be realistically uEilized.

The development is located on the edge of a residential suburban

dÍstrÍct adjacent to a major highway. The sít.e is long and narro\^/,

.surrounded on all four sides by lanes and an access road. These

dictated the basic hierarchy for the site plan design. other de-

sign features that it exhibits are as follows:

-The geometry of the siËe together with the density guidelines

dictated that five parallel banks of units be created. These

are positioned back-to-back and result. in common tot 1ot, entry

courts serving double-loaded cluster groups and common double-

loaded green spaces.

-Parking is in the form of five lots flanking the rand to the l{est.

These are located adjacent to the entry courts and tot 1oÈs.

-The entry courts contaj-n hard-surfaced sidewalk systems that also

serve as tricycle c j_rcui.ts.
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-sand play areas adjoin the green space areas and are defined by an

eíghteen-ínch level change. The entire area is approximately Ervo

feet above the lane and parking area, and j-s separated from it by

steps, fences, and concrete retaining walls. This results in a

well defined transition betr,¡een the parking 1ot and the sand play

area.

-Front yard areas are enclosed by eight-foot high party rqall fences

and a four-foot hígh fence with gate openings at the end. This
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provides an over-víew from within the living room, and a view

from a standing position frorn the patio. The patÍo area is approx-

lmately one foot higher than the green space itself, which is two

feet above the parking lot and the lane. This verÈical transitÍon

from the green space t,o the front yard area aids in the territoriar

defÍnitíon of the individual yards " rt also locates the p4Èio

door threshold only one step above the patio.

-Kitchen-diníng areas of the units overlook the entry court. This

results in a strong sense of identity with a cluster group and its

resídents, as well as a high degree of control and supervision

over the younger chíldrenst pl"y ín this area. visual supervision

of the parked car Ís not possible from within the unit. Horvever,

the position of the parking lot relates strongly to the entry

courts thereby creating a degree of control.

-The grassed rear yard areas are defíned by the staggering of the

uniËs, the sidewalks to the rear doors, and by shrubbery hedges

that surround each yard.

-The entire eastern side of the development is enclosed by an

eÍght-foot high fence that encloses the front yard, the green

space courts, and the tot 10t, entry courts. As wer1, it serves

as a visual and acoustic screen from the highway located East of

the site. This continuous fence reduces the apparent height of
the roof ridges and gíves a human scale for the development rvhen

víewed from the surrounding neighborhood.
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Site Planning Design EvolutÍon

The síte planning desígn evolution illustrated by the four types

of projects ís an outgrowth of an increased understanding of the act-

of-dwel1ing and the interrelati.ons that exist between the various com-

ponents of town housing design. This understanding rvas gained largely

through a process of trial and error. For example, the relationship

between vehicular arrivals, pedestrian activitíes, and the play of
younger children rvas first realized in the parking 1ot clusÈer type

and, in a more comprehensive way, Ín the playground cluster type. An

understanding of the acÈ of casual socialization by the mothers and

the supervision of the younger chíldrents play can be seen in the

gradual transiËíon Ëo smaller unit clusters with kitchen-sides of the

units oriented towards tot loE, entry courts. Moving the parked car

away from the house but still r¿ithin view of it indicates the need for

a safe play area for the children adjacent to the house and the Ímpor-

tance of the car to the low income people. The move to unit staggering

and transitions in surface materials and privacy fence designs reflect

the need for a territorial definition of fronÈ and rear yard areas.

Limiting the size of unit clusÈers responds to the need for the user

to readily identify with his immediate neighbors. conrrolling the

views frorn the lÍving room and the front yard reflect the concern for

an identity in a large development. The ten projects presented reflect

Èhe understanding of Public Town Housing that evolved.

The design of the publíc Tov¿n HousÍng environmenË is a complex

problem. The last stage of the site planning evolution, the playground

cluster project type, illustrates that with an Íncreased undersEanding

the buÍlt environmenÈ, can be more sensitively designed, however, addi-
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tional airalyses must be conducted" An invesEigation of the constraints

Ímposed by the building codes and design standards upon the design of

Public Tor^m Housing is necessary. The degree to which Ëhey affect or

limit the design must be knov¡n. In Ëhe next chapter such an investi-

gation is conducted. Once an undersEanding of the design constraints

has been achieved, the effect that the human need systems should have

upon Public Town Housing can then be investigated"
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1. The National Commission on Urban Problems¡ oÞ. cit." p. vii.
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Ibid. p. viii"

Ibid" p" 27.

Lee RainwaLer, ttFear and House-As-Haven in the Lor¿er Class"
People and Buildíngs" (New York: Basic Books, Inc., L972),
p.301"

Ibid" pp.28-34"
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5"
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fornn dcternnunants
of publlc town housnng

"of the many types of buildings and environments there are, housing
stands as an example of the failure to question quantitative stan-
dards for their implications beyond the economic;...Evaluative
researeh into multi-fai:il¡r rental housing, private as rvell as
public, rvould find a ç'ealth of daily adaptatíons made in response
to undersízed housing. tHorv much space?t has been answered maínly
by how much money there is available Eo spend.... (E)nough space
means to ruhat exLent the physical environment of a dr¿elling is a
resource for the fulfillment of Èhe behavioral expectations
people have.... tWhat are the dominant consumer preferences for
space?' In the first place, consumers do not prefer floor area,
and in fact remain largely ignorant of the amount of such space
even r¡ithin their current dwellings. They tprefert rooms, and
specify only that these be large enough to acconìnodate approp-
riate activities and the necessary furniture."r
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footnoÈes for this chapter p. 94



THE DESIGN STANDARDS AND BUILDING CODES

The underlying function of housing i-s to fulfill manls dwelling

needs. The housing environment requires facilities that satisfy man's

taad" for safety, shelter, comfort, sleep, sustenance, sex, entertain-

menË, and the raising of the faníly" in order to maíntain and promote

the physícal and psychological rvel1-being of the inhabitant. The

exact number and types of facílities and the corresponding physical

areas required are dependent upon the family structure, size" and

socio-cultural values" The design parameters imposed upon housing

reflect the importance that the fundament.al features of the act of

dwelling have in the Canadian contexÈ. Through the creation of the

National Building Code 2 (NBC), the Canadian Government has defined a

mÍnimum acceptable subsistence level of housing,

The NBC draws its safety provisions from the standards designated

by the Canadian Standards Association which finds íts roots ín the

Canadian Engineering Standards Association (CESA) established in 1919.

The CESA, in turn, based its initial regulations on the suggestions

and experiences of the Brítish Standards Association and the BritÍsh

Standards Institute. The health, safety, and construction performance

88

st.andards as they had evolved in Britain played a significant role in

forming a basís for the development of the Canadian construction stan-

dards "

The recognition for the need of standardizing control over resÍ-

dentíal construction began in the 1930's under the NaÈiona1 Dominion

Housing Act" This resulted in the first edition of rhe NBC in 1941.



Under the terms of the British North America Act such local activities

as the supervision over building construction were made the responsi-

btlity of the provincial governments. They, in turn, have reassigned

the concern to the municipal level. The fact that over 902 of the

Canadian citÍes voluntarily use the NBC or incorporate it wíthin their
.)

ovm residentíal construcÈíon st.andards illustrates its value.'

The federal government has developed supplements to the NBC, the

canadj.an code for Residential construction4 (ccRC) and the central

Mortgage and Housing corporationts site Planning Handbook5. These

attempÈ to confront the particular problem of residential construction

and development. The CMIC has incorporated these codes as lary for Èhe

construction of publically-owned residential buildings and since the

housing program of The Manitoba Housíng and Renerval Corporation relies

heavily on federal subsidies, these codes form an inherent part of the

construcLion specif ications of The I'ÍHRC.

The NBC and the CCRC define in terms of distance and area dímensions

minimal acceptable sËandards for residential construction. The safeËy

requirements of construction systems are defined in terms of minimum

bearing capacítíes and spans of structural components of different

materíals, combinations, and properties. The safety of the user is

protected by fire codes which define methods of fire control through

floor and wal1 constructions. The use of fire extinguishing systems,

smoke containment design, and efficient exiting routes further protect

the user. The physical and psychological well-being of the user is

protected through the definition of standards for water supply and

I¡raste disposal, air-supply and ventilation, and minimum requirements

for natural and artificía1 lighting leve1s. Defined rninimum room areas
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and dimensions respond Èo Èhe psychological requirements of man.

Acoustic privacy is confronted by analysing and defining the acoustic

properties of a variety of wa1l and froor constructions and by speci-

fying minímum acceptable levels of acoustic separation between neigh-

boring acËívity areas.

dentÍal buildings" An emphasis is placed on: visual privacy, vehicular

traffic control, the separation of housing functions from vehicular

and pedestrian traffic routes, and the dimensions and physical separa-

tion of outdoor living areas.

The WIRC has created design and construction specifications6 f.ot

public housing construction that respond directly to the NBC and its

supplements. They also supercede some of the mj.nimum standards estab-

lished by the CMHC and specífy more definative or restrictíve require-.

ments. These subsËÍtutions generally índicate a recognition of faniily

size implications and the need to minimize the efforts and cosls of

maintaining Publíc Housing rental units over the fífty-year loan period.

Many materials, structural components, service utilities and systems,

and building equipment are required to be of a higher d.egree of quality

to meet more stringenÈ performance criteria in the protection of the

long-term investments of The MHRC. Another purpose of this is to off

set the additional abuse that the larger lor¿ income families, with

ÈheÍr corresPondíng higher incidence of behavioral and emotional prob-

lems, tend to exert upon rental housing.

The CMHC Site Plannins Handbook analyses the space between resi-
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Municipal governments also attempt to p.ì-ace greater emphasis and

control over various segments of the NBC" They also establish, through



zonÍng by-laws, a di.rection for and control over developmental densi-

ties and land uses. A sensítive growth of urban areas is assured by

ellrninating the location of conflicÈing land uses adjacent to one

another" Controlled development is achieved by providing for the incor-

poraEion of supportíve ameniÈies within residential areas and by con-

trolling the densities of developments.

These controls respond primarily to the fundamental nature of

housíng; the biological needs of man, the economic and structural pro-

perties of construction materials and techniques, the public ov,rnership

of lov¡ income housing, and an attempt to control development. i^Ihen

public monies are being invested, the minimum acceptable dimensional

and area guídelines often become the maximum.

THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF TOI'IN HOUSING

Town housing, the particular form of housing under investigation

in this thesis, embodies distinctive characteristics that render it an

efficient means of housing the Low Income of i^Iinnipeg. It does possess

inadequacies thaÈ are presently surfacing and legislative changes are

beÍng implemented at both the Federal and the Provincial levels thar

promote alternative means of housing. For the purpose of a tool of

ínvestigatíon, the thesis assumes that town housing will remain a form

of Public Housing f.or some Eime ín the future in l,Iinnipeg. The nature

of the physical characteristics must be understood in order to estab-

lish a framework for further investigatÍ-on and analysis"
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Town housing is primarily disLinguished by the location of groups

of three or more housing unÍrs side-by-side. The units share party



v¡alls thaL define the lateral limits of the Èerritory wiEhin each

housíng unit and thaE provide a degree of fire and sound separation

betv¡een them. Typically the units are tr¡o stories in height. Family

functions, ie. kitchen, dining, and living, are normally located on

the.ground floor; while sleeping areas, bedrooms, and bathrooms are

located on a second floor dírectly over the ground floor. Exceptions

to this are found in larger, four, five and more bed.room units, rvhere

a bedroom(s) and an additional bathroom(s) are often located on the

ground floor. Ful1 basements are provided. separate water supply and

sanitary sevrer systems are provided for each unit as are electrical

and heating facilities. Each unit is totally self-contained.

Entrances to the unj.ts are located along the fronL and rear end

walls. Living functions that require natural 1ight, ie. bedrooms,

living rooms, and kitchen-dining rooms are also located on the end rsalls

where exPosure to the outside is available. The internalized floor

areas rvhere natural light is deficient become designated as circulation,

storage, and bathroom zones. i^Ihen adjoíning units are staggered a

section of the party wa11 becomes exposed to the outside. FenestratÍon

is often allowed to occur at t.hese points.

outdoor space immediately opposiËe t.he end wal1s, lateral1y de-

fined by imaginary extensions of the party walls, become designated as

yards for each unit. In this manner the realm of each unit extends to

the outside to include a "yard" at each end. This maintains the single-

family dwelling ideology of individualized property. In the con¡exr of

this thesis, the front yard is directly outside the living room, while

the rear yard is outside the kitchen side of the uniÈ.
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Economic advantages to Ehis type of shared party wal1 construction

for rental housing are as follows:

-The total ground area atÈributed Eo each unit is significantly

less than in single-fanily developments. Higher densiti-es are

therefore possible"

-such facilities as drive\r'a)'s, parking areas, and childrenrs play

areas may be combined for community use.

:The total roof area per unit areounts to one half of the habitable

floor area thereby reducine capital construction and heating costs.

-Expensive exterior ça1l construction is reduced due to the fact

that f er¡er ¡val1s are e:iÐosed to tire outside.

-Heat loss ís also lessened 'ry the reduced wal1 exposure. The

party r¡al1s do not transfer heat and resultingly heating costs are

decreased.
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The physical linitaÈions icposed by the housing codes and building

standards, and by the naÈure of toçn housing, together with those im-

posed by increased density living must be acknowledged as having some

affect upon user behavior. The living spaces provided within the unít

and their respective locaËions a;rd relationships to other spaces be-

come predetermined by the densitv and economic restrictions of Public

Town Housing. rt is nori importâ:Ìt to investigate man's needs Ín the

act of drvelling and his associated psychological urges in relation to

Èhe housing environnent.
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"IÈ is inevítable that urban concentrations create stress. Our first
reaction to this urban stress is to move a\rray from Ít; to turn our
backs on it; to try to escape it. This is very natural. yet the
remedy is worse than the disease. The ills of urban life which are
commonly attributed to density and stress, are in fact not produced
by the oríginal stress itself, but by our or,¡n actions in turning
away from that stress. If urban society is to survive, vre must
overcome this over-reaction. If people do not expose themselves,
if they do not dare to make themselves vulnerable, life will become
more and more ínÈolerable, and we sha11 see more and more_of the
signs of dissociation which are already far too evident."l

t'People \"rant a voice in the design and use of their buildings, streets,
parks, and cíties. They want to be more than spectators and consumers
in a r,¡orld designed and managed by remote professionals. They want
to be more than passengers on a spaceship; they want to help design
and personalize their cabins, and passage\,rays and to have a go at the
controls. Yet iË is noÈ enough to give people optíons. They must
know hol to use t.hem and also the consequences of exercising them.
There is no point in making people a\,rare of their envíronment if they
have no way of influencing it. ParticipatÍon rvithout al,'rareness pro-
duces ignorance and uglíness; avareness without participation leads
to frusËration and. alienation."2

9s

footnotes for this chapter pp. I52-I54



Human behavior wiÈhin the built environment is a function of Èhree

complex systems. These are: physícal and psychological needs, envir-

onmental ínfluences, and the psychologícal ability to cope wíth and/or

adapt to these inputs. The human need systems form the fundamental

basis of Èhe act of dwelling'. The most essential of these needs,

shelter, security, safety, and survÍval, are at least superficially

símil-ar for the whole of mankind. It is the vast socio-cultura1 dif-

ferences of mankind as well as the climaËic influences that give the

diversity to the characteristics of the nature of housing.

The psychological make up or personatiËy of an individual results

from the socio-cultura1 values and norms engraíned. into hím since

birth, and varies r+ith the human need systems and the manner in rvhich

the immediate environment responds to these needs. Accord.ing to T,rrrrr3

this interchange between needs, personality, and the environmenr

creates in the individual a behavior space, a

reacts to, and analyses the effecE of, the environmental inputs. This

fÍlLering process is subconscious and evaluates each input and deter-

mines its relaËive degree of threat to the stability of the behavÍor

space. The physío-psychological state of the individual determines

his ability to cope with, or adapt to, stressful- situations. The

socío-cultural background of the indívidual determines also his beliefs

and values, and to a certain degree, his psychological urges torvards

self betterment within his behavior space. As the individual confronts

and satisfactorily copes with sLressful situations, his identiEy or

esteem and motivation are reinforced
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The housing environment plays a significant role in the develop-

ment of a healthy behavior space-filter system. To it is assigned the

roLe of fulfilling man's basic dwelling needs and consequently creating

a sound base for the development of a behavior space. Lov¡ income

fami.lies, living in substandard and overcrorvded slum conditions, are

ofÈen deprived of the basic need to conforÈably perform the act of

dwelling. This undermines the adaptive process and the ability to

idenÈify, avoid, or cope \,rith further stressful situaLions. Research

has indicated that crowding in the home environment can lead to social

pathology in Èhe form of crime and aggre""ior,4 and psychosomatic il1-

nesses such as schizophrenia, anxiety, and tension due to an inabilít,v

to adapt to threateníng ínputss. Improvements to the home environinent

or a move to one of a higher standard can lead to a reduction in these

illnesses and an improvement in self idenEity and personal aspirations.

Children growing up ín substandard and overcrorvded housing conditions

tend to accept crime and violence as a lray of life. Great difficultf'

is encountered in their attempts to better themselves or to 
"fi*U tfl"

1
socíal ladder.' As Maurice Broady suggests human behavioral problens

cannot be attríbuted solely to the ínappropriateness of the built en-
o

vironment.' A change in the built environment will not always foster

the behavioral reactions expected. Human behavior is affected by the

socio-cultural values and morals upon r¿hich man bases all of his

experiences "

In this investigation of l.linnipeg Public Tovm Housing, a study of

the basic need systems of the Low Income as they perÈain to the act of

dwellíng is imperative" The uniqueness of the low income resident

can be deEermined by comparing the life-sLyle and needs of the Low
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Income to those of the more affluent. The unique role of Public Town

Housing can.also be established by comparing these needs to Ehe form of

housing dÍctated by the codes and standards. Once Èhis has been accom-

plished¡ it should be possible to determine how the design of the e¡- 
*''

vironment must respond to the additional psychological urges of the

low income dweller -- those psychological urges that are fundament,al to

the development and. reinforcement of his behavior space"
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THE ACT OF DWELLING

Spaces, and the activities that occur within them, can be defined

in t,erms of their lmanifestt and tlatentt functions. rn the case of

housing, the manifest function is in direct, response to mants need

systems. The spaces in itre house assume different latent functions

according to t.he socio-cultural values of the user. The use of such

spaces as the kitchen, Èhe dining room, and the living room, for in-

stance, can vary significantly between upper, middle, and lorver class

farnÍIies. The mosaic of cultural backgrounds in canadían society

attaches corresponding numbers of latent meanings for "house" and the

actívities assigned to each of its spaces. l^,There guests are received,

entertai-ned, and fed, where and when adults and children eat meals, and

where children play while adult groups socialise, are a11 examples of

the types of questions to be asked when investigating this aspect of

the act of dwellíng.9

SÍx activity groups combine to form the fundamental act of dwellÍng.

These are: sustenance, rest, sex, hygiene, work/leisure/p1ay, and

socíalÍzation,/entertainment. Each acËívity group is composed of a num-

ber of assocíated latent activities and also satisfies a manifesË

aspect of mants need systems in the act of dwelling. To maintain a

healthy and significant existence, an individual should be able E,o com-

forÈably perform both the manifest and latent functions. The frequency

to the Low rncome of financial, family size, marital, and behavioral

problems ofÈen deprives many of them from performing various activiÈies

considered at tÍmes Lo be essential to modern life. IÈ is imperative
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that the built Public Toum Housing environmenE respond sensitively to
thls variety of needs without irnposing further restrictions and limi-
tatlons upon the act of dwe11ing.

The following is a presentation of the si-x activity groups. The

presentation consísLs of a fundamental description of each act, to-

gether with the manner in which the housing codes and standards respond

to Ëhe needs. The signifícant latent needs portrayed by the low in-

come family in l^linnipeg are then illustrated. Then the provisions for

these within the Public Tovm Housing envÍronments are examined.

Sus tenance

Biologically man requíres food and water in order to survive. This

is a simply stated fact and as a result, its basic implicat.ions upon the

design of a dwelling unit ín the Canadian context, are precisely under-

stood. Distinctive facilíties are required for Lhe storage of food,

(refrigerator and cabinets), Èhe preparation of food, (sink, counter

top' range, and oven), the eating of food, (table, chairs, dishes, and

cutlery), and the cleanup of food and utensils, (sink, garbage disposal

facilities, and utensil storage facilities). The fore-mentíoned are

the minimal necessities in the Canadian context.

For the function of food preparation, the Canadian Code for Resi-

dential Construction

square feet), a counter top and sink, (minimum length of councer eight

feet), storage shelving above the counter, (minimum shelving area of 22

square feet), and cabinets beneath the counter. A minimum clearance of

three feeÈ is required in front of the counter" þo, the act of eating,

an area of 35 square feet when combined with another room, or 75 square

(CCRC) specifies a kitchen, (mÍnimum area of 45



feet when not combined, is required as a dining area.

CCRC, but respond to family sÍze inplications by requiring that the

counter top and accompanying storage spaces increase incrementally with

the number of bedrooms. They also specify that 30" ranges and 13 cubic

foot refrigerators be installed in uniÈs with three or more bedrooms.

The dining area is required to be of such a size that all members of

Èhe farnily may be seated for a meal at one time.

Additional or latenL activities are often assumed in the kítchen

and dining areas. The entertainment of guests, especially in the rural

and low income \^/estern Canadian context, often occurs in the kitchen/

dÍning area. Congruent with this is Èhe act of food preparatíon for

t,he guests and whereby the housewifers skitls as a cook and housekeeper

are displayed. The presence of the dining table surface also encourages

its use as a study center, a work surface for hobbies, sewing, or for

book-balancing, and a play surface for both adultst and childrenrs

games" Because of its easíly washable wa1l and floor surfaces, many

of the messy indoor children's play activities and adult hobbies are

seen to be restrícÈed t,o the kitchen or dining area. These latter

functions are equally important to the act of drlelling and Èo the

healthy development of the individual and the family.

The codes and specifications do noÈ mention the use of these spaces

for such latent functions. According t.o the codes, the dining area can

be reduced in size if combined wiEh another space, thus reflecting the

fact that it is prirnarily designed for Èhe manifest function of eating.

The strong relation between food preparation, dining, and socializing

The MHRC Design SpecificaÈions accept the minimum sEandards of the
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that the Low Income and western Canadian families íllustrate, is not

recognized" A common result is Ëhe'combinaLion of the dining area with

the living room. Such a refationship reflects a more middle-class and

eastern urban norme in which. the apparent ease of food preparalion for

guests, and formal dining take precedence over the display over good

housekeeping abilities. A furÈher illustration of the inappropriate

transposíng of middle income values onto the lower income groups, with

regards to the kitchen and dining area is as follows. rn the middle

income situation, a neat, and effícienÈ galley-kitchen j.s often suitable,

sínce as little tíme as possible i.s spent in the kitchen. such an

arrangement for the larger, low income families is questionable. They

are usually unable to afford expensive cuts of meat, and resort to ex-

cessive spicing, frying, and boiling. As a result, there may be hunld-

iLy and odor problems. A larger, airier room is required to disperse

the humidíty and odors, and to minimize their transfer Ëo the other

living areas of the home.

Rest

There are three degrees of resÈ considered to be essential to the

well-being of man. These range from the daily need for several hours

of deep sleep, to the need for a less intense rest in the form of a

nâpn Ëo the need for casual relaxation. They are necessary for the

revitalÍzation of emotional and physíca1 energy and for enabling the

indívidual to reflect inwardly.

The daí1y need for sleep is the most fundamental requirement. The

desirable degree of physical privacy and isolation, and the necessity

for eliminating unwanÈed visual and acoustic disturbances, has resulted

in the creation of a distinct physical space within the home, primarily
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geared to this act of sleep. The bedroom, because it aEtempts to pro-

vide for this need, has become t.he area in v¡hich personalized act.ivities

such as hygiene and dressing occur. Fundamental to the design of the

bedroom, according to the design standards and buílding codes, is area

allotment for beds and dresser cabinets and provisions for clothing

storage" In the Canadian conËext, iÈ is generally understood that rhe

parental couple shares the "master bedroom" while a maximum of two

chíldren share each of the remaining bedrooms. once adolescence has

been reached, there is a need for separating the children of opposite

sex and for providÍng for more personal privacy. This is recognized Í.n

Èhe preference for individual bedrooms for these children.

The bedroom that does afford the appropriate degree of privacy be-

comes an extensíon of onets se1f, a personalízed part of the home. The

indivídual may retreat to ít Ëo be by himself, t.o discard roles and

personalities assumed for the benefit of others, and to perform private

activities without fear of being overseen and intruded upon. A latent

function of the bedroom is the accommodation of these latent needs.

Additional ones are: a personalized play area for children, a study

area for students, a place of relaxatíon l.¡hile reading a book or lis-

tening to music, a place rvhere teenagers can retreat to listen to their

musÍc or visit with contemporary friends, and a place of isolation, rest,

and recovery from illnesses.

Forms of rest

laÈion and privacy

of relaxaËion ofEen

vidually, wiÈh the

that do not require an equal degree of physícal iso-

often occur in other parts of the home. This Eype

takes place in the living room, and may occur indi_

family, or wiÈh guests. It usually includes reading



books, listening to music, watching Eelevision, doing hobbies, playing

games, or visiÈing.

Due to the physical nature of town housing, as the number of bed-

rooms increase, t,he respecti.ve individual bedrooms assume minimal sizes.

Two-bedroom tor.¡n houses typically exhibit larger Ehan normal bedrooms,

both of which are often in excess of 115 square feet. Five-bedroom

units, on the other hand, have only one comparably large bedroom. The

remaining four just Eûeet the mini¡num requíremenË,s. It is ironical tha¡,

as the need for prirracy increases for the typically larger lorv income

fanily, the provisions, r,'ith the Pubric Tor,m Housing home, for this

pr.ivacy decrease. The economics of, and the demand for, public Tovm

Housing provided in ir'innipeg is such that members of larger families

are forced to share bedroorns. The space in the bedroorn ís usually ade-

quate for only the beds and desks or dresser units. The prívacy re-

quirements of two or Èhree children is not provided. These crolded

conditÍons severel,v linit the use of the bedroom as a play and sEudy

area.

I'lindows in Public Tor,'n Housing are sized according to the minimum

Ín the codes. Their area is equivalent to r0"/" of the floor area. The

window sil1s in bedrooms are usually located three to four feet above

the floor for visual privacy from the outside and for ease of furniture

arrangement. Hotvever, the resulting atmosphere within the room and the

difficulty younger children have Ín seeing outside restricts the at-

tractiveness of Èhe room as a play, r^¡ork, or hobby area.
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Sex

The social norms of the Canadian family environment restrict in-

dulgence in sexual act,ivity to the adult parents. sexual activity

between unmarried persons and especíally involving adolescents living

at home ranges from being strongly discouraged to being taboo, depend-

ing upon culLural and religious backgrounds. rncest. is a criminal

offence in Canada.

The provisions for the fundamental need for sex by Èhe family

parents is primarily provided for in the form of the master bedroon.

This does not mean that sexual activity ís or should be limited to the

bedroom environment" The psychological need of the partners for pþysi-

cal and acoustic prÍvacy, and t.he frequent relationship betr,reen the

acts of sex and sleep, combine to augrnent. the appropriateness of the

master bedroom. These needs for prívacy are typically accomrnodated by

isolating the master bedroom from the other bedrooms, vithout re1ín-

quishing the need for supervisíon over the children by the parents.

Some nethods commonly ernployed in resolving this need. include: sound-

absorbing wall constructions, back to back closets that halt sound

transmission, t.he creaÈion of dressíng area transition zones at the

enLrance to the master bedroom proper, and bathrooms that separate the

master bedroom from others.

The provision of an additional bathroom accessible only from the

masEer bedroom is an increasing trend for those affluent enough to

afford ít. This is primarily in reaction to the privacy of the sexual

acÈ as well as the fact Ehat the bathroom is also a noise generaEor.

Public Tovm Housing unfortunately cannot afford such a high degree of

privacy control and increased convenience. The crowded conditions and
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ninimal unit size

preferred degree

Another latently assumed function of the bedroom, relating to

sexual- drives, is that of separating the sexes, and depriving and con-

troÏling the sexual impulses of adolescent children. This becomes a

problem in the larger Public Toum Housing family situatíon where two

or more children must share bedrooms that are too sma1l to maintain

indÍvidual privacy requirements.

Hvgiene

The need t.o cleanse the body, in order to maintain oners health

and prevenË diseasese is basic to mants existence and fundamental to

the act of dwe11ing. Distínctive facilÍties for the home have been

developed for this purpose, and with the aid of technology, a high level

of sanitary control is now expected in the urban canadian context.

Wíthin the home, the bathroom has become the center for the performance

of this act. It is typically furnished with a minimum of three fj-xtures

linked to a hot and cold water supply system and a \^/aste d.rainage sys-

tem. These are a lavat,ory, a \,raÈer closet and toilet, and a bathtub or

shower. A high degree of privacy is expected for the hygienic act.

This, combined with the humidity buíld up and odor problems, has re-

sulted in the bathroom becoming a separate and often lockable room.

l'lhen economics allow the bathroom is ofÈen subdivided for each of the

facilities for added privacy.

restrictions combine to deprive the parents of the

of privacy.
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The building standards define,

ber of fixtures acceptable as well

MHRC Design Specifications require

for the designer, the minimum num-

as the spacing between each. The

Ehat the bathroom contain a toileE,



a lavatory and a shower in combination with a bathtub, and that. four

and five bedroom units be provided with an addítional half-baLh. This

shows recognition of the increased demand exerted by larger famílies

upon such facilitíes at peak times of the day.

Latent functions assumed by the bathroom in the Canadian context

include: a place for the soaking and/or washing of smaller articles

of clothíng, â place where family members groom themselves, a place of

retreat to obtain total privacy, a place of storage of family health

aids and over the counter drugs, and a place of storage for wash clot.hs,

towelling, and other associated hygienic equi-pment.

trlork/Leisure /P1ay

The fífth activity group is referred to as work/leisure/play and

accounts for the specific roles each family member assumes at home.

IË reflects mants need to be productive, to perform a task that occupies

his Ëime and is self rewarding, and to relieve hímself of excess ener-

gy. Only those activities Èhat are typically performed in the home en-

vironment are considered herein. Included in this group are: the task

of housekeeping and home maintenance, play activities of the children

(and adults) both indoors and outdoors, entertainment, and hobbies of

adults and children.

LO7

1. I^Iork:

Despite the womenrs liberation movement, the majoríty of the house-

keeping activities remain the responsibility of the houselife.

FundamenÈal to the housekeeping activities are food storage and

preparation, housecleaning, and laundry. The }ÍHRC Design Specifi-

cations are the mosÈ definitive of Lhe Standards. They require



the provision of the kitchen equipment previously cited, and

laundry and storage facilíties. Plumbing hook-up equÍpmenr is

provided in Èhe basemenÈ for a washing machine. Dryers are fur-

nished so that clotheslines do not clutter up the project siÈe.

rÈ has also been determined that the majority of the low Íncome

families ovrn a washing machine but, not a dryer

Facilities in the form of broom closets are provided for the

storage of housekeeping tools, sueh as mops and brooms, pails,

cleansers, and vacuum cleaners. Open storage space in the base-

ment is provided, for rakes, shovels, lal,m-mol¿rers, and garden

hoses" Linen closets are provided for the storage of bedding.

Leisure

rn the canadian context, the familv or recreation room has become

a specialízed atea within the home, a direct reactíon to the

leisure time needs of the family. rn the family room the over-

lapping actívities assumed by individual members can occur with-

out disrupting primary functÍons of the oËher areas of the home.

Games and hobbies may be left undisturbed on work surfaces. rn-

dividualized interests may be pursued símultaneously or whíle

guests are being entertained in the living room r¿ithout each

disrupting the other. Facilities commonly found in the famíly

room include: shelving and storage cabinets for books, hobbies,

and games, countertop or Èabletop work surfaces, and comfortable

furniture for lounging, reading, watching television, or listening

to music" The family room is unlike the living room in that it

is primarily for the use of family members and is, consequentry,

2"
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very personalized and informal in nature. rt does noÈ have to be

a showpiece for guests. I^Ihen rnore intimate friends are enter-

tained in the family room Èhey are inLuitively aware that they

are considered to be part of the family: an honour to crose

friends "

The economíc constraints of public Tov¡n Housing do not a1low the

provision of a family room. The basement of the unit is left un-

finished and tenants are allowed, upon consent of the Management,

to convert it into family and rvork rooms. The rnajority of the

1or¿ income users have neither the money nor Lhe inclination to

exert such efforts into rented accommodation. The family activi-

ties typically relegated to a family room must then be accommo-

dated by the other areas of the house. As indicat,ed previously,

the atmosphere wÍthin the bedrooms, and their respective sizes,

are not conducive to comfortable use in this regard. Because of

Èhe prime function of the dining room and the living room, these

areas are not convenienË for use as hobby and game areas.

Many low income mothers knit and sew clothing for customers as a

supplement to the family income. This requires an area where the

work can be lef t undisturbed when not bei.ng atÈended to. si.nce

no r¿ork room or family room is provided and because the living,

dÍning and bedrooms are not suitable, these families experience

an Íncreased inconvenience" These families often will convert

the smallest bedroom into a rvork or study room, to obtain the

degree of diversity and privacy necessary for such activities.

This is normally accomplished by requiríng Ehat threå or more

children share one bedroom. often the parents will move to a
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smaller bedroom and leave the larger master bedroom for these

chlldren. This becomes increasíngly more difficult for the

larger families who in turn are in a greater need for such pro-

vislons. The bedroom that is converted is also so small thaL

Ít ís unsuitable for more than one acÈivity at a time.

3. Play:

The opportunity for playing freely, safely, and construcLively,

is essential to physical, emotional, and intellectual growth.

As Bengtsson indicates e

tttResearch shows that the first four or five years of a child's
life is the períod of most rapid groivth in phvsical and mental
characteristics and of great.est suscepÈability to environ-
rnent(a1) Ínfluence. Consequently, it is in the early years
that deprivaÈion i.s most disastrous in its effect.t..."I0

Piaget has shor¿n that childrenrs play is fundamental to not only

the acquisition and development of physícal ski11s, but also Ëo

the socialization pro""r".11 The younger chíldren must play

safely. Their play area must be within the immediate environment

of the housing unit and within sight and sound of *other.12

For the child, up to the age of three to five years, play is

Èypified by the acquírement and development of manipulatíve skil1s.

Socializing with other children becomes important as the ability

Èo communicate and the need for companionship increases. Play for

this age group is essentially passive in nature and requires

suitable play surfaces: hard, smooth areas for push-Eoys and tri-

cycles, and sand for manipulative and constructive play. Grassed

surfaces, proximity to \.rater, and a variety of facilities are



13rmporËant:

-A fenced or walled in area for the very young, r+ho are liable to

wander ar¡¡ay, unat tended.

-slightly older children also require provisions for a feeling of

spaÈial confinement. Comfortably sized areas defined by 1or.r walls,

vegetaÈion, or fencing creaËe not only a protection from the hot

sun and the r¿ind, but also a pleasant feeling of intÍnacy.

-As the child gro\,/s and begins to

furnishings for togetherness are

places, ground leve1 and textural

aid in group play.

Play for the very young also consists of watching older children

Play, (part of the socialization process), and watching adult

actívity, such as father going and coming home from r¡ork, deliverv

vehicles and garbage colleetion activities, and mothers "neigh-

bouring". These create an insight into the adur-t world.

The built Public Tol,m Housing environment must accommodate the

play activity of the youngest of its residents. Typified by con-

centrations of underprivileged famÍlies and often overcrorvded with

large numbers of children using the facilities at peak times, the

organization of the environment must present adequate opportunities

for the young to play safely. Their need to rvatch the resÍdential

and play activities of Ehe rest of the residents renders the unÍt

enÈrance areas, the centers from which all activiËies radiate, the

logical play area for Èhe young.
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play with other children, more

necessary. Corners, hiding

changes, and raised rvork suifaces
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As children approach school enËrance age, Èheir independence in-

creases" They search for an Ìncreasing variety of pray environ-

ments and a greater number of organized group activities. young

chíldren, aged three or four Eo six or seven years, requÍ-re more

active play areas that can sti1l be supervised and are relatively

safe. Their play area remains within the immediate housing en-

vironmenÈ, but ranges beyond the younger chirdren's area, and be-

yond a continual and direct contact with home. A wide variety of

play surfaces are required to accommodate such play activiÈies

as: climbíng, sliding, swinging, jumping, running, splashing,

building, and bicycling. socialization and group play activíties

assume greater significance" The self-identity, Èhe need for

self-reward, and leadership needs increase. These specific acti-

vities should be separated from those of the younger children not

only for reasons of safety, but also because they are incompatible.

À visual link and close association between the two is preferred

as a learning tool for the younger ones.

The need to ídentify dangerous influences and to cope with rather

than avoÍd them, influences play activities of the older child.

The playíng with fire and the climbing of trees are some examples

of dangerous temptations the child of eight years and over exper-

iences. Play amongst parked cars and in the streets quÍckly

teaches the child a respect for the dangers of vehicular traffic.

rt is interesting to note that children grorvíng up in more densely

populated and traffic congest.ed areas gain a feeling of indepen-

dence at an earlier age. They also are able Èo get. along with

others aÈ a younger age. They are found to be able to make deci-
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síons for themselves, earlier than are children living in either
a rural or low density suburban r"ur.14 parents of these urbanised

children also tend to feel less apprehensive abouE their young

children playing away from home, and are more willing than other

. 
parents to grant them a greater degree of independence.

An ever increasing emphasis is praced on organized activiti.es,
Íncludíng sports, which require larger play fields and distinctive
facilíties" The range of acEívities and distances wirringry
travelled to partícipate in them, render the provÍsion of these

play fÍe1ds beyond the scope of the immediate housi-ng environment.

Public parks and praygrounds are the primary centers generating

such activities"

Nowhere do the present codes or housíng standards define, for the

designer of Public Tov¡n Housing in i{innipeg, the importance of
sensítively desígning for children's play, however the CMHC is
movÍng ín this direction. Town housing projects for the Low

rncome are too ofËen desígned rvith a maxímum efficiency and eco-

nomy of service utilities dictating the unÍt clustering. play

areas f or children are locat.ed in "lef t overrr spaces, betrveen

buildings and roads. The insensitivity of this approach results
Ín: a lack of use or a misuse of the play areas created, pedes-

trian traffic patterns not corresponding wíth the sidewalk system,

or conflÍcts between child play, pedestrian traffic, vehicurar
Èraffic, and the privacy of the unit. These can culminate i_n

conflict between neighbors and Èhe deprivation for the child of
adequate and safe play opportunities. rn combination with the

other problems of the deprived low income family, a detrimentar
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effecÈ on the psychological well-being of the long-term resiclent

can be expected

Socialization/Entertainment

1. Socía1Ízation:

socíalizing, Èhe active parEicipation in a social group, ra.nges

from being very sponÈaneous, informal and unstructured in nature,

to beíng highly planned and formal. rt is fundamental to Èhe

needs for companionship, an idenEity, and a role in society. Dif-
ferent types of associations with a wide range of acquainÈances is
prerequisite. To form a group identity in the immediate residen-

tial environment, it is necessary that one be able to identify and

associate spontaneously with onets neighbors. Although neighbors

may remain as only visual acquaintances, waved to on the street or

from the house' one sti1l recognizes him as belongÍng to the resi-
dential group. This aids in reinforci.ng self and group identity.15
A mutual feelíng of dependence and reliability upon one another

creates a sense of security in the residential environment.

strangers and intruders are then readily identifiable and pro-

Èection over one and anotherrs children and property occurs. A

lack of opportunity for sponËaneous socializl'ng is disruptive Eo

the formatíon of a neighborhood identiÈy.

Equally disturbing is being continually on view and in contacr

with the neighbor".16 rt is almost impossibre not to meet some-

body when leaving or returning home, while sitting outside or,
for the children, whíle playing outside in the concentraced pubric

Town Housing environment" This environment must be creaEed in
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such a manner that the neighbor acquaintanceship is maj-ntaíned at

a leve1 that reinforces the security of group membership and is
at a comfortable intensity. The Ídentity of the individual and

of the individuar horne must noÈ be lost Èo the group identity.
rt must al1ow the chance of withdrawal from association when in-
dividual prívacy is required or when interneighbor conflicts

arise.

To the young children, play and socialization are inseparable and

they occur spontaneously wherever the indivídua1s may be at any

gÍven tíme" The rrneighboring" of mothers also goes hand-in-hand

with the supervision of the younger chirdrents play. TogeEher,

these form a network of neíghbor acquaintances within the irnmedi-

ate Publíc Town HousÍng environment. socialization also occurs

in the parking lot--where adults leave and reËurn home, and where

the men wash and work on their cars--and wherever the residents

are brought together for common purposes.

The need for the individual or the family to sit outside in total
privacy is as important to the publíc Housing resident as iE is
to the more fortunate suburban middle or upper class resident.

The abilÍty of the built-environment to allor¿ for this is more

restricted in tov¡n housing and the designer must therefore recog-

nize the irnplications that higher density living has on privacy

requiremenÈs as well as on controlled group formulations. lT

Entertaínment:

At the opposite end of the socializaÈion spontaneity scale is
guest entertainment. Entertainment assumes an increasingly more

2"
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defined contexL as the familiarity between the participants de-

creases. In many situations, close friends may drop in unexpec-

tedly without feeling that they are ímposing. As acquaintance-

ship decreases, an inviÈation to the home by the hosts becomes

necessary" They must be able to prepare themselves and to assume

varyÍng roles and appearances appropriate to the degree of famil-

Íarity. EntertaÍnment conducted within the home envíronment

allows the mother to display her control, real or superfícia1,

over the family situation. Her skills as a housewife and the real

or apparent affluence of the family are displayed to the guesÈs.

The family identÍty is reínforced by exposures to a variety of

personalized famíly situations wÍt,nessed r,¡hen visíting.

rt seems to be a tendency of middle class entertaining to "display",

on behalf of the guest.s, a portrayal of a congeníar home life.18
This Ís best accomplished by maintaining a very near and tidy

appearance in t.he living room, r¿iÈh everythÍng in its place. only

very close friends, for whom a display is unnecessary, may be en-

tertained in a family room or a more personali zed or intimate area

of the home. The superficiality of such a "ritual" is further

exemplified by the fore-mentioned emphasis on t,he apparent ease at

r¿hich the rniddle class housewife prepares snacks for her guests.

The tendency is to prepare these before guests arrive and to clean

up after Èhey have 1eft. rn this way 1itt1e time is spent in the

kÍtchen. Another interesting point is that children are seldom

allowed to participate i-n guest entertainment. Because they are

noisy, untidy, and disÈracting, they nust play elsewhere by them-

selves" rn this manner, proper control over the children ancl Ehe



famíly sÍËuation is portrayed.

The low income, working class tend not to be so superfi"i"l.19
Guest entertaÍnment is less formal, ress exhibitious, and more

ttdown to earth". The emphasis is on making the guests "feel at

home". Good housekeeping and a happy home atmosphere are por-

trayed, not by conErived displays, but by allowing the guests to

feel as part of the family. The house¡¿ife as well as her female

guests prepare the meals and snacks. she displays her actual

housekeeping skills. trrlhile the women are in the kitchen preparing

food or cleaning up, the men are usually found in the living roorn

attending to Èheir common interests

AN EXTENSToN oF ,#"fofif,ro* ,ru LOr^/ TNCOME

lfÍnnipeg, like most North American cities, is car oriented. A

dependence upon the car is created by the distance of resid.entÍal sub-

urbs from the city center, the existence of shopping centers, and the

inadequacy of public transportatíon systems. people v¡ho do noÈ o\^rn

cars are disadvantaged in their real and potential physical mobility

within the city. The particularly harsh winter climate of I^Iínnipeg,

r¿herein the possibility exists of freezing while waiting for a bus in

-35oc weather, further augments the importance of car ownership. The

purchase of a car proves to be the largest single financial investment

for Èhe majority of the Low rncome, therefore its importance is magni-

fied.

LL7

rn Èhe new suburbs, where the majority of the winnipeg public Town

Housing projects are l-ocated, retail and commercíar amenities are



located in shopping centers" These

urban district, and they are within

lty of the residents. The majority

to thern"

'I{hen such suburbs are new and under construction efficient bus

service ís unavailable and extensions to the ïoutes and íncreases in

servíce are not ímplement.ed untíl the area is almost fu1ly developed.

The residents interviewed in the survey cornplained of íntervals be-

tvleen buses of a half-hour to an hour as well as lengthy walks to the

bus stops. The consequences of missing a bus when going to work, the

inconvenience ínvolved r,¡hen wishíng to go downtov¡n to shop or see a

movie, and the difficulties involved in doing the family's grocery

shopping all contribute to the feeling of deprivation, alienation, and

frustration expressed by the Low lrr'"o*..20

The low íncome fanily cannot financially afford to partake of the

nany Èypes of entertainment acÈivities available in the city. Their

najor form of entertainment is one of visiting friends. since the

nnjority of oners friends are scattered throughout the city and beyond

a walking distance, Ëhe use of a caï becomes a paramount amenity.

Because of.the dependence upon it, the car to the Low rncome who

oürn one, becomes an extension of the self and home. The car is a
)1status symbol. -- Great pride and ritual are taken in maintaining the

appearance of a ner¡r car, and large amounts of personal efforts and

money are expended on keeping an older car in runníng condition. Most

people' even in the context of higher density tov¡n housing, want to be

able to park their car at the rear door" They wanÈ an i.mmediate visual
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are geared to serving the larger

easy walking distance to a minor-

must depend upon vehicular access



and physical control over it"

Imrnediate access to the car and safe and controlled children's

play become conflÍcting parameters to the desígner of the public Town

HousÍng environment. Vehicular traffic augments childrenrs p1ay,

pedëstrian activity, and casual socialízation.22 The place where the

car and the pedestrian meeË is a potential area of activity generation,

and a place where the young learn to respect the dangers of automobiles.

Both assume a degree of importance in the design of a site, however,

the safety of the young child must be given príority over ease of

access to the parked car.

rn addition to the needs in the act of dwelling, man possesses a

number of psychological urges that revolve around his needs for Ídenti-

fication and individuality. The establishment of an identity indicates

a recognitíon of onets place and role in society. This in Èurn results

in the creation of oners individuality. Many activities are conscious-

ly and unconsciously undertaken to establish and reinforce these needs.

The built housíng environment accommodates these and additional psycho-

logical urges that include: territoríality, ov,rnershíp, personalizatÍon,

creativity, and group membership. An analysis of these ur€Ìes is con_

ducted in the following section, and through a delineation of each, the

role of the built housing environment in providing opportunities for

their realization is investigated.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL URGES

As Dr. John T. Flynn suggests,

'"(H)urnan behavior is dominated by the growth and operati_on of
türo antagonistic but cooperating instincts--Èhe need for
ldenÈification and the drive toward individuality...

trThe insti.nct for identification is the ínner need to
establÍsh unity or combination with one or more other human
beíngs. . . things and places. . .

'rThe instinct for individuality is the inner drive to
establish onets self as a separate^unique enti-ty indepen-
dently capable of self-assert,ion.',ZJ

The growth and development of these instj.ncts occur throughout the

successive stages of human life. In childhood and the adolescen¡ years,

the individual progresses through behavioral stages dominated by an Ín-
creased, a\¡rareness, and development of, either the individuality or the

identification instinct. This explains the confusíons and frustrations

experienced in these developing years. "Normal'r maturity is reached

once these two insÈincts have assumed a state of equilibrium within the

indívidual. Immaturity or abnormal behavior signifies that either one

or both are inadequaÈe1y developed. one may then begin to relate posÍ-

tively to both the physical and societal envíronments once a normaL and

strong identity and individuality has been established.

120

Several needs are inherent Ín this development of the individual

personality. Alexander Leighton has isolated ten "essential striving

sentiments" that he suggests are fundamental to the achievement and

maintenance of a healthy personality. These are;



tt 1. physical security
2" sexual satisfaction
3. the expression of hostility
4" the expression of love
5. the securing of love
6" the securing of recognition
7" the expression of spontaneity (...positive force,creativity, volition)
8" orientation in terms of onets place in society and' the place of others
9 " the securing and mainÈaining of membership in adefiniÈe human group

10. a sense of belonging to a moral order and being rightín what one does, being in and of a system of .rr1r"".,,24

rn mants interaction with the environment, additional urges surface that
LeÍghton seems to

ís territori.alitv:

ritory. According

Robert Sommer, and

of mankind.

have overlooked in his categorization. one of these

the securíng, personalizing, and defense of a ter_

to such authors as Alan Lipman, Edward T. Hal1,

Oscar Nevnnan, this appears to be an instinctive urge

tt r ñ"'Everyone has an instinctive psychological urge to have his or¡nprivate Èerrítory, on whích he can imfrint hiÀ personality andexpress himself as he chooses by means of personal posses"ion=.rn the modern world these urges are reflected in the dífferentways that people plant Ëheir gardens, paint their front doors,exhibit their motor cars and display fãmily souvenirs .1,,iÈ

As suggested by the previous quote, ovmership and the display of arti-
facts, holding important symbolic and sentimental values to the indivi-
dual, exemplify a behavioral urge that may be considered a manifestation
of territoriality

The territoriar urges and personalization, the expression of spon-

taneíty' are worthy of further investigation in this thesis. The builÈ
housing environment plays a significant role in the fulfillment of these

respective urges. An analysis of the Public Tov¡n Housing environmen¡s

T2L



1n l^lÍnnipeg will índicate

stood by the architects.

Terri toriali ty

regard Èo physical space within the inmediate environment. Experiments

on animal populations have created Ínsight into man's behavioral pat-

terns in the environment.

All animal forms display instinctive behavior mechanisms with

that their significance

trTerritoriality, a basÍc concept in the study of animal behavior,
is usually defined as behavior by which an organísm character-
istÍcally lays claim^to an area and defends it against members
of its own species.ttZo

TerrÍtoriality insures the propogation of the species by regulating

density, reinforces the integrity of social groupings, provídes for

protection from predators, protect.s the envíronment from overexploita-

tion, and reinforces social status and individuaLity.2T

are not ful1y under-

Man has developed complex rituals for

territory. I¡Iith the growth of cívilízation

the establíshment and maintenance of one's

creasingly more dífficult"

L22

ttThe history of mants pasÈ is largely an account of his efforts
to wrest space from others and to defend space from outsíders.
A quick review of the map of Europe over the past half centurJ*
reflects this fact. A rnultitude of familiar examples can be
found to illustrate the idea of human territorialíty. Beggars
have beats, as do the policeman who try to get them to leãie,
and prostiËutes work their o\^)n side of the street. Salesmen
and distributors have their own territory which they will
defend like any other organism. ...To have a terriÈory is to
have one of the essential components of life; !q lack one is
one of the most precarious of all conditions."2S

Laws of home-ov¡nership, trespass, property, and possession all

securing and defending his

and population densities,

terrítory has become in-
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lllustrate the importance society places on the various aspects of

Ëerritoríality. Identity with, and or^mership of , a ploÈ of land remains

the ultímate goal in the fulfÍllment of the housing needs of the

rnajority of modern urbanized. North American families. This instÍnctive

urge has resulted in the creaËion of the suburban single-family dwell-

ing. Many aspecËs of cultural values are based upon, and reinforced by,

land-ownership. The ímportance and sËatus associated with land-ovrner-

ship illustrates this.

"...the single-family house set on its ovm piece of land, ísolated
from iÈs neighbor by as little as six feet, has been the tradi-
tíonal expression of arrival in most every l^Iestern culture. It
Ís the symbolic token of having a stake in the socíal system;
it is deeply rooted in notions of proprietorshíp and belorrgi-ng
to the establishment. To many it represenEs the reaching of
maturity and the achievement of success and potency. rn certain
cities...home or,rnership brings with it special ríghts and re-
sponsibilities which relate to participation in 1ega1 processes r
and the opportunity Èo reinforce existing socíeta1 values."29

The definítion of the single-family dwellíng territory is accomplished

by means of decorative fences located along the property lines.30 The

physical nature of the fence is inadequate in preventing intrusion.

Its symbolic representation of the yard as an extension of the familyts

personal space, however, is readily understood by any potential intruder.

As urban areas become densely populated the total percentage of

residents able to live in or to ov,rn single-family housing, decreases.

Land shortages, increased property values and servicing costs, and in-

creased travel distances back inÈo the city are inherent manifestations

of urban crorvding" As Ehe degree of crowding increases, so does the

need for an autonomous terriÈoria1 identity. High rise apartment

living is commonplace in the more populaEed urban areas. This Èype of



housing inhibits the establishmenE of Eerritorial identity beyond the

realm of the interíor of the unit. Only a netvrork of uncontrollable

corrl-dor, stairway, elevator, and lobby entrance areas exist outside

the aparÈment unit.

The Lypical low income urban dr¿eller finds his home in the con-

gested areas of the city, and in areas of substandard housing and physi-

cal insecurity due to crime. The length of tenancy at such a resi-

dence is often short-termed. Territorial definition and control in

such cases are very difficult to achieve and. behavioral problems become

more prevalent than in "healthier" areas of the city.

Ownership of Symbolic Objecrs

An extensíon of terriËoríality is Lhe human urge for the ov¡nership

of symbols--objects that relate directly to the or\rnerrs values. As

Leighton suggesËs, syrnbols play a double role Ín the identity-formula-

tion process, tt...one in mentation and one in communication.,,3l ,,Menta-

tion" in thís context refers to a mental image. Object.s .are collected

by the índividual to substanÈiate, within him, his feelíngs of pride,

virtue, assurance, nostalgia, and pursuit. The objects mean Èhese

things to hím and by collecting many of them, his identification and

individuality instincts are reinforced.

L24

sonal importance of the object. An essence of the individualts person-

ality is also communicated through the ovmership and display of several

different objects" Examples of this j-nlucde: athletic trophies and

theÍr display in an honored place¡ âs a means of communicating oners

physical competence and reÍnforcing onets ago; the parking of onets car

By displaying these objects man communícates to others the per-
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Ín front of the house, thereby communicaË,ing Lo all onets wealth, social

status, and.personality; and the display of valuable art objects as a

means of broadcasting onets intelligence, refined tastes, and artisÈic

appreciaÈion.

Territoriality is reinforced by the dísp1ay of these objects with-

in the boundaries of onets personal territory. I^/e are all familiar with

trophy rooms, wherein onets athletic and/or hunting victories are proud-

ly displayed. Such rooms strongly communicate the individual's person-

alÍty. Territoriality is also communicaËed to such an extent that to

enter the room withouË consent is unthinkable. \^Ie are also familiar

with the chair of the man of the house. Edrvard Hall questions why the

oTdner ís always somer¿hat apologetic about Ëhe territoríal extension

that it signifies:

"(h)ow many people have had the experience of coming into a room,
seeing a big comfortable chair and heading for ít, only to pu1l
themselves up short, or pause and turn to the man and sayr toh,
was r about to sit in your chair?t The reply, of course is
usually polite For some unknovm reason, our culture has
tended to play dovm or cause us to repress and^{issoci.ate the
feelings we have abouE space (and territory)."32

?1
Archie Bunkerts" obstínaÈe claim to and defense of his chair ín AtI

in the Familv illustrates our inner reactions to territoría1 invasion.

Our culture renders this overt action as unacceptable and encourages

restraint and tolerance of such invasion.

Personalizatíon

Man possesses creative abilities which he

reinforce his individuality. prehistoric mants

hÍs envÍronment is illustrated by Che paintings

utilizes to express and

desire to personaLíze

of him, his envíron-



ment, and his fantasíes on Èhe cave walls. Early man,s creativity is

also recognizable in the articles of clothing and vessels that bore

the desÍgns of their creators. AlÈering and manipulaËing the envir-

onment in some manner helps reinforce man's identity with it and his

self-felt individualíty.

Today mants creativity has been sËunted by industrializat.ion.

Manufacturing and mass production of clothing, artifacts, and housing

all Ínhibit spontaneous creativity. Mass prod.uced sculptures and

phot,ographic reprints of painEings are readily available and are of a

hígher technical quality than those atÈempted by the less creative

individual. The creative expression of the average person is c;ften

limited to the following:

-The purchase and dísplay of a chosen number of these manufactured

artífacts.

-The personalízing of clothing by alteríng their shape and by

painting desígns on such articles as blue jeans and T-shirts.

-The selection of styles expressÍng personal preferences for the

indivídual familyrs housing needs. An example is the choice of

a three-bedroom bungalow with a "ticky-tacky" Spanish-Mediterranean

facade, with green walls, a red roof, and a blue door.

L26

Few are able, or have the desire, to creaÈe their own artwork, clothing,

or home. The ways in which man personalízes his home environment is
highly dependent upon cultural heritage. Any form of personalization

strengEhens the terriEorial identity with the home and Ehe individual-

ity of the family.
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the importance as deÈermined by cultural, social, and functional

values of the various rooms is reflected in their size and design in

relation to tther spaces. FurnÍshings and displayed artifacts are

utílized to further reflect the familyrs individuality.34 The home

oI¡lner is able to alËer his home environmenL by relocating partitions

and by adding rooms as the family needs change. The family that rents

its housing does not possess equal opportunities to personalize. He

often relies totally on a display of personal artifacts as a means of

self-expressíon. Often altering or painting the rented accommodation

is not allowed" As the farnily needs change, it is obliged to move to

dífferent accommodatíons in order to saÈisfy these needs. Ifany archi-

tects specify certain colors of drapery for apartment buildings in order

to achieve a desired aesthetic effect. rn so doing, the tenant is
deprived of hís desire to express his individuality to the outside

vrorld. As Robert Sommer concludes; "To be ful1y human means to cïeate

as well as to choose, to make things beautiful as well as to admire

beauty..."35 The color schemes and t.he plastic artifacts chosen by the
ttcommon man" may, undersËandably, insult the values of the artistically
educated, such as the architect. To deny the user his right to per-

sonalize the housíng environment is to deny him an aspect of the human

instincÈ towards individualíty through self-expression.

As dÍscussed at the beginníng of this chapter, human actions

v¡íthin the built environment are determined by the individualts behav-

ior-filter system. The human need systems and the socio-cultural back-

ground of the individual, form the basic structuring and the fundamental

components of this fíltering system. As Turants hypothesis suggests:



"Behavior or action is a result of the basíc needs and t.he
personality structure of the individual combined with a
series of processes of adjustment to different siÈuations
and physical conditions Human behavior is not merely
a passive adjustment process. Subjective appraisal- of the
external environment often interferes with our psycholo-
gical state" A stress may occur as a function of this sub-
jective perception of the environment. This is analogous
to the physiological forms of sÈress in which there are' some traceable changes within the organism such as auto-
nomic disturbances or microbehavioral reactions due to a
discrepaney between the demands of the external environment
and the individualrs ability to respond to these demands.
If our cognítive functioning is disturbed, our behavior
pattern will be modified. The physical conditions of the
environment are felt socially and psychologically and their
final ínfluence þgs both psychological and physiological
manif estations.ttJo

ThÍs notion emphasizes the role that Èhe physiological need system

and the personality structure play in establishing a behavioral spaee

withÍn the individual that acts as a filter in analysíng external en-

vironmental inputs. Through this filtering sysÈem, inputs are appraised

and determined to be either threatening or non-threatening in character.

(Please see the diagrams on the next two pages). Examples of Ehreats

as illustrated by Turan are:

"the inability of a mother to be in vísual or verbal contact
with her child vrhile she is in the house and the child plays
out of doors; inadequate acoustical insulation of the
sleeping areas of the house; ...(and the) inappropriate
layout of diflgrent areas of a house j_n terms of their
function...."37

The inability of the individual to cope with such threats, or

stresses, ís dependent upon the interplay of two factors: firstly,

Èhe nature and integrÍty of the behavioral-fÍlter system, and secondly,

the degree of flexibility possessed by the environment. rn this re-

gard, human adaptatÍon is imporEant since an adaptive response illus-

trates a faílure to cope with a given stress. strain is a result of

L28
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stress and the inability to cope with stress" Analogous examples of

straÍn are: . vrorry about a child playing outside when he cannoË be

seen from the unit,, the annoyance with the noise coming from the

neighbors or that may disturb onets sleepe and frustration with the

arrangement and relationship of different functional spaces within the

house" Strain can be eliminated, or aÈ leasL minimized, if the built

environment is responsive to the needs of different users and yields

either through modification, adjustment, or momentary accommodation

capacities.

At this juncËure, it is imporEant to discuss human adaptive re-

sponses, and the consequences of maladaption that creates a strain

upon the stability of the behavior space.

NON-FIT IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

Adaptation

Man possesses many different mechanisms that al1ow him to adapt

to nevl envíronmenÈal situations. His biologícal and social versatility

has allowed him to survive in environments, contaminated by indusErial

pollutants, and overpopulated to the degree that privacy is a luxury

available only to a minoríty. Through technology, man can artificially

control environments and thereby avoid employing his natural adaptive

abilíties. CenÈral heating and air conditioning allorv him to live and

work comfortably on the North Pole, under the oceans, or in outer

space. As Ren6 Dubos \{arns, however;
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"since man is able to eliminaÈe or avoid many of the struggles
and sÈresses r+hich used to be hís fate, Ít seems to follow
that his biological mechanisms of adaptation have become use-
less, or at least obsolete. paradoxically, however, the very
avoidance of stresses may in itself constitute a ne\¡/ kind of
threat to health if it is carríed too far, because the body
and the mind are geared for responding Èo chal_lenges; they
lose many of their essential qualities in an g4vironment
that is so bland as to make life effortlesr."38

He further cauÈions

modern life in the

"The poÈential ability of mankínd Ëo survive crowding, emotional
misery, environmental pollution, shortages of natural resources,
and other kinds of threats consÈitutes but a limited aspect of
the problem of adaptatíon. other aspects have their origin Ín
the fact that human life involves values r,¡hich have little to.' do wiÈh biological needs and which transcend the survival of
indivídual persons. All too often, the biological and social
changes that enable mankind to overcome the threats posed by
Èhe modern worLd must be eventually paid for at a cruel price
in terms of human values.

lla"sudden and profound changes in the rvays of 1ife, rvhatever
their nature, always bring about a decrease in the resi.stance
of the body and the mind to almost any kind of ínsult. But
the soeial and medical problems associated r^¡ith this early
phase of change tend to be transitory. lfore important in the
long run, even Èhough less dramatic, are the distanL conse-
quences of some of the adaptive processes thaË make it pos-
sÍble for man t.o survive the deleteríous consequences of the
rapid changes brought abouË by technological innovations and
by social revolutions. . . . ()fan) usually manages to conceal
his impatience, irritations, and hostile feelings behind a
mask of civil behavior. But inwardly he still responds to
emotional stinnuli by means of physiological mechanisns in-
herited from his Paleorithic ancestry and even from his
anÍmal past. . . . It is probable. . . that these misguided re-
sponses leave scars which eventually threaÈen tbe bodv and
the mind as they accumulate Ehrough the years."39

Since man is so adaptable, he easily becomes accustorned to habits

and ways of life in which many.of the unique human values no longer

exist" People living in met.ropolitan areas indifferently spend hours

on freeways in a bumper-to-bumper, carbon monoxide-filled envíronment.

about the unknovm price of human adaptation to

following passages !

L32
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In cert.ain areas of the clty the urban dweller does not go outside at

night because of the high rates of críme. He does not even question

the anonymity associated with the deprívation of the Èerritorial in-

stinctr as manifest by life today, in the monotonous, shapeless, and

unÍnspiring hÍgh rise apartments.

Crowding

The urban environment is typified by concentrations of people living

in crowded and congested cities. The word "cror^rd" itself

"...evokes dísease, pestilence, and group-generated activitj_es
often irrational and either too submissive or Ëoo aggressive.
...(Crowding) facilitates the spread of infective agents; ...
nodifies the manner ín which men and animals respond to the
presence of these agents...; (and) affects the response of
the indivídual and social body, ngç only to infecÈion, but
also to most of lifers stresses.tt4u

Deviant behavíor and social conflicts i-ntensify as the population den-

sity increases. Behavíoral experíments on animals living in crowded

conditions confirm thÍs. In the experÍ.mental situation a natural reac-

tion to social pathology is the development of a complex social organ-

izatíon" Hierarchies exhibiting the so-called "pecking order" are

developed" Once this social system and the corresponding hierarchícal

order have been established and uniformly accepted, the social conflict

and tensions decrer"".4l

It is unv¡ise, however, to relate such behavioral patterns exhibited

by experimental animal populations directly to man. The effecÈs of

crowding and the proper comfortable distances between persons in a

group are largely culturally determíned by man. 'As Edward T. Hall in-

dicates, man carries with him a series of "bubbles", separation dis-
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Eances, used in interpersonal interaction.42 These distances, and

especially those in the personal and intimate range, change dramatical-

ly from one culture to anoÈher. The uneasiness experienced when talk-
ing at an uncomfortably close distance wÍEh someone from another cul-
ture illustrates how strongly these distances are defined. The prob-

lems associated with crowding of human beings are complex due to

cultural engraining" The term "mob psychology", for ínstance, illus-
trates how group-generated activities can affect socíal beha.rior.43

PruiÈt-Igoe, a Consequence of Non-Fit

It is often argued that housing is a social, not an architectural

problem" The provision of adequate housing for the whole of socieËy

does not, by itself, alleviaËe Ëhe many and varied social problems

typÍcal of modern urban 1ife" ThaË is why there exists several differ-
ent social and housing aid systems. The built environment can have a

very marked effect on social behavior. This is best. illustrated through

an examÍnation of the disastrous effect that a well intended design can

have when the essential needs and values of the users are misunderstood

or misrepresented.

An infamous example of

population is the 2764 unít

Louis, Missouri. Published

sígn was applauded as being

"Replacing ramshackle old houses jammed rvith people--and rats--
will be 11-storey apartment houses.... skip-stop elevator
service wÍI1 be combined lvith open galleries every third floor
to build vertical neighborhoods.... compared with the unimag-
inative public housing prototype the architects r^rere qÍven to
match, Ehe new plan saves not only people, but *onuy.;44

an inappropriate design for a 1ow income

Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing project in St.

in the 1951, Archi-tectural Forum, the de-

innovative and imaginative.
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The open galleries, intended to be safe neighborhood playground and

meeting areas, became unpoliceable'zones for gangs of muggers, rapists,

and thieves. Territorial cont,rol over the galleries was impossible

sínce no apartmenËs opened directly onto t.hem. This was further aggra-

vated by the use of skip-stop elevators which necessítated use of the

galleries by all residents above the third f1oor" As Roger Montgomery

suggests, the Architect did not understand the life styles of Èhe

tenants "

" The unconsciousness of class and its effect on behavior
wiÈhin a building envíronment receives graphic represenËatíon
in the archi.tectts preconstruction rendering which shorved
these galleries fílled with evidently míddle c1ass, white
mot,hers and their many soberly behaved youngst.ers. rn real-
ity the harried Negro mothers are barely eking out enough to.
líve on with day work and ADC, and the galleries are e*pty."45

Líving above the third floor became impossible. These floors became

vacated and then írreparably vandalized. All but trvo of the original
thirty-three blocks have since been demolished, and a neT¡r development

of less density has been designed t.hat integrates the íncome 1eve1s

more effectívely, and respects the needs for territoriality and a

workíng neighborhood. 46

ANALYSIS OF THE TEN PUBLIC TOLTN HOUSING PROJECTS

At this time user satísfaction within the ten Public Town Housing

environments studied is worthy of investigation. This leads to insight

Ínto the sensitivity of the designs in.meeting user needs and expec¡a-

tíons. The survey was the first to be conducted upon its tenant fami-

lies by the CorporatLon. Several questions sought Eenant reactions to



such things as the management of the developments and Ehe value of

tenant association groups, thereby liniting its use in this thesis.

survey geared primarily to user reacÈions to the built environment

might have been more valuable to this thesis.

The design of the survey allows for an understanding of user feed-

back to aspects of town housing design. The first aspect, site planning,

analyses the effecEiveness of the transitions creaEed beEween such site

components as vehicular traffic, pedestrian traffic, tot 1ots, front and

rear yards, public green spaces, and the unit. The seeond aspect, Ëhe

unit, analyses the relationships primarily between the kitchen, dining,

and living areas, their relation to the yards outside, and the adequacy

of the remaíning facilities in the unit.

Site Planning

The basic differences between the four project types become appari

ent, and the inadequacies can be isolated by examining the sÍte planning

of each" As described in Chapter 2, these site planning hierarchies are

initially oriented around the car. The access of the car to and through

the site, Èhe place and manner in which it is parked, and the relation-

ship of the parking 1ot to the tot lots and the uniEs each are assigned

a different degree of importance in each project type. Please refer to

the appendix for detailed feedback information, and to Chapter 2, pp.4l

to 86,for plans and detailed descriptions of the projects involved.
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1. Vehicular Parking:

One might think that the conveníence of user.parking is related

directly to the distance Lhat it is provided from the unit. This
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1s not altogether t,he case. The roop road residents, whose parking

is situaÈed closest to the rear doorse as a group were the most

dissatisfied wíth it, r41!" Residents of the street oriented pro-
ject, David, whose parking is very close to the rear door, .,^rere

also very discont,ent, 327". only Maples Two residents, many of

v¡hom are subjected to lengËhy walks to their parking spots, \^rere

discontent as a result of the length of wa1k. The residents who

park at their rear doors complain also about the dangerous vehicu-

Lar traffi.c and the lack of separation from childrenrs p1ay. The

ürorry expressed by these mothers is transformed into these feelings

of Ínconvenience"

The

for

majority of the resídents " 60%, r./ere discontent with provisions

visiÈor parkíng. The greatest amount of dissatisfaction r,¡as

expressed by the street oriented and playground cluster project

residents, 80"Á and 72% respectively. There r¡as also a correlatiort

between poor provisions for visiÈor parking and an increase in the

number of tenants owning cars. Larger projects which have larger
parking lots províde more visiÈor parkíng than do smaller ones.

The smaller projects tend to rely on street parking for visitors.

Younger Childrenf s play:

Thírty-eíght per cenË of Èhe younger chíldrents play tended to be

within either the tot 1ot provided or in the rear yards, 32"Å. super-

vÍsion of these children from Èhe house was imporËant. seventy-two

per cent of the mothers revealed that they kept an eye on them. As

the play areas became less conducÍve to play .the abilÍty Eo super-

vise decreased, charÈs rv 35r 36, and 37 on pages 266 and.267.

2"



llhen a well defined or more suitable play area was available, thís

fear decreased. The amount of play within the yards of the units

Íncreased whenever tot loÈs were located adjacent to a group of

rear entrances as in Maples Two and all of the playground cluster

and Ëhe street oriented ones. In the second street oriented pro-

ject, Marlene, the loop road traffic and the childrenrs play con-

flicted. These mothers vrere concerned wíth the vehicular traffic

and their supervision over childrents play r,¡as the greatest.

Fear was also hígh in the street oriented projects and the Birds

Hill development" The Bírds Hill mothers complained also of an

ínability to supervíse the children at p1ay. They did not berate

the inadequacy of the tot lot. These anxieties may be because each

of the projects are either oriented towards the existing streets

or because the toË lots are very close to the street traffic.

lühen asked where they would prefer the play areas to be situated,

391l of. the ínterviewees chose a location adjacent to the unit, and

592 preferred a more centraLízed location on site. This confirms

the need for a supervisable area near the home for the younger ones,

as r¿ell as a centralized playground for the active play of the

slÍghtly older children,
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3. Pedestrian Traffic:

The survey r^ras inadequate in iÈs attempts to determine the success

of the site plan designs in controlling pedestrian traffic. On-

site visits were necessary to complement the data. The user feed-

back did indicate the adequacy of the sidewalk systems of the var-

ious projects. In this regard, the parking lot cluster group
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appears to be the most successful of the project types. A review

of the various site plans indicates that this group does noE uEi-

rtze greater quantities of sidewalks. The linkage of the unit

clusters to the parking areas are relaÈively direct and Ehe side-

walks tend to follow these routes closely. The Raleigh project is
especíally successful. This appears to be due to both the scale of

the cluster groups and the highly controlled definition of the

front and rear yards, the play areas, and Èhe sidewalks that link

the various public spaces. Few of the projects ilrustrate an

equal degree of transiËional definition.

The loop road projects are the second-most successful group. These

developments contain sÍ.dewalks that link the parking lots together

and run parallel to the loop roads. The connecÈions betrveen parking

and t.he unit,s are most direct for these projects and the overall

adequacy is reflected in the userst reactions. control of pedes-

trian Ëraffíc in the front yard and green space areas is, however,

less successful. The apparent failure of Marlene is largely due

to the fact that the construction of sidewalks was incomplete aE

the time of the survey.

The playground cluster group illustrates highly controlled designs

of the sidewalk systems in the entrance courts, yet iL is unsuccess-

ful in the minds of the users. An on-site visit to carriage Road,

reveals that the tot lot entrance courLs are so highly used by the

children Èhat their play activities spread onto the neighboring

rear yards. An insufficienE separation betrveen these areas result.s

1n Èhe grass and shrubbery being trampled underfoot. Also, no side-



walks línk the front yards to the adjacent green spaces. The dirt

paths in these areas indicate r¿here sidewalks are required.

The failure of Birds Hill Road, the second playground cluster pro-

ject is a mystery" Since residents had lived there for only a few

r¡eeks prior Èo the survey, their living patt.erns \^/ere not developed

Eo the extent that they r,rere ín the other projects.

The st.reet oriented group is equally unsuccessful.

traffíc in the rear yard areas is highly controlled

sidewalks, horvever, the definiÈion of the fronÈ yard

clear and traf f ic cuts across the f ront lar,¡ns.

4" Unit Orientation:

hrhen asked whether they preferred havíng the líving room orj_ented

tor'¡ards the parking area or an Ínternalized green space, the vast

najority, 72"/., preferred an orientati.on torvards a green space. rt

is interesting to note Èhat 802 of the street oriented project

residents preferred a parking 1ot orientation. The residents of

Èhe first loop road project, Keenleysi.de, voiced an almost equal

split between the t¡+o orientations. Nearly ninety per cent of the

livÍng rooms of the Keenleyside units are oriented tor,¡ards a

street, a lane, a driveway, or a parking 1ot. This tends to indi-

cate Èhat when street orientations are available they are preferred

and that green space orientations become more acceptable after the

tenant has lived Ín a Public Tovm Housing development over a period

of t irne.
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The pedestrian

by fencing and

areas is not
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Unit Design

l^Ihen analysing Ehe design of the unit, the subrleties of the

arrangemenÈ of Ehe indívidual spaces, the relationship beEween Ehe in-
ternal funcEions, their connection to the front and rear yards, and

the transition from the yards to the various public areas of the site
become critical. Each of the unit designs belong to one of two basic

types. These are differentiated accordÍng Èo the organization of the

family areas on the ground floor. The trvo philosophies evolve around

combiníng the dining area with either the kitchen or the living room.

At first glance, the distinctions betrveen the tr.¡o may appear inconse-

quential. The user feedback, however, illustrates that this is not the

case.

1" Ki tchen/Dining Arrangement :

All but three of the projects surveyed contained units rvith dinÍng

areas in combination r,¡iÈh the kitchen. This arrangement recognizes

the close relationship of food preparatíon and clean-up rviÈh dining.

The need to confj.ne cooking odors and humídity in a minimally-sized

housing uniË is also a determinant. The diverse farnily funcEions

relegated to the ground f loor can be separaÈed i-nto rr'o mai.n areas,

the kitchen/dining and the living areas, thereby allowing two dif-
ferent group funcÈions to occur simultaneously: men vs. eromen

guest entertairunent, adu1t. vs" childrents group activitíes, house-

work, studying, or hobbies vs. guest entertainment or family

lounging.

The feedback indÍcates thaE t,he users \4rere generally saÈisfied

wiÈh the arrangemenÈ of thís aspecË of Eheir unit. The follorving



1s a brief resume of

-The satisfaction with the kitchen/dining relatj-on was high, at 907".

A few, hovrever, preferred separate dining rooms, 5"Å"

-The secondary act,ivities performed in the kítchen/dining areas \"rere

diverse" In decreasing order of intensíty these latent activities

I.rere entertaíning, íroning clothes, childrenrs play activities,

sewing, washing clothes, and studying.

-The recommended improvements t,o the kitchen area included painËing

and wallpapering privileges (unknowingly avaílable to them), d.ouble

sinks, and exhaust fans. Built-ín diníng tables were suggested. in

units with galley-kitchens and relatively small dining areas.

-Eighty per cent of the users were sati"sfied wíÈh the kitchen coun-

ters and the cupboard space provided, however, they expressed dis-

satisfaction wíth the amounL of space in the garley-kítchens. The

rel-atíonship of the refrigeraËor, sink, and stove in the galley-

kitchens vras suspecL. The location of the refrigerator next to

the stove was disliked.

-Ninety per cent of the users were satisfied with the size of the

dining areas. The diníng areas for the Raleigh units were located

adjacenÈ Èo a galley-kitchen and 40% of. the users felt Ëhis r,¡as

inadequate.

-Eighty-tvro per cenÈ were satisfied wiEh the living room locations

and 85% with Èheir sizes. Those who complaj-ned indicated thar

they would prefer it to be combined with the dining and/or the

kitchen, probably to increase its apparent size.

theír voíced reactions:
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-0n1y 55"1 of. the users approved the fronÈ door opening directly

into the living room" As a solution 102 of the users suggested an

entrance hallway.

-Arrangement of furniture in the living room did not apPear to be a

najor problem although the Raleigh residents complained of a small,

poorly-shaped living room" This design had three entrances into

the room, the front entrance fro¡n the patio, the access to the

galley-kitchen, and the access to the hallway linking it to the

sËairway, t.he dining area) and the rear entrance. The resulting

fragmented rva1l areas and the through traffíc made furnÍture

. arranging very difficult.

-Îwo projecÈs, Birds Hill and Maples Two, had sliding glass doors

linkíng the living rooms Eo the patio. 
^ 

70% satísfactíon rvith

them was voiced. Frost build-up and difficulty in opening them

were the primary complaints of those dissatisfied.

2. Living/Dining Arrangement:

The unit designs of three projects were of the combined living/

dining varieÈy: Carriage Road, Marlene & Beliveau, and Gordon

Avenue. The philosophy behind this arrangement was to increase

the apparent size of the lívíng room by combining íÈ rvith the

dining area. The food preparation function was regarded in t.hese

designs as being of secondary importance and consequently the

kitchens were minimally-sized galleys.
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The data illustrates that thís arrangement is generally less ac-

ceptable Èo the users t,han a kitchen cornbined with a dining area.



Following is a resume of the usersr reactions:

-Sixty per cenÈ of the users were dissatisfied with Ehe living/

dining arrangemenÈ. Ten per cent preferred a kitchen/dining ar-

rangement while 50% preferred a separate living room.

-Secondary uses of the kitchen vrere extremely limited. Ironing

cloÈhes , at 77", and washing clothes , at 37", \,/ere the primary laLent

funcÈions. Other combined functions capable of being conducted in

the kitchen rdere negligible.

-Recommended irnprovenents to the design of the kitchen included a

larger area, 30'Á, and a built-in tab1e, 7%" Twenty-five per cent

of the Gordon Avenue users, 5"/" oÍ. the total, wanted kítchen exhaust

fans.

-Eighty per cent expressed general satísfaction v¡ith the size of

the dining areas. This compares to the 90% satisfaction expressed

by the users \./ith kitchen/dining arrangements.

L44

-Twenty-five per cent of the residents complained of difficulties

encountered r"hen arranging living room furniture. This was pri-

maríly attributed to the shape of the room. The residents of

Carriage Road and Raleigh SÈreet, however, objected to the location

of the doors in Èhis area.

-Twenty-five per cent of Ehe uses suggested the use of hallrvays at

the front door instead of entering directly into the living room.

3. FronÈ/Rear Yards:

The yards were used extensively by the residents" Each yard, how-



ever' assumed varying importance for the different age groups.

The rear, semi-pub1ic, yard was used 552 of the time for children,s

play acËivities while the front, private, yard was prayed, in 257.

of the time. fne chíldren utilízed both equally L57. of. rhe time.

Adults, on the other hand, used the rear yard 4s% and. the front

yard 35"Å of the time. Less than 152 utilized boÈh equa11y.

use of the yards by the children was related dírectly to play

activíties" The rear yards which flanked the pedestrian and ve-

hicular activity were used for group play" The prívate yards were

suitable for secluded play.

The adults utilízed the yards for two aspects of outdoor living.
During the day, mothers were sitËíng alone or in groups on the

rear steps watching over the younger children at play. Activities
Ín the front yard íncluded relaxing alone, with the family, or

vríth friends and barbequing. Fifty-eight per cent of the users

r'rere satisfied wíth the degree of privacy available to them in the

front yard. As a group, the playground and the parking 1ot cluster

residents were the most satisfied. The loop road users were the

leasË. seventy-five per cent of the total group felt that the

privacy in the rear yards vras ínadequate. once again the 1ôop road

users were least content and the playground and the parking 1ot

cluster resi.dents were the most.
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The particular desígns must be analysed to determine why the pro-

visions for privacy in the front yards of certain projects, and

project types, is more successful than in others. The playground

cluster projects have smal1 numbers of units in a cluster group.
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Public green spaces opposite Èhe living rooms are similarly en-

closed by srna11 groups of units. views from the front yards and

overviews from the living rooms of the carriage Road development

are controlled and only small numbers of units can be seen. Two

parking 1ot cluster projects, Raleigh and Gordon, have similar,
easily identifiable cluster groups. views from Èhe Gordon front
yards are controlled in a like manner. htren sitting outdoors in
these developments one does not feel as if he is in an arena sur-

rounded by prying eyes. The rest of the projects eíther lack

fencing around these areas or contain large groups of units sur-

rounding large green spaces.

Fences in Ëhe rear yard areas existed in onlylanr". projects.

These fenced enclosures rvere in: Ëhe street oriented projecÈ,

David, al1 but the eíght units at the r.rest end of the street
oriented" Lumsden project, and all of the units facing Keenleyside

street in that loop road developmenE. of these , so"/. of the Lumsden

residents r.¡ere satisfied, compared to 302 of the KeenleysÍde resi_
denÈs and 202 of the David" The fence heighÈs for these were five
feet with three-foot high end secÈions, and four feet respectively.

The data indicates a direct correlation betrveen Èhe amount of pri-
vacy and the fence heights. The degree of privacy in these yards

ç¡as also related to cluster group sizes. Even rvhen yards v¡ere

fenced, larger clusÈers had less privacy than the smalrer ones.

4" General Concerns:

The following is a

which relate more

list of general concerns voiced by the users

Eo Èhe general design standards of public Tov¡n
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Housíng than to the partÍcular, individual designs. some of

these users t comments vrere expressed in an annually-herd Housing

AssocÍation l^lorkshop.

-seventy-eight per cent of the users were satisfied wíth the sizes
of the bedrooms. Approxímately 102 reported that another bedroom

was required. This rnay índlcaËe ÈhaË there is a need, for a greater
percentage of four and fÍve bedroom units.

-A diversity of activíÈy was conducted in the

Ít was unfinished; laundry, IOO"Á; children's

7 5"Á; workshop , 30"/.; and. entertainment , IS"/..

-sixty per cent of those interviewed relied on wringer-style washing

machines for laundering. 0n1y 35,Z had automatic washers. The

remaining 52 washed either by hand or at a commerciat facility.

-411 of the users intervíewed were

although 502 indicated rhar they

line facilitíes, and B% preferred

-Fífty-eight per cent of the users rvere dissatisfied wíth the quali-
ty of soundproofíng in the party wa1ls. rmpact noises, footsteps
on stairways, were the most conmon complaínts.

-Grievances v/ere voiced about poorly fitting windows that resulted
in moisÈure and air leakages. The users also comprained of the

windows beíng too small. some individuals indicated probrems with
excessive condensation in the winEer which they attributed to poor

alr circulation.

basement even though

p1ay, B0%; storage,

provided with clothes dryers,

would also like to have clothes-

clotheslines to dryers.



-The largest single complainÈ wÍth the heating and ventilaËion

system.was that the unit was cold in the winter" MosÈ unÍt de-

signs incorporated hot air furnaces, with only one or two central-

fzed return-air ducts. As a result, when furniture was placed

under windows, air círculation r¡ras poor"

-Housewives complained of difficulties in cleaning and maintaining

textured floor ti1es. Various residents also voiced complaints

wíth the liftÍng of floor tÍ1es in kitchens and bathrooms. Some

suggested that excess humidity may have a direet bearing upon

thÍs problem.

General 0bservations

A few pertinent observations that relate to the fore-mentioned

psychological urges from other forms of feedback are rvorthy of mention.

This feedback is voiced daily in Ehe form of ca1ls for maintenance.

Those atËribuËab1e to user neglect and misuse are of definite impor-

tance here. The MHRC ProjecÈ Management personnel have noted wiËh

particular interest that as opportuníties become realistically available

for ÈerriÈorÍa1 def inition, an approximation of ov,rnership, and per-

sonalization, the userst respect for, and care of, the rented public

Housing unit Íncrease in direct Þroportíons.
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1" Territoriality:

Territorial definition is readily avaílable ro those living in

single family and semi-detached Public Housing. This is noL the

case in the higher density Public Torvn Housing developments.

Occasj-onally the users have exercised t.heir urge for territorialiry

in Èhese developmenEs and the resulËs have been positive. For



example: a coÍrmon complainE by the Public Tou¡n Housing user is

the damage caused by children on trees and other landscaping

elements" Trees and shrubbery located in undefined, public green

spaces or cluster courËs are the first to be destroyed. on the

other hand, trees located within a defined yard are automaEically

associated with the particular unit. The user tends to proÈect

the tree because of hís terrÍtorÍal associatíon with it. such is

the case for shrubbery, flower beds, and larnms whether planted by

the Management or by the user. whenever territorial definition

is avaÍlable to the user maintenance costs Èo landscape materials

and outdoor facilities d'ecrease. correspondingly, protect.ion

over onets and onets neighborts property increases"

Approximation of Ownership :

Tenant ovrnership of rented housing units is approximated by the

single-family and semi-detached public Housing units. As the

nature of the housing unit. and j-ts environment approaches that of

the single-family dwelling, complainËs and damage due Ëo user

misuse decrease sígnificantly. These tenants readily assume at

least apparent orvnership of the unit. Territorial definition is

strong and the unit blends into the neighborhood. The anonymity

associated with the larger, Public Tov¡n Housing development is

non-exísÈent. since it is noL identifiable as public Housing, it
is assumed to belong to its residents, rather than a large corpor-

ation. Maintenance costs in projects of this nature are minimal

in comparison to the large scale developmenE.. rnter-neighbor

confllcts are also fewer in number.

2"

L49



3. Personalizat íon:

opportunÍties to personalize the rented. unit are available to

all Public Housíng tenants. Fencing materials are supplied to

those wishing to build a fence and paints are avaílable to those

wishing to repaint the interior of the uni.È. The only requisite

ls that these changes meet with the approval of the MIIRC. rn

Public Town Housing proj ects, users are able to build low fences

ln Èhe rear yard areas and gates for the fronË yard. fenees.

Those who do personalize the environment in this way develop an

inherent identity r¿ith it. As a result, they maintain it and

proËect it from damage and neglecE.

The analyses made in this chapter provide important insíght into

Public Town Housing and the response of its design to the needs of

the user. trlhen Publj.c Town Housing is treated as a commodity and de-

signed \,ríth little regard for the physical and psychological needs of

the users, the chances of creating ínsensitive housing envÍronmenÈs

increase. certain exísting developments and designed components of

these developments resolve the concerns more adequately than do others.

The tr,¡o major concerns isolated are:
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-the fínancial, behavioral, and sËrucËural uniqueness of the lorv

income family in relation Èo Èhe minimal character of public

Tornm HousÍng; and

-the conflict between the psychological urges relating to identity

and individuality, and the nature of Ehe public Tor^m Housing

rental situation.
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The potential dangers of forcing humans to adapt to insensitive

buflt envíronments is not fully ,rnã"r"aood. The criminal- and patholo-

gÍcal behavior typical in urban centers indicates there is some relation
beÈween crowding and poor housing, and deviant behavior. Their finan-

cia.l level makes the Low Income vulnerable as does their inability to

oútn a defensíb1e Eerritory. Rented accommodaEions do not always suit
the particular needs of the family and they inhibit the rerritorial
and personalization urges. The design of the public Town Housing

environment must a1low the user to fulfill these needs.

The object of part rwo is to create a functional rínk be-

tween these idiosyncratic needs and the design of the public Town

Housing environment. This link will act as a desÍgn aid for architects

working under t,he existing delivery system. rt will serve as a means,

whereby the Architect;

-is made more a\,,¡are of the uniqueness of the Lorv rncome and, Èheir

needs,

-can learn from the successes of previously constructed public

Town Housing environments and thereby add to them, and

-can understand how to resolve the criti"r, arrrrritions from one

aspect of the Public Tor,,rn Housing environment to another, through

a defined series of component relationships.
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the pattcrn ilanguegc sys'rcnn

"By separating out Ehe design progran as anterior to the designerts
conception of a new environment instead of being integral Ëo it,
the oríginal control of these criteria belongs to the inhabitants,
just as Èhe envíronment belongs to them afEer. Unfortunatell' a
prevalenË attitude among r+orking designers isr.horvever, that their
function ís to te1l the clienL r,¡hat he want.s."r

"rf the use of the environment is heavily influenced by the people
who will inhabit it, regardless of ruhat the architect ma)'intend,
then it is encumbent on the designer^to consult hís prospectir¡e
user before he develops a design..."¿

1s6

"The struggle will be between the designerts preeonceptions and what
the data will reveal: his job of creating order out of hunan values
is a uuch deepçr challenge than that of creating order out of physi-
cal disorder. "J

footnotes for this chapter p. 160.



THE PATTERN LA"\GUAGE SYSTEM

Christopher Alexander and the Center for Environmental SEructure

in Berkeley have created a design approach whereby user needs can be

directly related to a series of prescribed component organizations

within any given built environment. The pqttern Language, as it has

been named, tackles the man-environuent relationshíp at four levels.
Firstly, it relies on a uethodic investigation and analysis of the

user' his life sty1e, and needs; secondly, it relates these needs to

the spatial organization of the built envirorunent; thirdly, it trans-
1ãtes physical relationships, sensitive to the usersr needs, into
prescribed design directives; and finally, it catalogues these rela-
tionships in an orderly manner, a series of patterns, for their combi-

nation and implementation in the planning and design processes.

The patËern language

of design approaches and a

L57

" (It) extends the usefulness of
by increasing the architecE's
ships they defíne."4

The series of relationships

system, Ís readily adaptable to a mulEitude

variety of design problems.

tt...defines an arrangement of parts in
Ís needed to solve a recurrent social,
technical problem. "5

Each pattern is composed of Ehree distinct componenÈs: the conËexE,

the solution, and the problem.

traditional design principles
understanding of the relation-

are called patterns. A pattern

the environment, whÍch
psychological, or



The context defines a seE of conditions. The soluEíon defines a

prescrÍbed orderíng of physícal coniponents wíthin the built environment

r¿htch musË be presenÈ in the given context in order Èo solve the essen-

tÍal needs" The problem defines the essential needs which arise within
the given context.

An example of a pattern sËatement, as taken from the

language devísed by the center for Environmental structure

income housing competition in Lima, peru, follows:

.'THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

CONTEXT
Any Peruvian house for large 1ow income families.

SOLUTION
The kitchen is large enough to contain a kitchen table, andat least 3.60 meÈers of counter.

PROBLEM

rn a Peruvian household, the kitchen is ofÈen used by several
people at once. This is especíally important during a fiesta,
when all the r^¡omen of the family will crowd ínto thã kitchento help prepare food and serve guests.

At such tímes, or if anyone is trying to eat in the kitchen,
there must be plenty of room in the kitchen - at least roomfor a table, and room for three people working (3.60 meters,at 1.20 meters each). "o

ThÍs system of analysis and design prescription is particularly
useful to architects embarking upon a problem previously not encountered

or one that involves complex and changíng user needs. The Architect
becomes aI{are not only of the essential needs to be resolved but al-so

the nature of these needs. Components of the built environment that

overcome these problems are Ëhen prescribed for him. The pattern

Language system requires that the changing needs be continually researched

and that improved solutlons be sought. rn this way, the patEerns are re-
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for a low



usable from problem to problem.

The next two sect,ions are devoted to the developmenE of a "pattern

Language for Public Tom Housing in hlinnipeg". The resources for the

Pattern statements come from the User Feedback Survey, the analysis of

the'ten projecÈs, and the observations of the housing delívery system

of The Manitoba Housíng and Renewal Corporation. Preceding the pattern

statemenÈs ís a list of assumptions necessitated by Ëhe context of

Publíc Tovm Housing in l^Iinnipeg. The patterns are then presented in a

sequence beginning at the siËe planníng scale and ending v/ith detailed

unít design componenÈs.

1s9
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CONTEXTUAL ASSEMPTIONS

rn the creation of this pattern language, several key assumptions

have been made for the purpose of simplification. These assumptions

directly affect the general nature of the form of housing that the

pattern statemenÈs define. If and when an assumption is incongruous

trith the reality of a particular Public Tovm Housing design siruarion

certain nodífications wíll be necessary. on the who1e, however, Lhe

essence of the patterns wÍll remain fixed for Lhe majority of problems

encountered. The assumptions made follow:

Assumption 1

It is assumed that there will continue to exist a need for public

Town Housing in winnipeg, delivered and administered by The Manitoba

Housing and Renewal Corporation.

Assumption 2

The provisions within Ëhe Natíonal Building code, the canadian

Code for Residential Construction, the CMHC Site Planning Handbook, and

the MHRC construction specifications have all been accepted.

L62

Assurnption 3

The use of tradítional, North American housing construction mater-

íals and techniques.is assumed. The two prínciple ones are wood frame

and concrete block combined with wood frame.

Assumption 4

The housing density of approximately thirteen units per acre and

the unft-breakdornm presenÈly employed by The MHRC are assumed.



Unl t-Breakdov¡n :

2 bedroom units
3 bedroom units
4 bedroom units
5 bedroorn uni-ts

. 
Density z 64 people pèr acre (max. )

Assumption 5

The envíronmental and climatic conditions of tr^iinnipeg, Ì,fanitoba,

Canada are recognized as fact.

30"Á

50"Á

L5%
s7"

AssumptÍon 6

Although each neighborhood area portrays an inherent uni.queness,

iË is assumed that certain organizational principles are valÍd from

one community to another.

It must be reiterat.ed that by no means are the patterns absolute.

They are open to and encourage criËicism and re-evaluation in order to
maíntaÍn their validity.
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the pattcrn statcnncnts

"The human studies made during programming... (rrrill) discover previously
unacknowledged hierarchíes, intensities, and relationships oi behavior
These wíll become the basis for creating the physical resources needed
for carrying them out. t^Ihat those resources are determine the size,
shape, location, distribution, and connectivity of buildings and
sites --- the very questi.ons of environmental design."f
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1. INTEGRATION

THE .GENERA]. PATTERN IS:

ContexË.

Any Public Town Housing pro-

ject for low income families in

I,Iinnipeg.

SoluÈion.

A Public Tov,¡n Housing pro-

NEIGHBORHOOD PATTERNS

WITHIN A RES]DENTIAL AREA

ject shall be integraËed wírhin

an exísting or a proposed resi-

dential area.

Problern.

All too oftenr land offered to the Provinci.al government for public

Tor^m Housing purposes is undevelopable within the privaËe housing mar-

keÈ" Odd-shaped lots that border railroads, high\¡/ays, and industrial
areas or that are great distances from supportj.ve commercial, recrea-

tional, and public servÍce amenities are typícal of Public Town Housíng

locations in tr'linnipeg. This is the case largely because the development

of these lands into private or normal renEable housing is not economi-

cally viable.

oc 7 o0OÑ
*cooÑ
o .*t
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The feeling of alienation expressed by the Low rncome is only in-

tensífied by such a locatíon, and physical j-solation of those residents
wÍthout automobiles i.s intensified.



2. BUFFER BETI^IEEN PUBLIC TOWN HOUSING PROJECTS
===============:================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The location of any public

Tor,m Housing development.

Solution.

Avoíd locating two (or more)

Public Tov¡n Housíng projects

within close proximity of each

other, one mile distance mini_

mum"

Problem.

comrnunities in Llinnipeg that have t\nro or more public Tov¡n Housing
developments 

'¡ithin a half-mile radius of each other (East Kildonan,
st' James, and Fort Garry) complain of the concentrations of 1ow income
farnilÍes and of the resulting impact upon educational facilities.
Assimilation of the 1ow income projects into the urban fabríc is a task
difficult enough without concentrating a number of projects into a

small area. The visuar identifícaEion of a project as public HousÍng
should be avoided' This anonymity is more difficult when these projects
are located close together.

ö oôo

s
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3. I.IAIKING DISTANCE TO A BUS ROUTE
===== ==== ==== === ===== ====== = ========

THE GENERAI PATTERN IS:

Context.

The locaÈion of any Public

Toqm Housing development.

SoluEion.

The projecË shall be locat,ed

within a maximum walking dist.ance

of 1500 feet to a transíÈ bus

route that provides access to

couununity facilities.

Problem.

Fifty per cent of the l,linnipeg public

or have fu11-time access to, an automobile.

bus route for purposes of grocery shopping

ial1y important in the winter. The maxínum

tance is three blocks or 1200 to 1500 feet,

-350C.

*fÈ".,
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4. I.IAIKING DISTANCE To ELEMENTARY

THE GENERAI, PATTERN IS:

Context.

The location of any Public

Town Housing development

Solut ion .

The maximum walking disEance

Tor'.n Housing f amilies orøn,

Being able to rn'alk to a

or going to work is espec-

comfortable ç'alking dÍs-

ten minutes, r,'hen it is

SCHOOLS



to a public elemenrary school shall be l5O0 Èo 2000 feeÈ.

Problem.

Low fncome fa¡nilies t,end to be larger than normal. Any sizable

development, 50 units or more, has a large number of children attending

elementary school. The impact Ehat a development will have upon edu-

cational facilities within an established neighborhood sha1l be con-

sidered in the location of projecÈs rviEhin existing communities. pro-

jects located within developing neighborhoods shall be similarly co-

ordinated rvith proposed school locations.

Few children are driven in cars to school. I.Ieather that reaches

-isoc lirnits comfortable walking ro a disrance of 1500 to 2000 feet.

5. hIALKING DISTA*\CE TO A PUBLIC PLAYGROUND OR A PARK
==============:============== ==== == === === ====== ====

THE GENERAL PATTER,\ IS:

Context.

ïhe location of any public

Tovm Housing developnent.

Solution.

Ifaximum walking distance Èo

public parks or playgrounds shal1

be 1500 ro 2000 feer.

170

Problem.

The large number of children present in any public Tor.rn Housing

project requires that intense, active group amenities be located

nearby; the Èype of facilities that cannot be realistícally provided

\--.



within the developmenE. trrfhere these amenities have been lacking, the

chlldren tend to roam aimlessly throughout the surrounding neighborhood.

Public areas l^/ithin the project are ofÈen over uÈilized,, and the younger

chÍldrents play areas are invaded by the older ones. The noise gener-

ated by group activities in the late evening wiÈhin the development

create privaey problems and inter-neighbor conflicts. The frustrations

result,ing from "nothing to do" often lead to vandalism upon cars in

parking 1ots, street.-lighting fixtures, and private property in the

surrounding neighborhood. All of these increase the negative image

associated wíth a Public Housing development.

. The harshness of the tqinter climate limits the acceptable walking

distance. A¡nenities beyond a comfort.able walking d.isËance lend to be

ignored in the winter.

L7L



1. SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD I]NIT GROUPS
== ==== = ======= = == ==== ===== === ==

THE GENERAL PATTER.T\ IS:

ConÈexE.

Any unit grouping rvithin a

Public Tovm Housing project.

SITE PIJ,NN]NG PATTERNS

Solution.

Unit groupings shall be of

a comfortable and identifiable

size of not nore than 12 to 14

units

Problem.

Large unit groups result in anonymity and a lack of control over

acËiviÈies in the public areas. The anonymity lessens the ability to

identÍfy intruders. A cornrnunity spirit and a reliance on oners neigh-

bors result r¿hen there is familíariÈy with one's neighbors. Familiar

neighbors tend Èo protect one anotherts properËy or children from in-
truders. rdentity with the tor,m housing unit also is less r,¡ith the

larger unit groups. Ihis can affect the respect for, and control over,

it" Larger unit groupings also require larger parking lots located aÈ

greater dÍstances from them. visual control over these parking lots
is difficult" smaller unit groups rvith smaller parking lots aid in
overall unity, identity, and conÈrol.
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2" DISPERSE LARGE Toi^IN

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any Public Tornm

ject that contains 2,

5 bedroom units.

HOUSING IJNITS

SoIution.

The larger four and five

bedroom uniÈs shall be dispersed

throughout the site, preferably

at the ends of ror+s of units.

Housing pro-

3, 4, and

Problern.

Soroe projects created by the MHRC exhibit concentrated groups of

4 and 5 bedroorn units at various locaËions on the site. ThÍs results

in concentrations of large fanilies in certain areas. The recreatíonal

demands of the large number of children tax the facilitíes directly
adjacent Eo the unit groups. Lavm areas, shrubbery, and trees in these

areas are subjected to greater abuse. The noise generaÈed frou t.he

play activiËies of the children is concentrated and privacl, available

to neighboring units is limited.

(@ffi@@
ffiry
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By dispersing these larger units throughout the site, the concen-

trations of children, the play activities, and the impact upon rhe pro-

ject facilities are similarly dispersed.



3" ,...x.AN ENTRY COURT FOR EACH NETGHBORHOOD

===l$====================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

A unit group within a public

Tovm Housing project.

Solution"

Access to

group of units

an enfrance court.

Problem"

The analysis of Public Tov¡n Housing projects indicates ÈhaÈ neigh-

borhood grouPs are best óreated around an acti-vity generator common to

all residents therein. In Public Tornm Housing two activíties augment

one another in this regard. These are the play activities of younger

children and the vehicular parking lot.

Younger children require a variety of surface materials for their

pIay. Tricycling, the prímary activity, r'equires a hard su¡faced area

that is kept clear in the winter. parking lots, driveways, and side-

walks provide the most suitable surface. These are zones of continuous

actíviÈy, fathers going to work, mothers going shopping, and delivery

and garbage trucks coming and going, and are of particular interest Eo

the inquisj.tive young chí1dren" Mothers supervj_sing the play of these

children líke to also congregate and gossip. When common entrances to

a grouP of units are orienËed around such activity, socialization be-

t\n/een neighbors is increased thereby strengthening the neighborhood

Ídentity.

a neighborhood

shall be through
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4. TOT LOT FACILITTES IN EACH ENTRY COIIRT

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context "

Any entry court to a group

of Public Town Housing units.

Solution.

The entry court sha1l con-

tain the following tot 1oÈ faci-
:...Ir-Eaes:

1. a large area of hard-

surfacing for a tricycle circuit,

a sand pit (minimum depth of sand to be 18") surrounded by

hard-surfacíng and properly draíned. The surface of the

sand shall be six inches belorv the surrounding hard-surfac-

ing.

low walls or fences that aid in defining play spaces and

serve as r,¡ind and sun screens

1or,¡ and stationary objects ÈhaË aIlor,¡ for climbing actívi-

ties : shorÈ tree stumps, lorv wal1s, or concrete climbing

blocks.

t
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3.

4"

Problem 
"

Younger children prefer to play where they can be close to home

and watch adult activities. Their play, though passive in nature,

requires distinctive physical amenities. Tricycling, a primary means

by whích the children move about. while playÍng, requires hard-surfacing

adjacent to activitíes of interest. sand pits, for manipulative play,
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must be properly drained for sanitary reasons, 18,, of sand over 6,, of
coarse gravql. The sand must be deep so that the children do not dig

dorsn to the gravel and to the dirt belov¡. They should be surrounded

by hard-surfacing to aid in clearing spilt sand. A grassed area will
die from the spread of sand. The surface of the sand should be at

least six Ínches below the hard-surfaced surround Ëo act as an edge ¡o

sit on or lean against. rt also minimizes the spillage of sand.

Younger chíldren tend to prefer praying in outdoor "rooms" with

r'ralls and fences that define irnaginary buildings and houses and acË as

hÍding places. Low walls, 18" to 24", facilitate this. They sha1l be

a minimum of four to six ínches thick so that they double as raised.

play surfaces and as clinbÍng apparatus" Short Ëree stumps set side-
by-side or low concreËe blocks can also act as space dividers and

climbing devices.

i====]11]=:l:=:1Yl::=::l:

THE GENERAI PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any Public Tov¡n Housing pro-

ject that provides parkíng for its

resídents in the form of parking

lots.

Solution.

Parking

spot per unit

ín small lots

at the rate of one

shall be provided

wiÈh a maximum of 5-7 cars per lot. The maximum walking



dl-stance from any unit to its parking spot shall be 150 feet.

Problem.

Fif ty per cent of the Public Town Housing residents o\^rn cars.

maximum realistic requirement is one parkÍng spot per unit.

Large parking lots creaÈe a sense of anonymity and decreases

visual protection over the automobile

ttrt is hard to pin down the exact size at which parking lots
become too big. Our informal observations suggest that
parkíng lots for four cars are sti11 essentially pedestrian
and human in character; that lots for six cars are acceptable;
but that any area near a parking 1ot which holds eight ã"t",
is already clearly ídentifiable as 'car dominated Èerritoryr

A collection of less than 5-7 objects can be grasped as
one thing, and the objects in it...as individuals. A co1-
lection of more than 5-7 things, is perceived as tmany
things| . "2

Small parking lots are less prone to

snow build-.tp. Residents tend to pick up

parkÍng spot of snow íf the 1ot is small.

wÍth oners, and onets neighborrs, parking

parking lot "
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6" SEGREGATED PARKING LOTS
============== ==== ==== ======

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The parking

lic Town Housing

litter and debris, and to

litter and clear their

The control over and identity

spot is i.ncreased in the small

Solut ion.

Parking lots shall not be

connected by loop roads.

lots of any Pub-

proj ecÈ "



Problem.

Loop roads, although allowing for additional street oriented

unitse promote excessive vehicular through-traffic. Through-Èraffic

creates a high risk for the younger childrenîs play acti.víties.

Individualized parking lots

speeds are reduced.

7. VISIBLE PARKTNG LOTS
====== == == ==== ========= ==

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any parking 1ot wírhin a

Public Town Housíng development.

Solutíon.

Each parkíng lor shall be

located adjacent to the entry

court" The cars parked in the

lot shall be visible from the

housing units around the court.

localize the traffic and vehicular

178

Problem.

Fifry

OT¡tn CafS 
"

Èheir most

per cent

To those

valuable

A disÈant parking lot hidden from the house is unacceptable to

the Public Housing Lenant. rÈ is important Lo him to be able to see it
from his home and to protect it from thefË or: vandalism.

of the Public Tovm Housing tenants in Winnipeg

thaL do, it is an important possession and often

one "
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Car' orrners use the ent,rance Èo the unit closest to where t.he car

ls parked. For Èhís reason, the location of the parking lot adjacenË

to the entry court enhances iËs use as the conmon entrance to the uni.E

clusÈer' The cars parked at this entry court are visually associated

wÍth the housÍng units therein.

8. GARBAGE ENCLOSURES IN THE PARKING LOTS
==== ==== = = = === == = = === ==== ===== == === = = === == =

THE GENERAL PATIERN IS:

Context.

Any garbage collection station

in a Public Tov¡n Housing develop-

ment "

Solution.

Bulk garbage collection

stations shal1 be locared within

the parking 1oÈs. Each collection

station shal1 have one three yard container for every fifteen tovm

housing units. Each station shal1 have:

-a walled or fenced enclosure, five to six feet in height, Èhat

surrounds a three cubic yard garbage container,

-a hinged gate' nine feet wide, Ëo allor¿ direct access by a garbage

truck to the container,

-a clearance 10 feet wide by 35 feeE

the gate. A reinforced concrete pad

located Ínmediately in front of this

sha1l provide Eruck access by

L0'x25'x6" Èhick shall be

ga Ëe.



The enclosure around the container shall screen view of the conEainer

from the outside" rt shall be large enough to contaín and screen ex-

cess over-flow garbage. Pedestrian access to the container shall be

provided withouÈ the use of gates.

Problem.

centralized garbage collection stations utilizing large garbage

containers have proven to be Èhe most efficient means of disposing gar-

bage. The container and the litter that accumulates around it are un-

sightly. These must be screened visua11y. A wall or fence enclosure

that blends rvith the design of the yard. fences eliminates this .¡isual

pr9blem. lfan-gates should be avoided because of the inconvenience of

openÍng one r,¡hile carrying a load of garbage.

The garbage Èrucks

large area of clearance

days the front wheels of

reinforced concrete pad
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9. TRANSITION BETI.IEEN THE PARKING LOT AND THE TOT LOT,
=========================================================

THE GENERAL PATTER\ IS:

ConÈext.

have pneumaLic dumping hoists and require a

to dump the container. Since on hot suïner

the trucks sink into an asphalt driveriay, a

is required to support the truck.

Any tot 1ot, entry court 1o-

cated adjacent to a parking lot.

Solution.

The tot lot and enÈry court

shall be separated by an abrupt

elevational change of not less

ENTRY COURT



than sÍx inches and by 18" to 24" high walls or transparenÈ fences

from the parking 1oE. Three-foot high fences shal1 be located at the

edge of the parking lots wherever headlights from parked cars will
glare upon neighboríng units.

Problern.

Younger children want Èo play and should not be stopped from play-

ing where they can r¿atch vehicular activity. This is an educational

Process for them. An abrupt elevational change and low wa1ls or fences

can be used to elíminate direct access to the driveway by the child

running or riding a Ëricyc1e" These wal1s or fences can also aid in
breaking down the scale of this car d.ominated area. These should not,

hor¿ever, restrict a view from the car of the ehíldren playing in the

toÈ lot or about to enter the parking lot. Low wa1ls or visually
Èransparent fences provide the required degree of transition.

13===3113Yï:::=::=:::=:l1:::

THE GENERAL PATTERN

Context.

Any Public Town

ject that is flanked

streets.

181

IS:

Solutíon "

Orientate living room sides

of units along the edge of a síte

bordered by a street, to the

s treet .

Housing pro-

by residential
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Problem.

I,Iinnipegers tend to prefer the traditional suburban street oriented

housing. In Public Town Housing projects that offer both street and

green space orientations for the living rooms, usually the streeË ori-
enÈed ones are preferred. A close identity with a street and a street

address seem to be the concerns of those moving inÈo public Tor,¡n Housing.

11. ORIENTATION TO A GREEN SPACE
======== ======= ==== ======== ==== = =

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any large Public Town Housing

site.

Solution.

Living room sides of units

that cannot be oriented towards

an existing residential street

shall focus on green space areas

orientations towards active play areas shall be avoíded. The green-

space shall be landscaped rviÈh sodding and plant material as indicated

in the Landscape List, pattern II-18, p. 191.

Problem.

Although many people prefer a street orientation, only a limíÈed

number of the units within a larger project can have this orientation.

Those on the interior of the site require a controlled vieri from the

living room. The privacy requirements of guest enEertainment or of

casual family relaxation in the living room, suggest that this side of



the unit be orienEed

play areas, tot 1ot,

L2, ACTIVE PLAYGROUNDS
====== ===== = == = == == ====

THE GENERAI PATTERN IS:

Context.

Ëowards a quiet area of the siEe.

enfry courts, and parking lots are

The play area for children

between the ages of 4 to g years.

SolutÍon.

An active play area(s) for

chil.dren of four to eight years

of age sha11 be visually con-

nected to the tot lots but not

physically a part of rhem. They shall be

groups and not adjacent to the front yard

183

Views of active

less acceptable.

Problem.

ActÍve play facilities are required. for children betrreen four and

eight years of age' The passive nature of the tot lot areas rnake them

unsuitable and the two cannot be combined because the activities of the
older children tend Èo invade the entire area, thereby displacing the
younger children. visuar connection to the tot r_ot is importanr as an

educaÈional process for the younger ones. This also allo¡vs the mothers
to supervise these activities from a distance.

located at the edges of uniË

areas.



13. ACTIVE PLAYGROIJND FACILITIES
=================================

lHE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any active play area within

a Public Tovm Housing development.

Sol-ution.

A variety of active and in-

destructible play apparatus shall

be provided withín the active

play area(s). The faciliries

provided sha11 include:

-apparatus for clinbing, swi.nging, sliding, and jumping,

-open areas for running and games of pursuit, and

-a varÍety of surface materials Íncluding grass, sand, and paving.

Problem.

The play facilíties for the older children must allo\,, then ro

develop physical coordination and related skills. Apparatus inyolving

climbÍng, swinging, sliding, jumping, crawling, running, and. bicycling

for both individuals and smal1 groups are required. A minor element of

danger must be present in some of these act.ivities since the children

need to seek, confront, and overcome challenges. The workÍngs of the

apparatus, horvever, must not be dangerous to the users. They nust be

of sturdy and relatíve1y indestructible construcLion, and the r.'orkings

should not generate noises.
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L4" SIDEWALKS A].ONG PREDICTED PEDESTRIAN ROUTES
================ ========== ==== ======= ======== ===

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context "

Certain group actfvitíes require a larger, open area.

Areas of a public Town Hous-

íng sites which v¡ill be used as

pedestrian traffic routes.

SolutÍon.

Adequate hard-surfaced side-

r,ra1ks, f ive f eet wide for collec-

tor sider¿a1ks and. three feet

wÍdth for private sidewalks to the units,

-Along the most direct routes

cluster courts to units, and

nineËy degree, Lurns shall be

to cut short. sharp turns and

tneen any two points.

185

-Sidewalks elevated at leasË six

shall be locaËed at the edges of

traffÍc is expected to flank it"

connecting parking to cluster courts,

cluster courts to each other. Sharp,

avoided. PedesËrian traffic tends

to follo'.¿ the most direct route be-

shall be provided as follorus:

-l^Iherever pedestrian traffic is expected to

I¡/ays, sÍdervalks elevated by six inches and

be provided.

-Tot lot' enÈry courÈs, bei-ng primarily hard-surfaced, can serve arso

inches and doubling as curbs,

all driveways where pedestrian

flank vehicular drive-

doubling as curbs shall



as the public sidewalk systen v¡ithin this area. rn addition to
ÈhÍs, individual three-foot rride sider+alks shall be provided. to

the rear doors of the units.

-Wherever excessive pedestrian traffic, including childrents play

activÍties, is expected in zones connecting various outdoor areas,

the widths of the walks shall be increased.

Problem.

Sidewalk systens serve two prinary functions: as a smooth, durable

surface for rqalking, and as a means of controlling and directing pedes-

Èrian traffic. In Public Tor.¡n Housing developments, controlling ¡¡¡s
pedestrian is of príme importance. This is necessary to ensure that the

traffíc does not conflict with vehicular traffic, prívate yards, and

the landscaPe maÈerials. This ccntrol is easily establíshed when the

links betrveen the various spaces are naintained., obvious and direct, and

paved in a manner suitable to t.he auount of traffic.

People will cut across corners rather than

turn. To stop people from cutting across lar,rns,

the design of pedestrian circulation system must

tion of these elements.

186

follov¡ a ninety degree

and through yards,

account for the loca-



15. BUFFERS AT THE EDGE OF THE SIDEI,¡ALK SYSTEI,Í
= ==== ==== === == == ==== ===== = = == === = = = === === == ====

THE GENERAI PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any sÍdewalk system rvithin a

Publíc Tornm Housing development.

Solution.

Buffers in the forn of per-

manent 1or,¡ wal1s, f ences e or re-

taining wal1s supporting verËi-

ea.l grade changes shall be

utilized to derer traffic from flor+ing onto landscaping materials,
individual yards ' or green spaces. Florver beds and shrubbery are

Ínadequate as buffers by themselves 
"

Problem.

Landscaping material softens the harshness of an extensivery
paved area. These, however, must be adequately proEected. from pedes-

trian traffic and the wandering of tricycles. A visit Èo any public

Tornm Housing project in hlinnipeg will reveal several dead trees and

shrubs, and flower beds that have been trampled underfoot. Control- is
important wherever traffic is hÍgh1y congested and where abrupt cor-
ners in the sidewalk system cannoE be avoided. Fences, wal1s, or re-
taining wa1ls act most effectively as a deterrent Ëo wandering traffic.
These elements must, hor'ever, be approximately 18 inches high as steÞ-

ping over lower ones ís too easy. used ín creaÈive ways, Ehese can

also serve as buffers betr¿een young childrents play areas and drivewavs

and parking lots.
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l^Ihen pedestrian traffic is to be totally discouraged from entering

a given areae walls or fences irr.*"u"" of four feet high must be used.

Fence climbing can never be totally discouraged, however, higher fences

will deter the rnajority of the unwanted Lraffic.

16. DEFINED REAR YARD TERRITORIES
=æ======-======= ======== ======= == =

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The outdoore rear yard areas

of Public Tornm l{ousing units.

Solution "

The territory of the outdoor

area at the rear entrance to the

unit shall be defined by such

physical elements as:

-low fences extending out from the party walls to a mínimum lengEh

of betr¿een 11r-6" Ëo 17, -6,,, ot

-a change ín grade raísing the rear yard not more than 18,'above

the adjacent cluster court. Thís raised area sha11 be 11'-6" to
L7t-6" deep and as wíde as the unit. steps for the pedestrian

shal1 define the transitÍon from the entry court to the rear yard,

and,

-by sÈaggering adjacent units two feet or more, or

-flower beds and/or shrubbery in connection with fences along Ehe

boundary lines.



Problem.

An adequate Ëransition from the public entry courE to the privacy

of the housing unit is important. To control access to the unít by

intruders, the area im¡nediaÈely in front of the rear entrance should be

readíly recognizable as an extension of the unit itself. One should

feelras he approaches the unit entrancee that he is intruding upon

'lprivaÈe property". This type of transit,ional, sense of entry can also

aid Ín increasing the ídentity, individuality, and security of the unit.
Territorialíty is furt.her reinforced when the users locate lawn furní-
ture and toys within this area. rt is then turned into an ouËdoor

room.

Physical elements such as fences and grade 1eve1 changes inhibit
pedestrÍan and trieycle traffic from cutting across the rear yard areas.

Flovrer beds and shrubbery, by themselves, are insufficient in defining

a terrÍ-tory. ilhen young, they are too susceptible to damage and too

easy to step over. Fences used in conjunction with Èhese plants pro-

vide an adequate definíÈion. The users tend to protect planting when

it Ís located within the defined boundary of their yard.

These fences should be kept 1ow. The view from the unit or the

rear yard of the child at play in the tot lot should not be obstructed.

Low fences also create a greater sense of spaciousness within the entry

courts.

The anonymíty associated rviËh a long unínterrupted row of town

houses is avoided when adjacent units are stagger.ed" The identification
of individual units is also increased. unit staggering, in conjunction

wlth fences or elevational changes, aids in defining the ouÈ,door yard
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but is insufficient, by iEself in this regard.

T7. DEFINED FRONT YARD, OUTDOOR LIVING AREA
====== ======= == ==== === = = == = == = = === == == == = ===

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The front yard, outdoor liv-

Íng area located adjacent to the

1ivíng room of each tov¡n housing

unit "

So lution.

. The

a minimum

tain the

front yard

depth of

following

-a privacy fence, six feeÈ hígh, that separates adjacent front

yards,

shall be of

25t and con-

elemenÈs:

190

-a three-foot high fence enclosing the end of the yard. This shall

act as a control for the vier¿ from the living room and the vard Ëo

the street or green space beyond.

-a paved patio, minimum size being lo'by 15t, for barbecues. This

shall be surrounded by a lav¡n area,

-landscape material according to the Landscape )faEeri,als List,

pattern II-18, p. 191.

-an area for planÈing a florver bed by the individual user.
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Problem.

The front yard Ís to serve as an outdoor riving area for Ëhe users.
Privacy in this yard ís a primary coneern. By juxÈaposing high privacy
fences and lower fences, a proper relationship of this area to neigh-
borÍng units and active public spaces on the site is possible. By con_

trolling the view and thereby limiting the number of units visibl_e from
the lívÍng room and the outdoor living area, the apparent density of
the project can be lessened.

The front yard must be visualry recognizable as a prívate outdoor
living extension of the unÍt to elimínate intrusion. The fences serve
Èo define this territory. since outdoor riving is often associated
wÍth eating out-of-doors, a hard-surfaced area for tables, chairs, and

barbecue equipment is essential. The size of Ëhis area naturalry
should increase with the size of the unit. Landscaping materiar_ in the
form of trees will serve as shade from the sun and wind.

].8. LANDSCAPE MATERIALS LIST
=== ============ ====== ====== ==

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Landscape materials for any

Public Town Housing development.

SoluÈíon.

Planting material in accor_

dance with the following minimum

guide list shall be provided.

The asterisk (*) denotes plant-
ing material which is to be



locaÈed within

may be located

the site" This

the MHRC DesÍgn

defined unit yards.

in the public areas,

list is adapted from

Specifications, and

"1 evergreen tree 6t - gr high per unít,1 large growing tree 10' - lz' high ,iit z" caliper for everytwo units,
1 major deciduous tree l5r - 20, high with 4,,caliper forevery two uníts,
1* large growing tree 10' - Lz' high r¡ith 2" caliper per unit,1* small groruing Èree 6' - Br high vrith a 3, - 4'' 

"prårã p"r-unit, and
15* shrubs 2r - 3r high per unj.t."3
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The material without an asterisk

green spaces and entry courts, of

the Landscape List found within

includes:

rn addition to this, areas for flower beds shalr be

índividual yards. All areas of the site noÈ covered

play areas, or hard-surfacing shall be sodded.

Problem.

Trees give shade from the sun and absorb sounds. They herp to
define public areas and to control vistas. shrubbery, when uÈilized
properly, defÍ'nes terrj-torial boundaríes and.controls pedestrian traf-
fic and the drifting of snor{. For some reason the congestion and noise
of the city is made bearable if the opportunÍty exists to find seclu_
sÍon ín a landscaped environment"

rn order to provide to the 10w income users an opportunity for
vÍews of landscape plant material, the provision of Èransplanted vege-
tatÍon is necessary. Transplan.ed material has a greater chanee of
survival from the abuse that ís inherent in a high densiEy developmenE.

Young and unestablished Erees must be located in areas rvhere abuse is
less of a problem.

provided in the

by buildings,



19. IJNESTABL]SHED TREES LOCATED WITHIN YARD TERRITORIES
= ============== = = ==== === == == == =================== = = == ===

THE GENERAI PATTERN IS:

Context.

The yards adjacent t,o the

Public Tov¡n Housing units.

Solution.

Young Èrees that are sus-

ceptíble to damage sha11 be

planted in the indÍvidual unit

yards rather than in an anony-

nous public area. Only larger,

within a public area"

Prob 1em.

Ït is impractÍ-cal to locate young trees in large, uncontrollable

areas. until they become established, the trees are very susceptible

to damage through abuse by children. They tend to survive best when

located within an area recognizable as an outd,oor extension of a unj.t

territory. ldentiEy with ít by the indÍvidual user fami_ly is more

practical and thereby the user is more likely to protect "his" tree

from darnage. The larger, established trees are less affected by

transplantatÍon, and witl withstand abuse. These can be located r¿ith-

Ín the undefined larger, open space.
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established trees shall be located



20" TENAI'IT AssocrATroN BUTLDTNG FoR LARGER PR0JECTS
====================================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

Any Publíc Town Housing

developmenE containing over 74

unfts.

Solution"

A tenant

ing with the

ties is to be

association build-

follorvÍng facili-

provided:

-a multi-purpose

trrlindor¿s ín this

which shal1 be

-a lockable office

-a kítchen r¿ith a

and cabineËs ten

space of berween 1200 and 1400

area shall have low si1ls, the

30".
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-male and female washroom facilities.

area with a

refrigerator,

feet long and

-coat storage with a minimum hanging space of eight feet.

-storage, mechanical, and electrical rooms, preferably in a base-
ment.

minimum of. 75 square feeÈ of area.

Problem.

Large Public Town Housing developments require a large area for
Ëheir Èenantsf association meet,ings. Additional faciliEies alLow it Èo

square feet.

maximum heÍght of

range and an overr.and a counter

double sink.



function as a day care center for the children and a party room for

l-arger gatherings. The minimal requirements to create the proper

degree of functional flexibilÍty are such amenities as a kitchen,

storage areas, an of fice, and public r,¡ashrooms

The use of low window sills in the mulÈi-purpose area, improves

its use as a preschool childrents day care center. They allow the

ehÍldren to easily see ouÈside.

31===l3ll:i:l=:::i::=::l::l::
THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

All Public Town Housing pro-

jects vrith 10 or moTe units.

Sol-utíon.

An enclosed, electrically

serviced, and thernally insulaÈed

storage buílding of not less than;

19s

-L20 square

betrnreen 10

-240 square

vided.

feet for projects

and 29 units, or

feet for projects of 30 or more units, shall be pro-

Problern.

The maintenance of the publÍc areas, such facilitÍes as lav¡n

mo!'Iers, snow blowers, rakes, shovels, hoes, garden hoses, and lawn

sprinklers are required. A building in whích such equipmenÈ can be

securely stored is necessary. Where possible, this should be combined
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with the tenants' association building providing there is a separate

and direct .access to the outside. rn any case, it is important. to

integrate the aesthetics of the equipment storaþe building with the

rest of the project buildings.



1" LIVEABLE FLOOR AREAS
== == == = = == == === ==== ==== ==

THE GENERAI. PATTERN IS:

ConÈext.

Any Public Town Housing unit.

Solution.

The liveable floor areas of

the tor,¡n housing units sha1l fa11

wi.thin Èhe f ollowing ranges:

IJNIT DESIGN PATTERNS

2-bedroom unit ...

3-bedroom uni.t

4-bedroom unit
S-bedroom unit

ê

@

ffi

The ninirnum dimension between

16t-0".

L97

800- 950
sq. fr.

950-1100
sq. ft.

1150-1250 sq. fr
1250-1350 sq. f;:

Prob 1em.

rn Public Tovm Housing a limited construction cost per square foot,
and the most efficíent possíble use of the froor areasrare very impor-
tant design parameters. The liveable floor area ranges stated above,

which excludes exterior rva1l stairways, and basement areas, a11ow for
efficiency in borh use of space and construcÈion cosEs. Floor areas
below Èhis range become tight and infrexible r,rhereas areas above this
range are less efficient from a cost point of view.

inside party wa11 surfaces shal1 be



A limit has been set upon Ehe widEh of the town housing unit main-

1y because elongated floor plans promote an inefficient usage of floor

areas" The tyPical area required by the stainvay that links the ground

floor with both the basemenE and the second floor límits the arrange-

ment of sPaces on the two liveable floors when'the party walls are less

than síxteen feet apart.

3= = = = T*= ::: ::= ï = :::=i:: := :: :T = :::H: :
THE GENERAL PATTERN TS:

ContexÈ.

The most-used entrance to a

Public Tovm Housing unit.

Solution"

The entrance to the unit that

is inÈended to be used most fre-
quently by the users shal1 be lo-
cated:

198

-adjacent Èo Èhe tot 1ot, entry court, and

-adjacent to the kitchen/dining area of the ground floor.

Problem.

The most-used entrance Èo the housi.ng units should be focused

around Ehe entry courts íf they are to function as localized neighbor-

hoods. In thís way, familiarity with the residents of the court as they

come and go to their units is easily established. Similarly, intruders
can be readily recognized. This focus also provides for a convenienÈ

@r



concrol, through casual visual surveillance,

and parking lots

SÍnce groceries are brought

located adjacent to Èhe kitchen

and mud through a living room is

3. PROTECTION FOR REAR ENTRA.\CE
=================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Cont.ext "

The rear entrance to any

Pub-lic Tor^¡n Housing unit.

Solution.

The rear entrance sha11 have

a 3rx4r concrete platform one

sÈep below the threshold. This

platform sha1l be protecËed by

the following merhods:

-a canopy (3r-6"x5t-0" minimum) or

]-99

of rear yards, tot 1oÊs,

through this entrance, it. should be

side of the unit. The Lracking of snow

Èo be discouraged.

-a roof overhang at least 2'-0" and not more than 5t-0" above the

door head and

-a recessed entry with the door set back at least 2t -0,, from the

wa1l face or

-wingwalls projecting at least 2r-0'r from the wal1 surface on both

sides of the doorway.



Problem.

ProtecÈion of the platform from ice build-up is importanÈ,. The

use of roof overhangs or canopies adequately resolves this problem.

The rear combination doors of Public Town Housing units are often

carelessly left oPen. The wind is funneled between ror{s of tov¡n housing

uníts and danage to these doors results in costly maintenanee. By

recessing the entrance inËo the wall surface or by creaÈing rvingrvalls

aÈ either side of the entrance, the doors are less affected by the

wind" rf left open, they have a solid surface to stop them from

swinging.

4. A VESTIBLTLE AT THE REAR ENTRAÀICE

====== == == == = = = ===== == == ==== = = === = ===

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The rear entry to any Public

Town Housing unit"

SolutÍon.

A vestibule of a minimum

size of 3t x 5r shall be located

200

within the rear entrance. It

shall have a Èiled floor surface

and a coat closet aÈ its periphery wiÈh a minimum

three feet" The hanging space shall be increased

every additional bedroom over three bedrooms. The

open directly onto any oÈher habitable area of the

hanging space of

by one foot for

vestibule shall not

unit.



Problem.

A Èransition zone irunediately within

extremely important in hrinnipegrs climate.

which people can stand and take off winÈer

tracking snow and mud Ehrough other areas

be large enough to accornmodate a number of

the closing of the entrance door.

The floor surfacing must be able to withsÈand moisture and. mud

build-up and be easily cleaned. rn essence this vestibule shoul_d

serve as a ttmud roomtt"

The vestibule should not open directly onto either the living room

or the kitchen/dining area and, should act as a buffer fron Ëhe winÈer

wind. Access fron it to the rest of the unit is best obtained through

a hallrvay that links these areas together. this will limiÈ the intru-
sion of the cold rvínd and of mud and sand into the living areas.

The variety and bulkíness of rvinter clothing dictate that a coat

closet, enlarged in accordance with the uniL size, be located at the

periphery of this vestibule.

the entrance to the uniÈ is

An area is required rvithin

coats and over-shoes without

of the unit" This area must

people and sËill allow for

20L



5. HALF-BATH LOCATTON--DIRECTLY OFF VESTIBULE

THE GENERAL PATTERN TS:

Context.

A Public

thad requires

bath.

Solutíon.

The half-bath when required

shal-l be located adjacent to Èhe

entrance vesËibule.

Town Housing unit

an additional half-

Problem.

Extraordinaríly large families are frequently housed in the four

and five bedroom Public Tov,¡n Housing units. The intensified burden

exerted on bathroom facílities at peak Èimes of the day dictate the

need for an additional half-bath for these larger units. (See pattern

III-17, p" 2L4.)

Young children playing outside often require immediate access to

washroom facilÍtíes because of their forgetfulness. To avoid the

necessíty of them taking off sand filled or muddy shoes in the urgency

of getting to a bathroom, the half-bath is most conveniently located

adjacent to the vestibule. In this way, the vesÈibule can function as

a true ttmud roomtt.
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6" BASEMENT STA]RWAY OFF THE VESTIBIILE
========================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN TS:

Context.

The basement stairway in

any'Public Town Housing unit.

Solutíon.

The door to the basement

staÍrway shall open onto the

vestÍbule or be very close to

Ír"

Problem.

The basements of the public Town Housing units are used for a

number of functions. A major one of these is overníght storage of

bÍcycles, tri-cyeles, J-arge outdoor toys, and lalm furniture. Easy

access to the basement stairway from the rear enErance j-s essential

since many of these are bulky items. rn this way, the tracking of

dirÈ through other areas of the house is avoided.
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7" A KITCHEN/OIUII¡C ARRANGEI,IENT
=================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The dining area of any pub-

lic Town Housing unit.

Solution.

The dining

in size to allow

areâ, sufficient

the enLire family
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to be seated Ëogether for a meal, shall be provided adjacent to, and

part of, the kitchen area. The minimum dimension between the walls of

the dining area shall be 7'-6".

Problem.

'The User Feedback indicates that the Public Tovrn Housing units that

have kitchen/dining areas are more functional than the living/dining

arrangements" The reasons are related directly to the close association

between food preparation and eating. The families also need. to have

physically separate spaces withín the home wherein conflicting family

functíons may occur simultaneously without disturbíng one another.

Those interviewed voiced a general dissatisfacÈion with the galley-

kitchen arrangement. Apparently these kitchens are too small to be con-

ducive to the preparation of large meals, especially by more than one

person at a Ëime.

3====1]]!:::f]:T:=:::i:::Ï: THE ENTRY COIIRT

lHE GENERAL PATTERN TS:

Context 
"

The kitchen/dining area of a

Public Tov¿n Housing unit.

Solution.

Províde a direct visual con-

nection beÈween the kitchen/dining

area and the entry court by either;

-a window next to

Eable locatíon.

the diníng

The maxi-mum height of the sill shall be 34,', or



-a window over t.he kitchen sink.

Problem.

Visual surveillance from the housing unit over the entry court is
important. It Promotes a familiarity with the neíghbors, allows super-

vision of young children in the tot lot and the car in the parking 1ot.

The kitchen/dining area is a convenient location for this visual con-

necËion. Mothers often gossip over a cup of coffee while preparing

meals and/or watching the children at play outside. The window, when

located next to the dining table should, therefore, have a 1ow si1l
for easy surveíllance. )fany houser+ives, on the other hand, prefer a

l¡indow over the sínk to provide a view to the outsíde. BoEh are accept-

able. Higher si11s, those over the kitchen sinks, should be used rvhen

shallor¡ rear yards and poor viervs cannot be avoided. A variety of both

Eypes should be provided in each public Tovm Housing project.

9. KITCHEN COUNTERS .å.\D CUPBOARDS STZED

=====l:=1:::iï::=::l:=ïll=:l:::=======
lHE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

205

The kitchen area of any public

Tovm Housing unit.

Solution.

counter, the

1ow, and Èhe

be increased

unÍt sizes.

The length of the kirchen

storage eabineEs be-

cupboards above sha1l

corresponding to Èhe

The mínimum length of the counter, including the sink,



shall be:

2-bedroom unÍL
3-bedroorn unit
4-bedroom unit
S-bedroom unit

The length of the counter shall be measured along a line at the mid-

depth of the counter. Galley-kitchens shalr be avoided.

Problem.

since many rovr income families tend to be large, the size of the

counËers and storage cupboards ín the kitchen must reflect the anticí-
pated needs of the users. The user Feedback survey indicates that
galley-kitchen arrangements are inflexible and generally dísliked by

the residenËs.

10. LARGER KITCHEN APPLIANCES FOR LARGER UN]TS
==== ========= ========= ==== == == ========= = === ====

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

10 t -0"
rzt -0"
14 r -Ott
16 r -0"

Context.

The kitchen appliances pro-

vided Ín a Public Tov¡n Housing

unit "

Solution.

206

Two-bedroom tornm housing

units shall be provided with a

24" stove and a 10 cubÍc foot

refrigerator. Units with three bedrooms or

30" sÈoves and 13 cubic foot refrigeraEors.

more shall be provided wiEh



Problem.

The larger families that are often

five bedroom Public Town Houses require

meals and for cold storage.

11. SMOOTH-SURFACED FLOOR TILES

TTIE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The tiled

the Publíc Tov¡n

So1ution.

Textured floor tiles shall

be avoíded in all cases.

housed in the three, four, and

additional area for cooking

floor surfaee of

Housing uniË"

Problem.

Difficulties encounLered in

cleaning and maint.aining the texËured floor tiles v/ere concerns of the

Public Town Housíng users. The cost of replacing damaged floor Èiles

is borne by the MHRC. Turn-over rates in public Tovm Housing is high

and the floor surfaces are, therefore, subjected to additional abuse

from the moving of heavy furniture. Damage to Ëextured floor tiles is

more common than to smooth-surfaced tiles.
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L2" A PHYSICAL SEPARATION BETI^/EEN THE K]TCHEN/DINTNG
AI'ID LIVING ROOMS

===================================:=================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

.Any Public Town Housing unit.

SolutÍon.

Create a physical separa-

tlon between the kitchen/dining

and living room areas.

Problem.

The variety of farnily func-

tions Èhat can occur simultaneously within a housing unit often require

a distinct physical and acoustic separation between them. such con-

flicting activities as indoor childrenrs play and adult guest entertain-
ment, and studying and T.v. watching require both kínds of separatíon.

Containment of cooking odors and humidíty within the kitchen is preferred

to allowíng these pollutants to enter the rest of the drvelling unit.
This is a particular concern when guest enËertainment in the living rootr

is occuring simultaneously.
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13. INCREASED LIVING ROOM SIZE FOR LÀRGER I]NITS
_:_:_::================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN TS:

Context.

The living room area of any

Public Tovm Housing unit"

Solut ion.

Living rooms with the fol-

lowing minímum liveable floor

areas shall be provided:

2-bedroom unít
3-bedroom unit
4-bedroom unit
S-bedroom unit

These areas are Ëo exclude the front door enËrance areas.

Problem"

;" area required for family relaxation increases in proportion to

the size of the family. The lÍvíng room and the kítchen/dining area are

the two spaces wherein group fanníly activities can occur. Each must be

able to accommodate a varÍety of functions.

145 sq. ft"
165 sq. ft "
185 sq. ft.
205 sq. ft.

209

The front door entrance area, when separated from the lívíng room

by a dívider, cannot be furnished with living room furniture. rt is

unadvísable, therefore, Ëo i.nclude it in the calculations of the 1iving

room floor area.



L4. ACCESS FROM THE LIVING ROOM TO THE FRONT YARD
==================================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context "

The l-iving room of any public

Tor¡¡n' Housing unit.

Solution 
"

Connection of the living room

to the outdoor fronË yard shall be

establíshed in t\ro ways.

-a combination entrance,

sÈorm door that opens directly onto the patio area of the front
yard and

-a large picture wíndow, subdivíded into smaller sections, over-

looking the front yard.

The door sha11 not open directly into the 1ivÍng room, buÈ be separated

by a divíder thaË stops wind from blowing directly ínto the room. This

partition may be combined preferably with bookshelving or a coat closet.
sliding glass patio doors shall be avoided in all cases.

210

Problern.

A direct access between the living room of the unit and the front
yard is necessary if the yard is to function as an outdoor living area.

Visual connection between the two is also important. The lirnited size

of the Public Tor^m Housing unit does not al1ow a front entrance hallway.

This shall be a secondary entrance to the unit used only as a connectÍon

to the front yard.



The MHRC has used sliding glass patio doors that double as á

wlndor¿ and an access door in a number of Public Tom Housing projecËs.

AlÈhough user reactíons to these doors has been favorable, the main-

tenance is excessive. The frequent breakage of glass or damage to the

tracks cause high maíntenance costs that must be borne by the l,lgRc.

The improper fitting of the less expensive doors results in d.amage

from frost and condensation.

The use of double-grazed picture windows with a single, large

expanse of glass has also proven to be impracticable. Since the tenants

cannot afford to pay for the repal-rs, the costs for breakages must be

borne by the MIRC. The replacement of a small section of a larger win-

dor.r area is more realistic than the replacemenÈ of an entire picture

window.

1l===3331::ï=l:=1:::y::i::=ly::ï::=:::::i::
THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The bedrooms of any Public

Town Housing unit.

Solutíon.

Bedrooms shall have Ëhe fo1-

lowing minimum areas; the master

bedroom, 105 sq. ft.; double

bedrooms, 95 sq. ft.; and single

bedrooms, 75 sq" ft" The geometry of

space for the following minimum number

z]-t

Èhese rooms'sha11 allow

and widEhs of beds:

adequate



master
second
thtrd

fourth
fifrh

bedroom
bedroom
bedroom
bedroom
bedroom

In addítion to

be provided:

2-bedroom 3-bedroom

two 3t-6" two it-6"
two 3t-Ott tr¿o 3t-Ott

one 3 r -0tt

Master bedrooms

Double bedrooms

Single bedrooms

this, space for the following íncidental

4-bedroom

two 3 | -6tt
two 3 t -Ott
two 3 t -Ott
one 3t-0"

The rnininum clearance between beds,

front of the closet sha1l be 2, -6,, .

closet of a single bedroom shall be

two dresser cabinets
one desk c/r¿ chair

one dresser cabinet
two desks c/w chair

one dresser cabinet
one desk c/w chair

5-bedroom

two 3 t -6tt
two 3 t -Ott
two 3 t -Ott
two 3 t -0"
one 3 t -Ott

furniture shall

room"

Problem.

The sharíng of bedrooms, in the larger units, by two or more per-

sons is to be expected ín Public Toum Housing. Interviervs wíth publíc

Tovrn Housing users indicate that the master bedroom does not always

accommodate the household head couple. often a number of children

share it.

2L2

(1' -4"x4 t-0" 
)

(1t-4"x3t-0")

(Li -4"x4 t-0")
(1t-4"x3 t -0")

(1t -4"x3 t -0t')
(lt-4"x3 t -0" )

between beds and furniture, and in

A minímum hanging space within the

3r-0rr and 5t-0" for any double bed-

Bedrooms also serve as a study area and for indoor

spatial requirements for these activities dicÈate that

rooms not be of a minimum size.

p1ay. The

the double bed-



L6. LOW I^IINDOI^I SILLS IN BEDROOMS
= ==== == = = = = = == == == = = = == == = == === = =

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The r,rindows in bedrooms of

any Þublic Tov¡n Housing unit.

Solution.

Tall narrow windows with

sÍlls 24" to 30" above the floor

shall be urÍlized.

Problem.

The use of bedrooms for indoor childrenrs play is important. users

have complained that ehildren who are unable to see out.sid,e whire play_

ing wÍthin the bedroom, do not play for a long time therein. rndoor

play appears to be enhanced by vier¿s to the outsi-de. The bedroom win_

dow si1ls should be low enough that a young child can see outside lvith-
out climbíng on furníture.

visual privacy from the outside is not a serious probrem sínce

bedroom ¡¡índows are curtained for an added degree of privacy. By ro-
cating lower windows nearer to the corner of the room rather than in
the cenÈer, potentÍal views into the bedroom are resÈricted. tr^Iindows

of this type also provÍde improved ventilation and air circulatÍon.
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THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The bathroom(s) for any pub-

lÍc Town Housing unit.

Solution.

A 4-piece bathroom which con-

Ëains a lavatory, a toileÈ, a bath-

tub, and a shower head. over the

bathtub shall be provided for

each housing unit. In addition, a 2_piece

and a lavatory sha1l be provided for every

rooms, see pattern III_5, p. 202.

Problem.

To provide a realistic degree of choice, boÈh

facilities are requíred. The large families thar

in the four and five bedroom units place an added

facÍlitÍes at peak times during the day. For this
facilíties in the form of a half-bath are required

214

half-bath

unit with

containing a toilet

four or more bed-

showering and bathing

are frequently housed

stress upon bathroom

reason, additíonal

for these units.



18. FORCED-AIR HEATING I^IITH INDIVIDUAL COLD-AIR RETURNS
========================================================

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

ConÈext.

The heating system of any

Publíc Tov,¡n Housing unit.

Solution.

A separate, forced-air

heaÈing system sha11 be provided

for each housing unit. This

system, regardless of its ener_

gy supply, shall have supply ducts to

as well as separate cold-aír returns

heating systems sha1l be avoided"

Problem.

condensatíon problems along exterior warls at windows and doors
increase with the number of persons housed in a dwe11ing. This is due

to the humidity given off by the human body and the additional load upon

washroom facilitíes. The Low rncome must also rely on frying and boir_
ing less expensive foodstuffs, which also increases the amount of
moisture in Èhe air. The resul.ing condensation and frost build-up
problems are most notíceable in the winter.

To mÍnimize the build-up of moisture, the air within the individual
rooms must constantly circulate. Forced-ai.r heatÍng systems with indi_
vidual cold-air returns in each room provides adequate circulation of
the air" Radiation heating units do not circulate air efficienÈly,

2L5

the exterior wa11s of

in each habitable room.

each room

Radiation



2L6

Partfcularly when furniËure i.s located along exÈerior walls or when

curtaíns or drapery cover windows. The cent,ralized cold-air reEurn

does noË allow adequate air circulation on the second floor, bedroom

area. Such areas as bathrooms and kitchens should also have individual
returns as well as exhaust fans to the outside to dissipate the humid-

ity and odor build-.p.

13===31lliï=:i::::l:::

THE GENERAL PATTERN IS:

Context.

The basement area of any

PublÍc Town Housing uniE.

Solution.

A full-sized, unfinished

basement shall be provided for

each Public Tornm Housing uniË.

It shall be naturally 1it by a

minimum of two windows r.rith 3 square feet of glass area each.

be provÍded with plumbing hook-ups and a clothes dryer vented

outside, for its use as a laundry area.

shall be provided so it can be used as

The furnace and the water heater sha11

Problem.

In Canada, basements are tradítional1y provided for

iÈy of single family and semi-detached housing units, and

multi-purpose area of the house. They are used primarily

Electrical wiring and

a storage, hobby, and play area.

be locaÈed in Èhe basement.

It shall

Eo the

lighting

the vast major-

have become a

as mechanical,



laundry, storage, workshop, and family rooms.

The User Feedback shows that the low

their ov¡n washÍng machine, while very few

Ínate exteríor clothes lines in a densely

theft of clothes left hanging outside i.s a

for each town housing unit.

20 " SOUND PROOF PARTY I^IALLS
============================

THE GENERAL PATTERN ]S:

Context.

The party wall separating any

two adjacent Public Town Housing

unÍt.

income farnílies usually own

ov,¡n clothes dryers. To elim-

populated development where

problem, dryers are required

Solut ion "

The party wall between any

two adjacenÈ units, and the floor

thaÈ separates 1íving areas of

tr¿o different housing units, shall have a documented src raÈing of 50

decibels. Masonry construction is preferred for the party v¡alls. wood

framing constructíon is acceptable if the party wall is constructed of
thro separate wal1s of 2 x 4 construction at 16" oc with 7/16" fibre_
board and a \" ait space, properly fire stopped, betlveen the r¿alls.
Each wall is to be acousticarry ínsulaÈed. with R-7 insuraEion. The

perimeters of each party wall shall be caulked r,riÈh an acoustic sealant.

2L7

hlherever possible, such noise generating facilities as stairr,¡e11s

and bathrooms shall be located back-to-back along Èhe party warl. The



lntegrity of the party wal1 and iÈs sound control propertíes shal1 be

continuous and not be penetrated.

Problem.

the control of sound transmission between adjacent units is neces-

sary in order Ëo maintaín acoustical privacy between them. Heavy

masonry wall constructÍons provide the most efficient sound separation.

trfood frame construction, when properly detailed, can also provide ade-

quate separation. The most difficult to control are impact noises,

therefore stairways should not be located opposite a 1íving or sleeping

function in Ëhe neighboring unit. For similar reasons, bathrooms which

are noise generators and have híghly reflective rval1 surfaces, should

not be located adjacent to neighboring living or sleepi.ng areas. Mecha-

nical systems, plumbing and ducting readily transmit sound generated

wÍthin them or the dwelling ítself. These should be acoustically iso-

lated wiËhin each housing uniË and noE be allowed to penetrate the

party v¡all"
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FOOTNOTES

1" Constance Perin, I^Iith Man ín Mind.
Press,1970), p. F

2" ChrisÈopher Alexander, et al., Houses
(Berkeley: Center f or Environ*ãt"l

3. "Call for Development proposals", The
Rener¿al Corporation, l,Iinnipeg, 1971.

(Canbridge, Mass.: The MIT

Generated by Patterns
Struct,ure, 1969) , p. 70.
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Many forms of architecture are becoming increasingly divorced. from

the people for whom they are created. The part of the built environment

whfch is most directly and personally related to the individual ís the

home. In the home, the individual gror^rs and. matures. As a result, both

the physical and the behavioral home environment have a significant
affect upon the formulatÍon of onets personality. MosÈ experiences

encounÈered throughout oners life are related back to thÍs "home base",

the values and ways-of-life learned. when young. This thesis serves as

an initÍal attempt towards understanding how a particular form of archi-
tecEure, Public Tovm Housing, can be made

of the anon)rmous user.

The PatÈern Language system can serve as a beginning in this direc-
tíon. It enables the Architect to search for user needs and t.he rela-
tion of these to the organization of the buílt environment. The success

of any Pattern Language is dependent, however, upon an accurate under-

standing and representaLíon of the user needs. The information available

to this thesis vras somevrhat limited in Ëhis regard and resultingly the

patterns Ëhemselves are somevrhat lacking

The Pattern Language should not be created solely by architects.

The liuritations of many Architectsr v-isually oriented interests, skills,
and biases make them noË the most objective to become involved in

this type of behavioral research. His role is best realized at the

stage where the data from behavioral investigations are synthesized into

22\

more responsive to the needs
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the ordering of the physical environmenÈ. The trury sensitive de-

signer, however, must have a basic knowledge of, and interest in, the

socfol-ogÍcal and behavioral scíences if he is to be involved ín trans-

lating the recognized needs of others into architectural form" The

exercise undergone in the creation of thís thesis is valuable in this
regard.

Changes to the Delivery Svstem

If an organization líke The Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corpora-

tíon ís to seriously continue to create housing for the Low Income, some

Èype of organízed search for user needs in, and reactions to, the buí1t

environment can only aid in improving íts program. Three li.mitaions

ín the Public Tor¡n Housing delivery sysÈem, in winnipeg, índicate that

this is necessary

-The delívery system presently employed by The ManíËoba Housing and

Renewal Corporation is inefficient r,rhenever an architecÈural firm,
previously not involved in Public Town Housing design, is retained..

rt is necessary to revert back to "square one" to educate them.

The desígn and constructíon specifications define only mÍnimum

performance standards and do not ful1y recognize or take advantage

of the experience wíËh past projects. rt ís difficult to consis-

tently and equitably evaluate development proposals when such infor-
mation is not readÍly available.

-ArchitecËs and developers have voiced frustrations experienced. in
the design of Public Totrn Housing projects. Little concrete direc-
tlon in the form of prescribed programming has been given to them

by the MItRc. A lack of direction has often resulted in time wasted
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1n dead-end design invesEigat,ions. Such investigations could have

been eliminaEed or minirnized hade a program relati.ng the design to

user needs, and with pasÈ experiences, been available to them.

-The MHRC experiences a high rate of turn-over of staff at all levels

of responsibility. Maintaining a conËínuity of control over pro-

ject development is a serious problem. since no design analysis

and documentation is being conducted, the staff has quickly lost

its recognition of the evolution of past design developments and

refÍnements to the design specifications" Many of the floor area

requÍremenLs are being decreased in alarming amounts to offset

Íncreased prices" The problems with tenant abuse of the housing

unit experienced in the past have been forgotten. Decreasing the

standards of Publíc Housí.ng, ¿s the degree that they are presently

becoming, can only frustrate the user and his respect for t.he

housing unit.

The MITRC is presently becomÍng involved in housing assistance pro-

grams recently created by the Federal Government. These ínclude the

AssÍsted Home otrnership Program, the Neighborhood Improvement Program,

and the 20"/" dedication to Public }lousing of all forms of residential

development requiring Federal subsidies. rn all of these cases, the

ínput by the user and by the local eommunity is becoming stronger and

more vocal. There is a need for a vehicle that allows these interests

to be more realístically involved in t,he delivery of housing" A Pattern

Language approach allows this at various 1evels of program implementa-

t,ion, projecÈ design, and environmental analysis.



lsions Tg the Building Codes and Desísn

The ana.lysis conducted in this thesis indicates that revisions and

clarifications to the building codes and design standards are in order.

The unÍque characteristics of the lov¡ income farnily, the need for safe

childrents play, and the need for territorial control over the environ-

menÈ have very signíficant implications on the design of renÈal public

Tor,rm Housing. Many aspects not covered in the National Building code

or in the central I'fortgage and Housing corporationrs standards were

identified in this thesís:

-Rental Public Tor¿n Housing units should

lot, enËry courts which are adjacent to

ards

-TerritorÍal control over the public areas of the site can be

established by creating neighborhood clusters of limited numbers

of units, vísual control from the units over the public realms,

distÍnct transiÈions between public, semí-pubric, semi-private,

and privaÈe areas of the site, and by creating clearly defÍned

outdoor extensions to the town housing unit.

-The functions of, and relationships between, such spaces as: the

kitchen, the dining area, and the living room; entrances and

entrance vestibules; and single and shared bedrooms dictate that
minimum provisions are ínadequate for rental publíc Town Housing.

spaces that realistically allow for an i.ncreased sharing by both

people and housing functíons are necessary.
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be clustered around tot.

very smal1 parking lots.

Most sociologists agree that

nificantly smaller role Ehan does

Èhe

the

physÍcal environment plays a sig-

behavioral environmenÈ in Èhe
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formation of onets personality. rt is generally agreed, however, that

in a very deprived physical home environment, such as the low income

ghetto, that behavioral problems per capita are higher than in a

typícal suburban area. This is because privacy, security, and the con-

trol. over onets physical environment is unknown"

Perhaps some of the problems of the Low Income can be resolved by

creating a housing environmenÈ more reflective of theír needs--a housing

environment wherein Ehe individual can begin to feel that he is not a

víctim of society--where he is allowed similar opportunities for secuï-

ity' privacy, and control as the rest of society. perhaps Èhen, sone

of the incentive programs creaËed by the various levels of governmenE,

which largely fail in their aËtempts, might have a better chance for
success
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The data from the user Feedback survey is presented, herein, in
four parts: family, resídential, managerial relations, and archi-
tectural data" rn the first three parts Èhe average response daEa is
given for the Ehree torn¡n housing types: public, Limited Dividend, and

private" rt is presented in bar-graph form for ease of comparison.

Thís allows dÍscovery of the differences between the three tenant
groups' The uniqueness of the Public Tovm Housing tenancy si-tuatÍon in
comparison wiËh the resË of society may also be determined."

Each graph represents the variety of

posed to those i.nterviewed. The ordinate

responses rangíng from 0 to 1002. Along

Èown housing types.

rn Part rv the public Tovm Housing users' responses are given to
the archítectural section of the survey. The data from each of the

developments' grouped by project-type, is presented as is the overall
Public Tov'¡n Housing average. These illusËrate the variety of feedback

attributable to the desígn of each development. The ordinate indicates
the percentage of responses, frour o to 1002. The code representing the
projects and projecÈ-types along the axis denotes the following:
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responses to a single question

discloses the percentage of

the axis are located the three

LR (loop road projecr-Eype)

LR I - Keenleyside

LR lI - Marlene and Beliveau

LR III - Donwood Drive



SO (street oriented projecÈ-Èype)

SO I - DavLd and Fairlane

S0 II - Lumsden-Lakeridge Road

PLC (parking 1ot cluster project-rype)

PLCI -MaplesTwo

PLC II - Raleigh

PLC III - Gordon Avenue

PGC (playground

PGC I

PGC II

A legend is given above each graph. This decodes the graphic rep-

resentatíon of the variety of responses given to each question. The data

for the majority of the questions does not toËal LOO%. This ís because

trnot applicablett, ttno responsett, and immeasurable answers are not ín-

eluded.

cluster project-type)

Carriage Road

Birds Hill Road
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